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H.R. 3821, THE EQUITY AND CHOICE ACT
HEARING

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 26, 1986

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
SUBCOMMITTEE ON ELEMENTARY, SECONI ?CRY,

AND VOCATIONAL EDUCATION,
COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,

Washington, De
The committee met pursuant to call at 9:20 a.m, in _room 2175,

Rayburn House Office Buitthng, Hon. Augustus F. Hawking (chair-
man of the committee) presiding.

Members present: Representatives Hawkins, FOrd, Kildee, Marti-
nez, Owens, Goodling, Gunderson, McKernan,_Arir ey, and Fawell.

Also present: Representatives Clay, Hayes, Dymaily, Petri, Bart-
lett, and Henry.

Staff present: John F. Jennings, counsel; Nancy Kober, legisla-
tive speciahst; Andrew Hartman, Republican legislative associate.

Chairman HAWKINS. The Subcommittee on Elementary, Second-
ary, and Vocational Education is called to order. The purpose of
the hearing this morning is to afford an opportunity to the Secre-
tary of Education to present to the subcommittee hia so-called
voucher proposal. The chair has no remarks, but would like to
simply state that there are some of us, I think Mr. Ford and per-
haps one or two _others who pioneered in the development of the
Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965, who, as a result
of that experience, are certainly enthusiastic about retaining the
features of the landmark legislation which we developed during the
1960's in an opposition to anything that may threaten the continu-
ation and the expansion of that act

Over a period of time, this committee and Congress have made
many changes to the 1965 act in order to improve it, to make sure
that it went to the educationally deprived and economically disad-
vantaged, and to correct any abusesand there were sorne abuses
in the early days. We have sought to preserve the fiscal integrity of
the program, to promote parental involvement, and to mandate
that money should be used specifically to supplement, not to sup-
plant State and local effort& Wi also found that diffusing educa-
tional money among many programs led to a limited effect on chil-
dren and their achievement& AS a result of this, we feel that we
have developed the act to the point where it is _considered even hy
the Department of Education and others one of the most effective
and successful programs that we have.

(I)
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It is, I think, ironic that those of us who, in the sixties, were in-
volved in the so-called war on poverty at that time opposed experi-
mentation with the voucher proposal. It was one of the Johnson
proposals that we thought was the least successful, and I think
that has been borne out by its rejection where it has been tried.

We are not opposed to experimentation, but we feel that, if deT-
sired, it should not be done at the expense of a longstanding, cost-
effective, and successful program such as the compensatory educa-
tion program known as Chapter 1.

There's an old expression that each tub should stand on its own
bottom, and we think that the voucher proposal, if it is to be used
for any purpose whatsoever, should not take money away from
Chapter 1 and should either come out of the funds available as dis-
cretionary funds in the Department of Education or at least new
money.

It is my own personal belief that the voucher proposal is an irre-
sponsible public policy, because the rules, regulations, and proce-
dures that we have built into Chapter 1 from experience woubi not
follow the voucher proposal, and that it will lead to an abuse and
misuse of Federal money. For example, under the administration's
proposal, tuition voucher money could be used for various purposes,
even refurbishing the principal's office of a private school or lead-
ing children into mountains on ski trips, rather than being used for
thingB pertaining to the basics in education.

We also believe that it would result in two school systems, one
which would operate under extreme public control, which would be
accountable, highly regulated, and which could not reject students
regardless of the type of students who come to_ the public schools.
The other system would, of course, be exempt from these ordinaxy
regulations, could select the students, could reject disadvantag
reXct handicapped children, or reject children for any reason what-
soever.

ThiS obviously is not intended as a criticism of parochial or pri-
vate schools. They serve a distinct and desirable role in education,
but mixing the two would béto the disadvantage of both, bcause
the private schools would lose a lot of the private aspects of what
the offer,imd it would be at the expense of the public school/J.

e have other reasons for opposing the voucher proposal, but we
recognize there are differences of opinion. We are delighted to have
one strong opinion exhibited to us today. The Secretary and I have
differed in many ways, but I hope our differences Will be in the
spirit of what is best for the children of this country and what is
best for the country itself.

At this time, I would like to yield to the ranking minority
member of the committee, Mr. Goodhn g, for any remarks which he
may wish to make.

Mr. GOODLING. Mr. Chairman, I -don't have any prepared re-
marks. I just want to welcome the Secretary and those with him.
We look forward to your testimony, and we're interested to hear
what you have to say about this proposal, and I will indicate my
enthusiasm later. I'm primarily interested to hear what you have
to say about theproposal you want to try to sell to the Congress.

Chairman HAWKINS. Thank you. Any other member wish to
make a statement at this point? 1VIr. Armey?

6
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Mr. ARMEY. I have a prepared statement I would like to submit
for the record, and ask unanimous consent to be permitted to
preSent a Statement on behalf of Congressman Larry Craig.

Chairman HAWKINS. Without objection, so ordered.
[The prepared statement of Hon. Larry E. Craig follows:]
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FEBRUARY 26, 1986

STATEMENT ON BEHALF OF TEACH TO THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON ELEMENTARY, SECONDARY, AND

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

BY CONGRESSMAN LARRY E. CRAIG

MR. CHAIRMAN, I AM AN ORIGINAL COSPONSOR OF H.R. 3821, THE EQUITY CHOICE ACT

OF 1985, AND I WOULD LIKE TO TAKE THIS OPPORTUNITY TO PUBLICIZE MY REASONS FOR

SUPPORTING THE VOUCHERS CONCEPT FOR THE CHAPTER 1 REMEDIAL EDUCATION PROGRAM.

CONGRESS INSTITUTED THE CHAPTER.1 PROGRAM TO pROVIDE SPECIAL EDUCATIONAL

SERVICES TO ALL EDUCATIONALLY DISADVANTAGED STUDENTS; UNDER THE CURRENT

SYSTEM, EACH SCHOOL DETERMINES THE NUMBER OF THEIR STUDENTS WHO QUALIFY FOR

THIS MONEY TO CALCULATE THE AMOUNT OF CHAPTER 1 FUNDS TO WHICH THEY ARE

ENTITLED.

THE EQUITY CHOICES ACT OF 1985 BETTER KNOWN AS "TEACH" WOULD pROVIDE THE

PARENTS OF EDUCATIONALLY DISADVANTAGED CHILDREN WITH A VOUCHER AND THE

PERMISSION TO USE IT AT LNY PUBLIC OR PRIVATE SCHOOL OF THEIR CHOICE. BY

EXPANDING THE RANGE OF CHOICES AVAILABLE TO PARENTS THROUGH THE USE OF A

VOUCHER SYSTEM, TEACH WOULD ALLOW THEM TO SENO THEIR CHILDREN TO THE SCHOOL

THAT PROVIDES PROGRAMS WHICH BEST MEET THEIR CHILDREN'S INnIVIDUAL NEEDS.

PARENTAL CHOICE WILL PROMOTE HEALTHY COMPETITION AMONG SCHOOLS TO IMPROVE THE

EDUCATION OF CHAPTER 1 CHILDREN.
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THE AKOUNT OF THE VOUCHER ITSELF WILL VARY DEPZNDING ON EACH AREA'S COST OF

EDUCATION. THE AVERACE VOUCHER WOULD BE ABOUT $630. IT IS IMPORTANT TO NOTE
-------

THAT THE PARENTS OF THESE CHILDREN WOULD NOT RECEIVE A CHECK FOR THIS AMOUNT

OF MONEY, BUT A CERTIFICATE WRICH THEY WOULD GIVE TO THE SCHOOL OF THEIR

CHOICE AS THE EQUIVALENT OF A TUITION PAYMENT; BECAUSE IT IS NOT A CHECK, IT

COULD NOT BE CASHED AND MISAPPROPRIATED BY PARENTS.

THI8 BILL DOES NOT CREATE A NEW PROGRAM OR INCREASE FEDERAL SPENDING IN ANY

WAY; IT MERELY CHANGES THE WAY THIS ALREADY EXISTING PROGRAM XS ADMINISTERED

TO ALLOW PARENTS MORE CHOICE IN THE EDUCATIONAL PROCESS.

UNDER THE CURRENT BUDGET CRUNCH IT IS DOUBTFUL THAT CONGRESS WILL AGREE TO

INCREASE FUNDING TO EITHER EXPAND OR INCREASE THE NUMBER OF OUR EDUCATIONAL

PROGRAMS. THEREFORE IN ORDER TO UPGRADE EDUCATION, CONGRESS MUST LOOK IC

/NCORPORATE REASONABLE INNOVATIONS - -SUCH AS THE VOUCHER CONCEPT - -TO IMPROVE

ALREADY EXISTING PROGRAMS.

I HAVE LONC BEEN APPREHENSIVE ABOUT THE ESTABLISHMENT OF A VOUCHER SYSTEM FOR

THE ENTIRE PUBLIC EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM. MANY RESPECTED EDUCATORS ARE CONVINCED

SUCH A SYSTEM COULD ONLY BE DETR/MENTAL. ON THE OTHER HAND, THERE ARE THOSE,

EQUALLY RESPECTED, WHO CLAIM THAT VOUCHERS WOULD NOT CNLY INCREASE PARENTAL

CHOICE, BUT WOULD ALSO IMPROVE THE QUALITY OF EDUCATION. I AM CONVINCED THAT

TEACH PROVIDES THE IDEAL OPPORTUNITY TO TEST THE VOUCHER CONCEPT SINCE THE

NUMBER or STUDENTS AFFECTED BY THIS PROGRAM IS COMPARATIVELY SHALL. BY

ENACTING TEACH, CONGRESS COULD IMPLEMENT THE VOUCHER SYSTEM ON A TRIAL BASIS
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THEREBY OPENING THE DOOR TO TREMENDOUS EDUCATIONAL GAINS WITH WELATIVELY

LITTLE RISK.

I URGE'THE SUBCOMMITTEE TO JOIN WITH ME IN SUPPORTING THIS LEGISLATION WHICH

WOULD FOSTER PARENTAL PARTICIPATION, HEALTHY COMPETITION IN OUR SCHOOLS, AND

ULTIMATELY A BETTER EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM.

1 0
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Mr. ARMEY._ I would also_liketh _take_ the opportunity at theoutset to say that I am a_supporter and-welcome the &,cretary.
Chairman HAWKINS. Thank you. Mr. Bartlett?_ _

Mt.- Biartti-Tr. Mr. Chainnan,_I appreciate the iVPortunity to
participate in the sulicommitted. I have been a member of the sub=committee Enid look forward to the Secretary's teatiMony. I'm alsoa supporter of vouchett.

Chairman HAwmws. Well; with that,Mr. &,cretarY, iVs obvious
you have some sugoetters on the committee,_ and _we look forwardto your testimony, and we hope that you Willidentify the associates
you have with you whO are seated at the table;

STATEMENT OF RON. WILLIAM J. BENNETr,_ SECRETARY OF
EDUCATION, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

Secretary BENNETT. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. It's aleabure to be here. I am_delighted that we will have a full and fairaring on this issue. If I could just make one comment before be-Kinning my statement You said that over the years Congress has
made improvementa in Chapter 1 and that its a good program. Webelieve it's a good program too. And We believe that we have some-thing that will improve it even more. _

Let me introduce my_colleagues: the Under Secretary of the De-partment of Education Gary Bauer, and General Gmnsel of the De-partment, Wendell Winkle. I'll go to my statement now.
I'm pleased to he here today to testify on behalf of a prow-Salthat I believe can be a great step_forward for American education

reform. The Eguity and Choice Act, also known as the TEACH bill,would allow parents of certain educationally disadvantaged chil-dren to obtain vouchers under chapter 1 of the Education Consoli-
dation and Improvement Act of 198L

As some of you may know, soon after becoming Secretaryof Edu-cation, I outlined three ideas that seemed to me to be central toserious education reform. I call these ideas the three C'scontent,
character, and choice. That choice is one of these three-guideposts
reflects the Significance which we at the Department of Educationattach to this bill.

I want to say at the outset that I very much appreciate the sub-
committee's effort today togive this proposal a full and fair hear-ing. The education reform movement has prosperad from responsi-ble and serious debate about thoughtful ideas. I know, Mr. Chair-man, that you have expressed to your own conStituents your inten-tion to give this idea a full And fair discussion and analyze it on itsmerits.

_ .We welcome such a discutsion. We welcome such an analysts,and we believe the American people are willing and ready for seri-ous discussion about this _proporlid. As discussion of educationreform continues, it's becoming clear that parental choice in educa-tion is an idea whose time has come. Parental choice is gaining
ever more widespread acceptance, whether in the form of vouchers,open enrollment, public schciol policies, alternative or magnetschools, tuition tax credits, or second chance programS.

American parents clearly_ Want choices when it comes to theirchildren's education, and more and more thoughtful people are

11
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giving serious consideration to the possibilities of different kinds of
choice.

Robert Woodson, president of the National Center for Neighbor-
hood Enterprise, has written that increased competition among
schools would stimulate educators and provide more responsive
programs, involve parents more directly and, with any luck, force
bad schools to improve.

Albert Shanker, president_ of the AFT, who has criticized this
proposal, nonetheless says, "I believe that we in the teacher union
movement ought to support the greatest possible choice among
public schools by parents and teacher& Attendance is much higher
and drogout rates lower in those public schools that students them-
selves have chosen to go to."

Gov. Lamar Alexander of Tennessee, who is encouraging inter-
district transfers in his State to expand Choice, has declared choice
essential to his long-range grogram for improving schools.

Columnist William Raspberry, thoughtfully weighing the issues
posed by choice in general and by this bill in particular, has writ-
ten that this proposal "might provide a relatively risk-free and in-
expensive way of answering some questions that a lot of us have
been worrying about."

I'm delighted that people such as these from many segments of
the political spectrum are calling attention to the possibilities that
choice may offer our schools, children, and familiesand I'm even
more delighted that in some places the goals of choice are being
translated into action.

I'll jutt tick off the places and submit the rest for the record:
Minnesota, South Dakota, Colorado, Washington, and California all
with choice idea& the Board of Rducation in New York. City to
which refer later, and school districts generally throughout the
Nation which have establiShed thousands of schools of choice.

As you know, Mr. Chairman, the creation of magnet schools
across the country is one of the most exciting and promising devel-
opments in American education. These schools are significant not
only because they give parents and studenth the ability to select
the school that best meets their needs, but also because they stimu-
late competition among schools, leading to improvements in the
quality of education offered in many communities.

_ I would like to note in its fiscal year 1987 budget proposal, this
Department for the first time is calling for funding for magnet
schools. This departure from previous policy in an environment of
&Jail reatraint demonstrates clearly, I think, this administration's
firm commitment to educational_ choice.

AS_you can see, we are moving toward greater educational choice
in America today. It is not a revolutionary notion or eccentric idea
any more, but rather part of the Nation's philosophical main-
stream. But, choice is not available as a practical matter to many
students and families, and our proposal will bring new choices to
those who_have_the least _choice now, the parents of disadvantaged
children. TEACH, our bill, will improve chapter 1 by permitting
parents of educationally disadvantaged children to choose the best
available schools for their children. This administration has pro-
posed this legislation, because we believe that our less wealthy and
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our less privileged citizens have the same hopes for their children
that other parents have.

We believe that chapter 1 parents have BB much interest as
anyone else in seeing that their own children get the education
thcy need. We believe that_it is not enough to allocate large sums
of money in their behalf They need the opportunity to choose the
right programs for their _children. By providing choice for millionS
of parents of 6ducationally disadvantaged children, this legislation
would accomplish several important goals.

First, and abbve all, it would increase educational opportunity
for those disadvantaged children. More affluent ramifies can iil-
rO.ady give their children greater opportunities. They can choose
their schools by buying a home in the neighborhobd of their choice
or by sending their children to a private school. Many of the poor
don't have that kind of choice, yet it is their children for whom
education matters the most. It is their children for whom education
may represent the b..st opportunibr for success in later life.

By converting money now given to school systems into vouchers
forparents of the educationally diSadvantaged, we, in effect, will be
giving those parents a ticket to fmd the best possible schools for
their children, the beSt possible opportunities. Similar programs in-
viting choice, such as the GI bill and Pell grants, have improved
opportunities for millions of young Americans. This legislation, we
believe, can do the same.

That, I think, is why economist Thomas Sowell has called this
bill "the most promising_piece of social legislation in thiS dacade."

I might point out some flndingsi about the academic benefits
choice brings to the disadvantng6d. New York City's School District
No. 4 is one example. It's an inner city district looated in what is
known as Spanish Harlem. It has adopted limited open, enrollment
for grade schools and, in effect, for junior high schools. In its 12
years of experience with choice, this district increased reading
scores 16 percent_and math scores 1'7 percent. These gains moved
Spanish Harlem from the bottom of New York City's districts, 32
out of 33 previously, to 18th in reading and 22d in math.

Comparisons of public and private high schools also show that
the exercise of parental choice improves academic performance for
Ail groups of children. Indeed, favorable effects are more pro-
nounced for black, Hispanic, and poor children, the groups that
tend to cluster, as you know, in Chapter 1 programs.

The second goal of this legislation is to encourage parental in-
volvement. Providing for parental choice will foster greater paren-
tal involvement, and educational research and common sense tells
us that the more parents are involved in their children's education,
the better that education is likely to

Polls show that support for educational choice is particularly
strong among low income, minoribr, and large city residents.
Blacks, for example, favor the idea of vouchers by 2 to 1. Why? Be-
cause these parentS know how much is riding on their children's
education, and they want to be involved as much as they can. They
very much want the chance to choose gobd schools. If they were
given the choice, their involvement could mean more for their chil-
dren than any bureaucratic program could.
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If anyone has any doubts about_how much parents care about the
chance to Choose a good school, I suggest you drivëbjr a _popular
magnet school a day or two before registration begins. In many
places, lines at magnet schools are beginning to rival lines at rock
concerts. The difference is that the people in line axe parents. Go
by and see them. They'll be there with tenth and sleeing bags,
picnic baskets and portable heaters. Those that _can afford it take
time off from their jobs to get a place in line or hire babisitters to
stay with the children while they sleep overnight hi line at the
schooL If you've seen a line like that, you know how badly parents
want choice.

The third goal of thiS leOilation is to foster competition. We be-
lieve that this reform will give thousands of schools even more in-
centive to_give the educationally disadvantaged the best possible
service. Once educators realize that families have the means to
look for responsive schools, they Will work even harder to make
their schools better. This proposal will encourage competition
among all schoolt, among public schools, private schools, and be-
tween public and private schools. Healthy, fair competition will
benefit all our schools and all t children.

Now to some myths and misunderstandings. As I said a few min-
utes ago, I've been heartened by the response this proposal has re-
ceived. Many people, legislators, educators, and parents are obvi-
ously willing to consider it on its merits.

At the same time, I've been disappointed that some have been
content to reject this idea out of hand without consideration a its
merits. Some assertions have been made that have no basis in re-
ality. We have heard some statements that are clearly designed to
scare people away from this idea and to foreclose discussion.

In other cases, I think some people have simply misunderstood
what this proposal is all about. Your staffs recent analysis of Ohl§
bill, Mr. Chairman, is, as you know, highly critical_of this proposal,
and although it includes some good questions that I look forward to
talking about, it also contains some of these misunderstandings.

Let me take a moment to answer some of these inAhs and mis-
understandings in hopes that we can get on with serious and re-
sponsible discussion.

First of all, some critics claim that this proposal creates no real
opporttmities. Your staffs analysis, Mr. Chairman, alleges that
poor parents would not _really have the choice of schools that
voucher advocate§ claim. Critics assert that a voucher worth $608,
our estimated national average, isn't going to be enough to help
anybody get a better education.

These critics often quote $7,000 and $8,000 tuition rates for pri-
vate schools as if most of the private schools in this country were
elite boarding schools. They are not.

Consider this. The overwhelming majority- of children receiving
chapter 1 services are in elementary school. The median tuition for
a private elementary school is $773, in 1985 figures. Roughly the
same as the average value or a little more than the average value
of a voucher. Obviously then, these vouchers can make the differ-
ence for many parents.

The proposal_would also put more puhlic schools in reach for
many parents. It would allow them to take advantage of choices
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among public schools currently offered by their own districts or
even to enroll their children in public schools outSide their dis-
trictS. It is true that in many places the tuition for attending a
public school outside one's own district would exceed the value of a
voucher, but we should not assume a static universe. We believe
vouchers will foster competition, and competition will bring prices
and barriers down. Furthermore, many public schools could pro-
vide after-school chapter 1 services for the cost of a voucher.

Remarkably, some of the same critics wlio assert that these
vouchers would not be enough to make a difference, that these are
phantoms, that this is smoke, also claim that the competition cre-
ated by vouchers would destroy the public schools.

Leaving aside the obvious contradiction between these two pre-
dictionsyou cannot have it voth ways=let me point out that
when they are given a choice, most parents still choose public
schools. In places where choice mechanisms have been put into op-
eration, there has been no exodus from the public schools.

Furthermore, experience has shown that _programs that offer
parents more choices among public schools tend to increase the
popularity of public school& In Cambridge, MA, for example, 2
years after iniplementhig a choice program, permitting families to
select among public schoolk the proportion of children attending
public schools rose from 74 to 82 percent

As Thomas Sowell has written,
Parental choice -has not destroyed the public schoo- in high income neighbor-

hocids and has, in fact, forckl them to do a better job in order to meet the competi-
tion of private achoolEk That is the basic reason for extending the same choice to law
income parent& School administrators have the same instinct for survival as anyone
else. Pubhc schoola Will not be destroyed but improved.

Let me say that I, for one; have confidence in the ability of our
public schools to compete and to compete effectively. Some critics
say the Chapter 1 Program is working fme; and that we will only
disrupt things with a voucher proposal. In other words, if it's not
broken, don't try to fur_ it.

I certainly agree, Mr. Chairman, that the Chapter 1 Program
has, in many places, made significant contributions to the educa-
tion of disadvantaged_ children. Many children are in g66d pro-
grams, getting the help they need. Every year we give awards to
exemplary programs in chapter 1, but there's no reason to think
that givmg parents a t,hoice would disrupt Chapter 1 Programs
that work well; Obviously, a parent _with a child in a good program
is going to leave that child there. Nothing would change for those
parents or children; Good programs are always going to attract
parents. We've learned that in C.ducation over and over again. The
parents who choose to use the vouchers will_ be the ones who are
dissatisfied with the services they're_gettingi_ for while there are ex-
emplary Chapter 1 Programs; there are some that are not so;

Another myth about this proposal is that it would siphon good
students away from_ the public schools; One prominent member_of
the education establishment, for example, wrote that vouchers for
chapter 1 services would take some of the _best and brightest chil-
dren out of public school, but this charge ignores the obvious fact
that the children eligible for these vouchers are; by dermition,
those who are educationally disadvantaged. They are not, unfortu-
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nately, our best studentS. They are teating below the average. They
need help the most That's why they're eligible. They should be the
focus of our concern, and we think this proposal helps them get it.

Some critics of the legislation assert that many chapter 1 parents
will not be able to make wise decisions br their children. I could
not disgrree more strongly. The notion that poor and minority par-
ents are, in general, incapable of making_effective choices for their
children is patently false. The parenta of Pell grant youngsters do
as well as any other parents in helping their children find the best
available colleges. No one suggests that such parents are incapable
of making informed decisions on election day. There's certainly no
reason to think that they can't make informed decisions in the in-
tereSt of their children's education.

Finally, some critics contend that using a voucher at a religious-
ly affiliated school would violate the principle of separation be-
tween church and state. Your staffs analysis of this bill, Mr. Chair-
man, warns of serious constitutional problems. But, we should re-
member that Congress currently requires that chapter 1 services be
provided on an equitable basis to educationally disadvantaged chil-
dren attending private schools, including those children enrolled in
religiously affiliated schools. We should remember that our propos-
al gives aid to parents, not schools.

This argument is similar to the one upheld by the Supreme
Court in Mueller v. Allen, where Minnesota allowed parents a tax
deduction to help cover private or public school education. Our
Office of General Counsel, the Department of Justice, and the legal
Staff of the Congressional ReSearch Service have independently
concluded that this bill is constitutional. These, then, are some of
the misconceptions I have read and heard. I trust that a serious
debate on the bill's merits will give us the chance to leave such
misunderstandings behind, and to get on with the kind of consider-
ation a thoughtful idea deserves. Again, Mr. Chairman, I very
much appreciate the opportunity that your subcommittee is ex-
tending for a full and fair discussion of the proposal. I will be
happy to answer any questions you might have. Thank you very
much.

Chairman HAWKINS. Thank you, Mr. &cretary.
[The prepared statement of Secretary William J. Bennett fol-

lows:]

i6
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TESTIMONY OF
__WILLIAM J. BENNETT.
SECRETARY OP EDUCATION

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

BEFOREiTHE SUBnOMMITTEE-
ON ELEMENTARY;_SECONDARAND_VOCATIONAL_EDUCATIOM,

HOUSE EDUCATION AND_LABOR_COMMITTEE
February 26, 1986

Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee, I at

pleased to be here today to testify on behalf of a proposal

that, I believe, can be a.great step forward for American

education reform. The Equity And Choice Act, also known as

the TEACH bill, would allow parents of certain educationally

disadvantaged children to obtain vouchers under Chapter 1 of

the EdUCatiOn Consolidation and Improvement Act of 1981.

As sots of yOU may know, soon after becoming Secretary

of Education / outlined three ideas that seemed tO me to be

central to serious education reform. I call these ideat the

Three C's -- Content, Character, and Choice. That Choide is

one of these three guideposts reflects the significance

which we at the Department of Education attach to this bill.

I want to say at the outset that I appreciate your

Subcommittee's effort today to give this proposal a full and

fait hearing. The education reform movement has prospered

1,7
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from responsible and serious debate about thoughtful ideas.

I know, Mr. Chairman, that you have expressed to your own

constituents your intention to give this idea a full and

fair discussion and to analyze it on its merits; We welcome

such a discussion; we welcome such an analysis. And we

believe the AMerican people are willing and ready for

serious discussions about the merits of this proposal.

THE -GROWING INTEREST IN EDUCATIONAL CHOICE

As discussion of education reform continues, it is

becoming clear that parental choice in education is an idea

whose time has come. Parental choice is gaining ever more

widespread acceptance -- whether in the form of vouchers,

open enrollment public school policies, alternative or

magnet schools, tuition tax credits, or second-chance pro-

grams. American parents clearly want choices when it comes

to their children's education. And more and more, thoughtful

people are giving serious consideration to the possibilities

of different kinds of choice. For example:

Robert Woodson, President of the National Center for
blighborhood Enterprise, has written: "Increased competition
among schools, whether private, parochial, or public, would
increase efficiency, stimulate educators and provide more
responsive programs, involve parents more directly and with
any luck force bad schools to improve."

Albert Shenker, President of the American_Federation of
Teachers, who has criticized this proposal, nonetheless_
says: "I believe that_we_in the teacher union movement ought
to support the greatest possible choice among public schools

1 0
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by_Parents, atadents:and teachers.... Attendance is_ Much
bigher_and_dropout_rates_are Much lower in those publid
schools....that studenta themselves have chosen to go to."

Governor Lamar Alexander of_Tennessee, Whd ia encourag-
ing intetdistrict trantfers_in_his state to expand public
school choices, has declared choice essential to his long-
range program for improving schools: "By the 1990's," he has
said,-"we should-try to let all parents choose the public
school their child attends.... Letting parents choose
schools will get parents more involved in their own child's
education. And the more parents do, the more a good teacher
can do."

And columnist William Raspberry, thoughtfully weighing
the issues posed by choice in general and by this bill in
particular, has written_that this_proposal"might Lprovide a
relatively risk-free and_inexpensive way_of answering some
qmpstions that a lot of us have been worrying about;"

I am delighted that people such as these; from many

segments of the political spectrum; are caning attentidd tO

the possibilities that choice may offer our schOOlS, Chia-
_ _ _

dren, and families. And I am even more delighted that in

some places the goals of choice are being translated into

action. Por example:

With bipartisan support and strong leadership from
Governor Rudy Perpich, Minnesota is pioneering a program of
choice permitting public high school juniors ond_seniors_to
attend public or private postsecondaryiinstitutions; with
the state paying tuition.LiGovernor_Perpich predicts choice
will produc2 "exciting innovatiors;" "Research shows," hel_
says, "that_whenifamiIies are permitted to seIect_the public
school of_their choice, parents bccome_more satisfied with
the educational system, student at+-itude improves,_teacher
morale goes up and community support for public schools
increases;"

__SoUth_Dakota has instituted a program of choice an.ong
small rural high schools.

Colorado has instituted a second-chance program for
drop-outs, providing these students new choices for their
education just when they seemed ready to quit.

The states of California and Washington pay _tuition at
public and private education clinics for dropouts.

19
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The Board:of Educatibn of New York City has announced
thati_as_pnrt of its long-range_plan to improve_educationi
all_its high schools Will be schools of choice by tbe year
2000.

SchooI-districts throughout the nation have established
thousandi-of schools of choice -- at least two thousand high
schools alone.

The creation of magnet schools across the nation is one

of the most exciting and promising recent developments in

American education. These schools are significant not only

because they give parents and studects the ability to select

the school that best meets their needs, but also because

they stimulate coMpetition among schools, leading to

improvements in the quality of education offered in many

communities. I would like to note that in its FY 1987

budget proposal, the Department for the first time is

calling for funding for magnet schools. This departure from

previous policy in an environment of fiscal restraint

demonstrates this Administration's firm commitment to

educational choice. As you can see, we are moving toward

greater educational choice in America today. It is not a

revolutionary notion or eccentric idea, but rather part of

the nation's philosophical mainstream. But choice is not

available, as a practical matter, to many students and fami-

lies. Our proposal will bring new chancer to those who have

the least choice now -- to the parents of disadvantaged

children.

20
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TEACH

TEACH will improve Chapter I of the Education Consoli-

dation and Improvement Act by permitting parents of

educationally disadvantaged children to choose the best

available schools for their children. The Administration has

proposed this legislation because we believe that our less

wealthy and less privileged citizens have the same hopes for

their children that other parents have. We believe that

Chapter 1 parents have as much interest as anyone else in

seeing that their own children get the education they need.

We believe that it is not enough to allocate large sums of

money in their behalf. They heed the opportunity to choose

the tight programs for their children.

By providing choice for millions of parents of

educationally disadvantaged children, this legislation would

accomplish several important goals.

First, and above all, it would increase educational

opportunity for those disadvantaged children. More affluent

families can already give their children greater opportuni-

ties. They can choose their schools by buying a home in the

neighborhood of their choice, or by sending their children

to a private school. The poor don't have that kind of

choice; Yet it is their children for whom education may

represent the best opportunity for success in Tater life;

21
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By converting money now given to school systems into
_ -

vouchere for parents of the educationally disadvantaged, we

in effect Will be giving those parents a ticket to find the

best possible schools for their children, the best possible

opportunities. Similar programa embodying choice, such aS

the GI Bill aud Pell Grants, have improved opportutitied fdt

millions of young Americans. This legislation can do the

same. That, I think, is why economist Thomas Sowell has

called this bill "the most sromising piece of social

legislation in this decade."

I might point out some findings *bout the academic bene-

fits choice brings to the disadvantaged. New York City's

School District Number.rour is one example. It's an inner-
__

City district, located in what is known as "Spanish Harlem."

It has adopted limited open enrollment for grade schools,

and, in effect, a voucher for junior high schools. In its 12

years of experience with choice, the district increased

reading scores 16 percent and math scores 17 percent. These

gains moved Spanish Harlem from the bottom of New York

City's districts (32nd out of 33 on both tests) to 18th in

reading and 22nd in math;

Comparisons of pdblic and private high schools also

show that exerciee of parental choice improves academic

performance for all groups of children. Indeed, favorable

effects are more-pronounced for black, Hispanic, and poor

children -- the groups that tend to cluster in Chapter 1

programs.
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The second goal of this Iegislation is to encourage

parental involvement in education. Providing for parental

choice will foster greater parental involvement -- and

educational research and common sense tell us that the more

parents are involved in their children's education, the

better that education is likely to be.

Polls show that support for edacational choice is

particularly strong among low-income, minority, and large

city residents. Blacks, for example, favor the idea of

vouchers by two to one; Why? Because these parents know how

much is riding on their Children's education, and they want

to be as involved as they can. They very much want the

chance to choose good schools. /f they were given that

choice, their involvement could mean more for their children

than any bureaucratic program could.

If anyone has any doubts about how much parents care

about the chance to choose a good school, I suggest he

drive by a popular magnet school a day or two before regis-

tration begins. In many places:, lines at magnet schools are

beginning to rival lines at- rock concerts. The difference is

that the people in line ate parents. Go by and see them --

they'll be there with tents and sleeping bags, picnic bas-

kets and portable heaters. Those who can afford it take time

Off from their jobs to get a place in line, or hire baby

sitters to stay with the children while they sleep overnight

in line at the school. If you've seen a line like that, you

know how badly parents want choice.
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The third goal of this Legislation is to foster

competi.tion. We believe 'that this reform will give

thousands of schools even more incentive to give the

educationally disadvantaged the best possible service. Once

educators realize that families have the means to look for

responsive schools, they will work even harder to make their

schools better. This proposal 'Jill encourage competition

among all schools -- among public schocas, private schools,

and between public and private schools. Healthy, fair

competition wilI benefit all our schoolS and all our

dhildren.

MYTHS AND MISUNDERSTAND/NOS

As I said a few minutes ago, I've been heartened by the

response this proposal has received. Many people --

legislators, educators-, and parents -- are obviously willing

to consider it on its merits.

At the same time, however, I have been disappointed

that some have been content to reject this idea without

consideration of its merits. Some assertions have been made

that have no basis in reality. We've heard some statements

that are clearly designed to scare people away from this

idea and foreclose discussion.

In other cases, I think some people have simply

misunderstc,3d what this proposal is all about; Your staff's

recent analysis of this bill, M. Chairman, is, as you know,
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highly critical of this proposal; and althougo it includes

some good questions that I look forward to talking about, it

also contains some of these misunderstandings.

I'd like to ta!e a moment now t0 answer some of the

common Myths and misunderstandings, in the hope that we can

get on with serious and responsible discussion.

First of all, some critics claim that this proposal

creates no real opportunities. Your staff's anaIysis Mr.

Chairman, alleges that "poor parents would nOt really haVe

the choice of schools that voucher advocates claim."

Critics assert that a voucher worth $608 -- our estimated

national average -- isn't going to be enough to help

anybody get a better education. These critics often

quote seven and eight thousand dollar tuition rstt for

private schools, as if most of the private schools in the

country were elite boarding schools. They are not.

Consider this: the overwhelming majority.of children

receiving Chapter 1 services are in elementary school; The

median tuition for a private elementary school is $773 --

roughly the same as the average value of a voucher. Obvi-

ously, then, these vouchers can make the difference for many

parents.

The proposal would also put more public schools within

reach for many parents. It would allow them to take Advan-

tage of choices among public schools currently offered by

their own districts, or even to enroll their children in

public schools outside their districts. It is true that in
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many places the tuition for attending a pUblic school

outside one's own diatrict would exceed the value of a

voucher. But we should not assume a static universe. We

believe vouchers would foster competition, and competition

would bring prices and barriers down. Furthermore, many

public schools could provide after-school Chapter 1 sevvices

for the cost of a voucher.

Remarkably, some of the same critics who assert that

these vouchers would not be enough to make a difference also

claim that the competition created by vouchers would "de-

attoy" the public schools.

Leaving aside the obvious contradiction between these

two predictionni let me point out that, when they are given

a choice, most parents still Choose pUblic sohools. In

places where choice mechanisms have been put into operation,

there has been no exodus from the public schools.

Furthermore, experience has shown that programs that

offer parents more choices among public schools tend to

increase the popularity of public schools. In Cambridge,

Massachusetts, for example, two years after implementing a

choice program permitting families to select among public

schools, the proportion of children attending public schools

rose from 74 percent to 82 percent.

As Thomas Sowell has writtenj "Parental choice has not

destroyed the public schools in high-income neighborhoods,

and has in fact forCed them to do a better jOb, in order to

meet the competition of ptivate schools. That ie the basic
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reason for extending the same choice to low-income par-

ents...: School administrators have the same instinct for

survival as anyone else. Public schools will not be de-

stroyed but improved."

Let me say that 10 for onei have confidence in the

ability of our public schools to compete;

Some critics have said that the Chapter I program is

working finei and that we wiII only diSrupt things with a

voucher proposal. In other words, if it's not broken, don't

try to fix it;

I certainly agree that the Chapter 1 program has, in

many places, made significant contributions to the education
_

Of disadvantaced children. Many children are in good pro-

grams, getting the help they need. But there's no reason to

think that giving parents a choice would disrupt Chapter I

programs that are working well. Obviously, a parent with 8

child in a good program is going to leave that.ChiId there.

Nothing would change for those parents or children. Good

programs are always going to attract parents -- we've

learned that in education over add over again. The parents

who choose to Use the vouchers would be the ones who are

dissatisfied With the services they are getting. For while

there are exemplary Chapter 1 programs, there are some that

are nct so.

Another myth about this proposal is that it would

siphon good students away from the public schools. One

prominent member of the education establishment, for

27
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example-, wrote that vouchers for Chapter 1 services wluld

take some of the "best and brightest children out of public

school." But this charge ignores the obvious fact that the

children ligible for these vouchers are, by definition,

those who are educationally disadvantaged. They are not,

unfortunately, our "best" students. They are testing below

the average. They need help the most. They should be the

focus of our concern. This proposal helps them get it.

Some critics of this legislation assert that many Chap-

ter 1 parents will not be able to make wise decisions for

their children. I could not disagree more strongly. The

notion that poor and minority parents are in general incapa-
.

ble of making effective choices for their children is

patently false; The parents of Pell Grant youngsters do as

well as anyone else in helping their children find the beat

available schools. No one suggests that such parents are

incapable of making informed decisions on election day.

There is certainly no reason to think that they can't make

; informed decisions in the interest of their children's edv-

cation.

Finally, some critics contend that using a voucher at a

religiously affiliated school would violate the principle of

separation between church and state. Your staff's analysis

of this bill. Mr. Chairman, warns of "serious constitutional

problems." But we should remember that Congress currently

requires that Chapter I services be provided on an

equitable basis to educationally disadvantaged children
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attending private ddheele, including those enrolled in re-

ligiously affiliated ddhools. And we should remember that

our proposal gides aid to parents -- not schools; This ar-

rangement is similar to the one upheld by the Suprethe Court
_

in Mueller v. Allen, where Minnesota allowed parents a tax

deductinn to help cover private or public sdhool edUcation.

Our Office of General Couneel; the Department of Juitide,

and the legal staff of the Congressional Research Service

have independently concluded that this bill is

constitutional.

CONCLUSION

Thbee, then, are some of the misconceptions I haVe read

and heard. I trust that a serious debate on thie bill's

merits will give us the chance to leave such aiisunderstand-

ings behind and to get on with the kind of consideration a

thoughtful idea deserves; Again; I appreciate the opportu-

nity this subcommittee iS ektending for a full and fair dis-

cussion of this proposal. I will be happy to answer any

questions you might have.

Thank you.
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Chairman HAWKINS. Mr. Secretary, let us first indicate that
we're talking about the voucher proposal which is before this com,
mittee, not abbut various other choice propoSalSthat are referred
to. As regards your proposal, you base support primarily on compe-
tition being encouraged and the choice being provided.

Now, according to data recently relemed by the Department of
Rducation in 1983, and I suppose that would be even stronger if it
were updated, the average tuition for private elementary schools
was $89o, while the average for private secondary schools was
$1990.

Now, in contrast, the average chapter 1 expenditure per child,
the basic expenditure, we estimate& to be 4563, but let us use the
amount that you indicated, $608. May I first ask whether or not
that presents a meaningful choice to parents who would try to
meet these, and we're using the average, to meet these extremely
higher costs, particularly in those families that may have more
than one -child? Who's going to make up the difference in the
family which today is struggling even to put food on the table? Is
that parent likely then to have a choice when the parent has to put
up the difference merely to get a schooling which would not in
itself offer the extra services that disadvantaged children may
need?

Secretary BENNETT. Mr. Chairman, first of all, I think the dis-
crepancy in the figures is a matter of whether one uses an average
or the median. But let's use either one, either the $890 or the $773
figure.

Chairman HAWKINS. Well, let's use some examples that may
favor your view, some that may favor mine. I've only tified an aver-
age.

Secretary BENNETT. I'll be happy to use the $890 amount. But I
would note that the latest figure is the $773 median. And, I would
also _point out that for chapter 1 children enrolled in parochial
schools, the average tuition is even lower.

But, let's take the arxument straight up. If I am a parent who
wants to enroll my child in a private school that charges $890and
I don't have any monrthen I am worse off than if I am a parent
who wants to enroll my child in a school that charges $890, and I
have $650. I'm a long way to reaching $890.

As you know, Mr. Chairman, there is a school in your district.
All Saints, a Catholic school that charges $55- a month tuition. Now
you have mentioned, additional children. Well, if you have a second
child enrolled in All Saints, your cost is $65: not for the second
child, but for both Children. If you have three children, it's $75.

The point is that $650 or $60Sor $680 may not meet the tuition
at all of these schools, but it will meet it at a lot of them; $650 iS
$650 more than nothing,and it goes_ a long way.

Chairman HAWKINS. Well, something is more than nothing, it%
obvious.

cretary BENNETr. That $650 is a lot more than nothing when
what you have to reach is $890.

Chairman HAwKnqs. The All Saints you refer to would probably
reject most of the students that we're talking about, because it's
veiy selective. The choice would not be to the parent, whether the
parent wanted to send the child to All Saints or any other parochi-
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al or private school. The choice would be with the school, and obvi-
ously schools are struggling kll schools_ are struggling, private as
well as public, so there wouldn't be much choice on the part of the
parents if the school did_ not accept that child. I doubt if All Saints
would accept,- for example, handicappd children, because it doesn't
have the facilities. What would luppen in the case of handicapped
children around the country in private schoolS that do not have the
facilities? Would thsy find it economical under competition, as you
say, to institute all of the services to provide for a handicapped
child or, let's say, a bilingual _child or a child that gives a lot of
trouble in the public schools? You're saying_ that the private
schoolS are going to accept the same child and provide equal educa-
tion, give to the flame child the extra services, as I indicated. The
concept of chapter 1 is that the disadvantaged _child will be given
something extra, something in addition to what is given to the ordi-
nary child. That includes special teachers, special instruction, spe-
cial facilities of various kinds.

Areyou saying that in competition the private schools are going
to be willingto do this?_

&cretary BEzeirrr. Sure, many of them are. Of course, they are.
But note that the parent can make the decision. And if the_parent
doesn't think the school is going to provide good educational serv-
ices, the parent won't send the child to that school. Let me com-
ment on a couple of the aspects you mentioned. In the data I saw
on All Saints School and it is in your district so you know i*ttkr
than I, but I understand that a very high percentage of those stu-
dents are Hispanic student& Clearly, that particular school hasn't
found it against its intereat or against its educational mission to
educate disadvantaged children.

In thrms of the handicappL=id, as you know, a number of private
schools do make efforts to educate the handicapped. This bill, if
anything, will encourage more of those schools to do more in this
area, because if children come to that school with their voucher,
they will bring more resources. And that could enable those schools
to d.o more.

I don't know if the committee knows this, but if we look at the
chapter 1 children who are enrolled in private schools, the schools
we're talking about are parochial schools and are often in_ the
inner city. They account for something like 90 percent of chapter 1
children in private school& To suggest that parochial schools
Catholic schools for the most partdo not have an interest in edu-
cating poor children or handicapped children is, I think, to fail to
recognize the educational mission of the Church, as the Church de-
fines it, and it is to disregard the reports that have been coming
out from the Catholic education community stressing that they
want to do more in this direction.

Why haven't dm done more? Beeause it is expensive and these
are poor schools, many of them barely getting by. But I think With
the increased resources that might be brought with the voucher,
we'll see more of an inclination to help these children.

The children we're talking ahout certainly wouldn't be worse off
under the proposal. The plan opens up the possibility of other
schools joining in, and I think they have every reason in the world
to join m. We are adding an economic advantage for those Fichools,
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in addition to facilitating the accomplishment of what many see as
art of their educational mission. For instance, one thing that has

been streSsed in the Catholic education reportS that we've seen, is a
committment to increase the number of handicapped students in
those schools.

Chairman HAWKINS. Well, if all these good benefits are going to
flaw and all these schools are going to accept thcse children and
are going to be improved, why don't you me&e it compulsory that
they accept a child, rather than leave it up to them. In other
words, why not write into the act a mandate that they do what the
public schools do, that they cannot turn away a child because a
child happens to be handicapped or happens to I3e bilingual or hap-
pens to be disadvantaged? Why not just write in the fine principle
you have expressed which I agree with? Why not write that into
the proposal so that we-will indeed end up with what you say?

Secretary BENNErr. Well, as you know, the language that we use
in this bill is taken word for word from the language of the 1983
Senate Finance Committee mark-up on the Tuition Tax Credit Bill,
language proposed by Senator Moynihan and Senator Bradley and
others in regard to elementary and secondary schools.

We're certainly happy to work with you and talk with you if
you're concerned about protections for these students and other
questions, but it's been the will and the intent of Congress for some
time to recognize that private schools should have some independ-
ence in selection. We have to balance our interest in encouraging
more children to go to such schools with recognition that to trigger
a whole set of recordkeeping requirements and regulations for
these schools would be to overburden them, even to put some of
them out of business, and thus to vitiate their educational function.

But, again, Mr. Chairman: If the aim is to encourage more pri-
vate schools to take more educationally dir..cad .antaged children, to
take more handicappd children, this voucher proposal will certain-
ly do it

Chairman liAwEnsrs. Do I understand you're willing to write into
the voucher proposal the same rules and regulations and mandates
that are now included in chapter 1?

Secretary BENNETT. Again, we'll certainly work with the commit-
tee, but I wouldn't say right

Chairman 1-1A-wkars. If you work with the committee, that's wirat
you're going to be prepared to do.

Secretary BENNETT. I'm not prepared to defy what's clearly been
the will of the Congress in marking_out for private, secondary and
elementary schools certain exceptions that it has felt are appropri-
ate for such schools. But we'll be happy to talk with you.

Chairman_ HAWKINS. Well, I went you to do a little bit more than
talk to me rill trying to get your rationale, since you say.that

Secretary BENNETr. What one has to consider, Mr. Chairman, is
that if you impose upon these schools all of the requirements that
are currently imposed on other schools, you may put them out of
business- You may make it much harder for them to accept the
very students, thre trying to help and we're trying to help.

Chairman HAWKINS. That's _unfair competition. You're saying
that we will put them out of business if we require them to do
what the public schools do, and yet you're calling out for choice
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and competition. Why not put them on the same basis so that the
competition will be fair?

You're saying that we have to make concessions to them to get
them to_do what is right Well, we don't do that in the public
schools. We say, look, you accept a child that comes to the public
school, and we don't give to that public- school any choice. We don't
say we have to_give you more money if you have handicapped chil-
dren or you_have bilingual children or you have children that offer
problems. We just unload on thern those problems. So if you're
talking about competition, which I understand is what you men-
tioned, then it seems to me that this is what you would insist upon.
If you are interested in poor children, as you say in your prepared
statement, may I ask you then, what about the more than 60 per-
cent of parents who can't even take advantage of chapter 1, be-
cause there are insufficient funds to serve all eligible children.
These pm ents would not get any vouchers whatsoever.

Are you willing_to_give to those parent§ who do not now have the
advantage of chapter 1 because you and others have supported re-
ductions in the amount of money for public education? Are you
willing to give to thoseparents a choice as well?

Mr. BAUER. Mr. Chairman, if I may interject, I think in some re-
spects we're talking about a strawman, because the insinuation of
your question is that private schoole,_particularly inner city_private
schools, do not now serve the populations that we're talking about,
and the facts are the exact opposite.

You know, I think, that e Catholic schools--
Chairman HAwangs. That's not the guestion. I don't mind you

discussing that, but let's have the answer to the first one first,
which is, that less than 40 percent, and we may argue over the per-
centage, but let's say certainly a majority of parents today don't
have any choice, because they don't even get chapter 1. Now, if
you're so interested in giving choice to parents and taking care of
the poor children, as you often refer to them, who now are being
deprived of something, are you willing to give vouchers to those
parents who now do-not participate in chapter 1?

_Mr. BAT.MIL Mr. Chairman, we prepared for a number of ques-
tions when we came up today, and I must adnait that one of them
was not the possibility that the chairman of the committee would
be arguing for more comprehensive vouchers than the ones we've
proposed.

Chairman HAWKINS. I'm not. I'm simply asking you what would
you do under the factS that I outlined, because you're the one who
wept in this statement about the poor children, and said that the
parents needed some choice, to get these children into these schools
that you say are so good and that are willing to accept them. I
hope that's true, and I'm not denying that may be true. But, if they
don't bring vouchers, those schools are not going to be fmancially
able to serve them, whether or not they're willing to do it. They're
not going to be able to accept handicapped children or disadvan-
taged and the other special groups that are now served under chap-
ter 1. I'm asking whether you are willing ta give the parents of
children who are not being served by chapter 1 a choice, or are you
willing to at least through incremental means to begin to reverse
that? If you see this middle chart over here, the Federal share of
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education funding, you will see that it's steeper than the steepest
ski slope that I have ever seen. That is what has happened in the
last 5 years. It will soon be below the line and down to zero if we
continue the present trend.

[The chart referred to follows:]
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Secretary BEN-Nrrr. No, I don't think so. I've designed some
charts myself,Mr. Chairman.

Chairman Thant:INS. You didn't design this unfortunately.
Secretary BENNETT. No, but I've seen it
Chairman HatwEiNs. It illustrates the declining Federal share of

education funding.
Secretary BENNETT. This really isn't on the point, is it, Mr.

Chairman?
Chairman HAWKINS. Well, it is the point.
Secretary BENNETT. It really isn't The question of how many

children we are serving and how much we %prorate is one ques-

available with what wie;_vaemrt, and what sort of means do we use
within the curreu pro

divbiesdut
Secretary BENNETT. We'll be happy to talk about that.
Chairman HAWKINS. If chapter 1 is _goad for those that it now

serves, and those parents will get vouchers which will make it ac-
cording to you, even better, I'm asking you would you be willing to
expand the amount of funding which is avidlable to the rest of the
children who need, in your expression, the vouchers to ga to these
good schools? It would seem to me it's illogical for you to be plead-
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ing for these children and not be witiLig to expand the amount of
flume:, that is available, and being responsible for that dteep de-
cline.

I haven't heard you before thiS committee advocating support for
chapter 1 or any of the other programs, if you'll shift over to the
chart at the left.

[The chart referred to follows:]

Federal Spending Cuts in Selected Education Programs: 198[Iii

Chapter Chapter Viocational ImpactBilil AdultOne Two Education ngua
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*Includes en7.-*et1 appropriations for fiscal years 1980-1986 and AdministratLons
budget proposals (not enacted levels) for fiscal year 1987:

Those are all the other_programs in the department, not a single
one has gained in constant dollars. Not a single one is any excep-
tion. It's ben the same thing through with bilingual education,
with vocational education, with adult education, with all of the
other programs, not a single one. So it's consistent. I'm only asking
you_ that if you feel the way you do that the vouchers are veiy
useful, why don't you make more of them available to the rest of
the target population?

Secretary BENNgrr. As you know, Mr. Chairman, when we get
into the business of appropriations and budgets, we have to take
other factors into accountsmall items such as a $210 billion defi-
cit and other factorsthat require us to br careful in regard to
spending levels.

But, as you know, in our 1987 budget under the requirements of
the Gramm Rudman-Hollings Deficit Reductiqn Act, we have kept
Chapter 1 at $3.7 billion. This wal continue to serve a large
number. But, again, we'll be happy to talk to you about that issue,
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but for now could we get back to the merits of vouchers them-
selves?

Chairman HAwiaNs. Mr. Secretary, in October of this year, SS
chairman of the Education and Labor Committee, the full commit-
tee, I'm under a mandate through Gramm-Rudman to reduce, to
cut chapter 1 and the other programs by approximately 25 or 30
percent. That's going to be devastating. ao you agree, and would
you join with us in resisting that serious cut in these programs
that I think we basically agree are goOd_programs, effective?

Secretary BENNETT. 'You've seen our proposal, Mr. Chairman,
and it is substantial.

Chairman HAWKINS. Would you join with us in opposing that .

steep cut?
Secretary BENNETT. Yes, sure.
Chairman HAwKiNs. It certainly would help the chairman of thie

committee out,
Secretary BENNETr. I'm not sure I understand. If we are talking

about joining with you and opposing serious cuts in chapter 1,
we're obviously with you. You've seen our 1987 budget, which pro-
poses no such cuts. Chapter 1 is a good program.

Chairman HAWKINS. We'll certainly take advantage of that posi-
tion then, a long time before October possibly.

Secretary BENNETT. OK. I'm glad we agree on that one, M.
Chairman.

Chairman HAWKINS. _Mr. Goodling?
Mr. G6ODLING. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Secretary, s I'm

sure you know,_there isn't much discussion on the Hill these days
other than one figure, $144 million. So, I will have to be the first to
admit that I haven't studied your proposal as closely as I should
have and don't usually until I'm sure that the Chairman is think-
ing aboat moving some kind of proposal. The $144 million now is
consuming my time. We _go into budget committee meetings at 8 in
the morning and stay there most of the day.

I have three or four concerns in relationship to your proposal, as
I have studied it to this point. I suppose my first is a concern that I
think the chairman was expressing,_ and that dealt; with just what
does happen to chapter 1. For instance, if you're talking about a
sehool who may have 75 percent chapter 1 younpters, what deci-
sions and what planning do they make when they may fmd out
that on September 1 alarge portion of those students btave gone
some other place? If there ia only a small percentage left, how do
they take care of that small percentage, because a great deal of
their money would have gone on with those students?

So I elo have _that as my first concern. I think chapthr 1 has been
vem effective. I'm sure it was not the design to use chapter 1 real-
izing that this as merely an effort to get to some other place even-
tually. If you crack open the door, you can get someplace else, but
I'm not quite sure that perhaps it's the right way to design a
voucherprograin. I think the chairman makes a good point. We do
serve a small percentage of chapter 1 ple. How a ytoungstergets
into a chapter 1 program is a somew at arbitrary decision. _Here
are x number of do ars. I have 900 chapter 1 youngsters. I can
only take 200, and so I arbitrarily set up something to determine
which of the 200 go in there. So I think he's making a good point.
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I think he also makes a good point when he talks about what re-
sponsibilities do those private and parochial schools have in rela-
tionship tO a chapter 1 education. As I understand your program;
you don't bind them in any way, shape or form to use that money
for chapter 1 experiences. They can use that_money however they
see fit I guess we got into -chapter 1 in the first _place because we
diScovered that people didn't use the money as well as they should
have for those who didn't have equal opportunities.

My second concern, that I have with the proposal as I now un-
derstand it, is I'm_not sure we aren't teasing the poor as they've
been referred M. I don't think it matters much whether_ you're
using an $800 figure or a $1,000 figure. In California, it might be
$250. It seems to me you're really teasing people even if they're
thinking about trying to go to an $800 school or- a $1,000 school.
You can say it's a better chance than not at all. Well, it's a better
chance, hut if somebody doesn't come up -with the additional
monff, it's really no chance at all, and I don't want to be involved
in something that cannot deliver; I question whether it could.

I think we mix apples and oranges when we say that public
school enrollment has increased where they are trying choice. I am
assuming that what we are looking at when we say that iS that
there are a lot of people who could afford to send their youngsters
to private schools. Now that they have their choice to go to what-
ever public school they want to; they now have pulled_ their chil-
dren out of that private school and sent them tb a public school.
But, they could only go to that private school originally because
thesr had that money.

I don't know that you're telling me that these are poor young-
sters _who now, because of thiS choice, have helped to increase the
enrollment in public schools. I have a feeling that it would be the
opposite, that it would be younKstOrs who could afford to go to
their choice of private or parochial schools, now going to their
choice of a public school.

So that iecomes a question that I have; You know; I had to
laugh;_ In material prepared for rie there is one article that said,
"The Gallup Poll has consistenCy shown that more Americans sup-
port parental choice in educati-,a than support higher taxes for
education." I think that's like me saying, Mr._ Secretaryi before
dinner, would you like to have Scotch or would you like to have
cyanide. I don't believe there's any difference. That's a great ques-
tion _the Gallup Poll used.

I don't have man_y letters that say _please raise my taxes. I would
like also, Mr. Secretary; to have you comment a little more on
what the chairman was driving at when he was talking about why
shouldn't the rules and regulations be exactly the same if you're
talking about fair competition.

I was in this business a long time, and whenever my secretary
would say, Mr. Goodling, Father Birster is on the telehonej_ he
wants to talk to you, I'd say what student am I getting now; Father
Birster, with tongue in cheek, would always law.h at the end and
say, "Bilk I have thiS wonderful young lady that wants to come
back to your schooL She just thinks she'd like to he back in the
communi." EVen funnier, with tongue in both cheeks, he'd say,
"Bill, I have this outstanding athlete that wants to come back to
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your school." Now, York Catholic is very proud, and rightfully so,
of their athletic programs, and I guarantee you, Bill isn't geing to
get a good athelete back to West 'York High School unless there is
a problem.

So I do have a concern that, No. 1, they should have to take ev-
eryone who makes that choice. No. 2, thff should have to keep,
just as a public school must everyone that has chosen to come to
their school. No. 3, they have to do as the_public school has to do,
the best they possibly can to deal with those youngsters.

I also have_some questions in relationship to definition of school.
You kiiow, that's something that's being kicked around at the
present time, and I'm not sure what constitutes a school presently.
I think it's something that you're going to have to deal with. The
IRS is dealing with it, as well as many others, but I think the defi=
nition of a school is _going to play a major role when you try to do
something of this nature.

Let's see whether I've covered everything. The third problem I
gliess I have then, is a management problem. When you are plan-
ning a school ustém you've to plan on numbers and you are elect-
ing professional and nonprofessional people in order to support
those _particular numbers. I hope we've thought through very care-
fully the management problem that large school systemst_particu-
larly with large numbers of chapter 1 students, could run into with
TEA.CH. If the program is as good_ as you sa3: it is and if as many
young people could go off to the school of their choice then we will
be seeing a large number of students moving between schools each
year.

Those are three of the major areas that I have concern, and you
mazy want to respond to thosa

retary BENNErT. Sure, thank you, Congressman. I counted
fiver but OKlet me try. I'll ask my_general counsel to comment
on the rules and regulations. But let me point out that within the
public school system, we have an increasing_number of schools that
do have various admissions criteria, various emphasisschools for
the eats, schools for math and science and the likethat say: we
Will take any student in this district who qualifies, but not just any
student in the_ district We want to keep in our school an emphasis
on thia kind of program or that _

Mr. GOODLING. May I interrupt just a minute, Mr. ecretary?
Secretary BENNErr. Sure.
Mr. GOODLING. However, that public fmhool system that you're

talking about cannot deny an education to that youngster.
Secretary BENNETT. That's right
Mr. GconuNG. And must take that youngster, or they will be in

court and in real trouble.
Secretary BENNETT. You're right. The child has to be somewhere;

there's no doubt about that. But there is no requirement that
school systems place the child in a school which has set itself up in
a distinctive way.

I might also mention the 'Coleman study, which hidicates the
record of inner city parochial schools in keeping disruptive stu-
dents in school. The study shows that the notion that public schools
do not remove people from school is simply false. They do. They do
remove people from school.
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Mr. GOODL1NG. May I also interrupt by saying that they cannot
turn them down, even in a Inagnet school in relationship to sex or
handicap. The way your legislation is written, if I understand it, a
school could do thM.

Now I know you devote nine pages, I think, to try to make sure
that for racial reasons they couldn't discriminate, but I don't be-
lieve sex anclhandicap_discrunination are covered.

Wcretaty. BENNET?. I'm going to ask my general counsel to com-
ment on this, because we have spent a lot of time on this, and have
been very mindful of the Gongress wishes on the issue of discrimi-
nation.

Mr. WILLIGE. On the Question of the handicapped, our proposal
does not materially change the current_ state of the law, because so
far as the handicapped _provisions of the civil righth law apply to
private schools, at present, they are not required to take handi-
capped children unless thu can do Ra with minor adjustments. So
if that state of the law were to be changed, that should be contem-
plated within the context of the civil eighth statutes, rather than in
a voucher proposal.

I'm speaking here of section 504.
Mr. GOODLING. I didn't quite follow what you said. Are you tell-

ing meare you talking about _private schools,_or are you telling
me a public school doesn't have to take a handicapped?

Mr. WILT.WINI. I'm talking abbot private schoola that currently re-ceive
Mr. GOODLING. They'll take them on a litter in a public school.
Mr. Wuzzas. They currently receive some Federal benefit,

whether it be through chapter 2 or some other _program, and those
schoola are not currently required to take handicapped students,
unless they can do so without major changes in the facllitieS they
have to offer.

Mr, GOODLING. That's part of what the chairman was saying in
relationship to fair competition. If you have to use your tax dollars
to make all sorts of mocations to a public school, you're usingit
there not putting it into hooks and personnel, et cetera, et cetera.

I think what you're bringing up responds to part of what the
chairman was saying in relationship to unfair competition,

Mr. Wrunly I do think we should keep in mind that the over-
whelming majority of the children in the chapter 1 program are
not handicapped. They are educationally diwdvantaged, and
schools which are willing to accept those students, wo feel, should
not be precluded from doing so, simply because they &ill have the
facilities to serve the handicapped_poTulation.

AS you know, the Department has a number of other programs
that provide services to handicapped children. Chapter 1 is de-
signed to help the educationally disadvantaged.

Mr. GoopuNb._The only point I'm trying th make is that as I tell
the ecretary of Labor all the time, yes, I believe in free trade, but
each country has to play it by the same rules and regulations. All
I'm saying here is, yeg. I believe in competition, but I think it
should be fair competition.

Mr. Wn..txm. Well I don't think that private schools that are
willing to take thechildren who are currently eligible for benefits
under the chapter 1 program are getting some sort of free ride. Ob-
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viously, they're taking those children who have had the most diffi-
culty under current programs. These are the ones who have not
fared well under current educational programs. We're not balking
about skimming cream here.

Mr. GOODLING. Mr. Secretary, let me give you a sixth while I
think of it, before you go on, one that I was thinking of before and
forgot to mention toyou. In the transportation of these youngsters,
now I know as I understand your proposal, the school from which
these youngsters are going could use chapter 1 money to send those
youngsters to a private or parochial school, is that correct?

Snretary BENNETT. Yes
Mr. GOODLING. But not very realistic, is it?
&cretary BENNETT. I think it's realiatic.
Mr. GOODLING. i mean they're really not going to use their

money, particularly you have now taken enough students away
where they may not be able to reduce one teacher, but they'll have
a 1.6:Weed number. They may not be able to reduce operating ex-
penditures.

Secretary BENNETT. We're operating under two contradictory as-
sumptions here, I think. One is that the program is so effective or
the public schools so badwhich I don't believethat we'll lose au
these students to other schools. The other is that the vouchers are
too little that it's a teasing of the poor. The two scenarios are con-
tradictoryyou can't have both. Under which assumption are we
operating?

Mr. GoODLING. I don't think you're operating under either as-
sumption, simply because I donl believe either. I don't believe the
people you're targetting can afford to make the change, so I don't
think you're going to lose an awful lot of people. My question is, if
you do lose those people, transportation then becomes a big item.
Now, the local school district that lost those youngsters, I do not
believe out of the goodness of their heart are somehow or another
going to take off the top of their chapter 1 money, transportation
expenses, to send the youngsters to other schools. So what I'm
pointing out is it may he an additional cost to them for that same
chapter 1 youngster to get to that school of choice. That may just
be around the block, but it may be a mile or two away.

Secretary BENNETT. Right, it might be, but I don't think this is
just a goedness of the heart matter, Gongressman.

Mr. GOODLING. All I'm_saying is you don't have anything in the
legislation that says, OK, you must follow thia younpter with
transportation money if this youngster decides to go. That's ail I'm
pointing out.

Secretary BENNEIT. That's right. It may be another matter for
the _parents- to consider. It's not a matter of the goodness of the
heart of the LEA, The LEA has an obligation to serve those chil-
dren and if thiS is an efficient way of doing it, I think the LEA
will do it. Do you want me to respond to some of your other ques-
tiona?

I'll start with administrative planning. Schools, principals, and
superintendents have a variety of administrative responsibilities
and planning responsibilities already. To look again at the schools
of choice that we've seen in other parts of the country, we know
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that if you set up reasonable deadlines for when people must de-
clare and so on, the administrative end can be managed.

Will it perhaps cause some additional administrative planning?
Yes, it may well, but that's all right. Just yesterday there *at an
article in the New York Post, about the Harlem schools, district 5,
where they have set up sohools of choice. This it alto a goed exam=
ple for the1 other point you were mentioning. Harlem is not a rich
educationaLdistrict but they have managed to set up these schoolt
of choice. They operate on time-tables, and the thing is working.
They've gotten the scores up considerably.

At the_superintendent says in the article, it means some addi-
tional headaches for him and his principals. But as one of hit prin=
cipalt Says, it keeps you on your toes, and constantly forces you to
sell your school. And this program, by expanding parental choice
in education, hat worked.

Mr. GOODLING. You're losing me, Mr. Secretary, in that I think
you are referring in many instances to a private school situation
and in this last instance you held up, I think you're really talking
about public schools in a school district.

You're talking about youngsters who have the money to go to a
private school and make this arrangement in advance versus those
who have already been tested_ to go into the public school situation.
That's What's confuting._ I think we ought to pretty much stick to
the chapter I issue, because that's really what we're dealing with
in the vouchers.

Secretary BENNETT. But in order to respond to it, I have to look
to anal ous situations._All I'm saying is this may cause some addi-
tional a trative details, but it's solvable, it's workable. It can
be worked out in_principle.

Mr. BAUER., Congressman Goodling, we happen to believe, by the
way, that if this was_put into effect, that most of the movement
you would see woald not be, in fact, from public schools to private
sohools, but would be from one public school to another. So I think
there is an analogy here.

Mr. GOODLING. You see, that createt a real problem for adminis-
trator& know ,wery first grade teacher in my school district, that
most of the peul:ie would love to have their children go to. You can
only put so many in a classroom. If they had their choice within
that district or every second grade teacher or every Englith teach=
dr. You know, you say, well, that's the beauty of competition. The
beauty of competition is if, as a matter of fact,you have outttand;
ing teachers in every grade, you and I know that not only is that
not practical, it doesn't happen, and unless you're going to do
something miraculous about teachers' salaries, 1- suppose, you're
always going to have that problem.

If you_go in the up and down swing of increased population, and
you have a shortage of teachers that creates a real problem which
is one that we're now getting into again in the elementary schools.
So those are_the problems of manaRment that I'm bilking about.

Secretary BENNEM But nothing has given educational adminis-
trators more of a management problem than the whole education
reform movement. It's a problem to get hit by A Nation at Risk.
It" s a problem for some of the teacher organizations to get hit with
requirements of testing. It's been a problem with some of the
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States to have _a wall chart, and there are lots of administrators
who say a lot of this makes us uneasy.

But, people, I think, have aaid, look: you need to be a little
uneasy in some way& because you're not doing the job that you're
supposed to be doing. This energetic superintendent in Harlem is
going to work slightly longer hours and have his principals work
slightly longer hours to settle thing& They even went so far, Con=
gressman, as to close down a school, because nobody wanted to go
ther& The notion that, well, we've got to have a _place to dump
some atudents because there are bad teachers, andafter all, they're
as entitled to studenta as geod teachers, is one of the things that
we're resisting.

Now it's quite true that under choice some schools may be
empty. Ta take the example we started with, supposing you lose 75
percent of your students you're going to have problem& But if you
lose75_percent of-your students, you deserve to have problems.

Mr. GOODLING. Let me just question the use of bad. I'm not refer-
ring to bad teachers.

Secretary BENNETT. Well, there are bad teachers.
Mr. GOODLING. Of course, there are bad teachers. There are bad

Secretaries, there are bad Congressmen, there are bad Assistant
Secretaries.

Secretary BENNErx. Right.
Mr. GOODLING. what I am sayiug is that you know, and I know,

that there are outstanding teachers. There are very good teachers.
There are gead teachers, and if I have a choice, and I know who
those axe, and I do, then I'm going to want my child in that par-
ticular school.

Secretary BENNsTr. Sure, you bet
Mr. GOODLING. Thank you.
Chairman HAWKINS. Mr. Kildee?
Mr. KILDEE Thank you. Mr. Secretary, I thought my 22 years in

elective_ service have generally supported help to those who attend
nonpublic schools. As a matter of fact I was cosponsor and assist-
ant floor leader for the Michigan bill which gave general support
to nonpublic schools in Michigan. That later was set-aside when
the people changed the Constitution.

Right now, as a matter di fact I'm engaged in_ a fight with the
administration on that, and I solicit your help, Mr Secretary. I'm
still engaged in that struggle. We're trying to remove the-81,500 tui-
tion cap which the administration wants on the qutlification for
schools to be eligible to participate in the school lunch programs.

Since you are veu supportive of the nonpublic school& I wisL we
could get support from_ the administration. My amendment which
passed the House to raise that $1,500 tuition cap so that nonpublic
schools could feed children. I think feeding children_ is a very non-
sectarian thing. I'm currently fighting with Jessie Helms and the
administration on that issue. If you could and some signal that
I'm on the right track relaiing to this issue, I'd deeply appreciate
that.

&cretary BENNETi, I'd be happy to take a look at that.
Mr. KIIMEE. We're currently in conference with Senator Helms

on that issue.
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cretary BErnsTErr. If I could, I am no more a fan of private or
sectarian schools than I am of public schools. I am institution
blind.

Mr. KILBEE. But I would solicit your support on that, maybe a
telohone call to the Secretary of Agriculture would help on their
objection to my amendment.

Wcretary BENNETT. Let me take a look at it, Mr. Kildee.
Mr KILTIEE. Thank you very muck My_wint is that through my

22 yeara,_ I have generally tried to support children in schools. I
was doing that when we were increasing dollars for education. I en-
tered_public life back in 1964. That was when the Great Society
was started with Lyndon Johnson's election,_ and we were generally
increasing both on the State and the Federal level support for edu-
cation. _

But_in the laitt few years, particularly the last 5 years, Federal
support for education has been sluinking. I think anyone who has
taken batic math can determine that to be the case. The President
has never asked for any_increase in chapter 1. AS a Matter of fact,
except for 1985 and 1987, the coming fiscal year, the President has
asked for cuts for chapter 1. That's a matter of record. As a matter
of fact, the Congressional Research Service has said that there- has
been a 24 percent loss of buying power in the chapter 1 fun& from
1980 through 1986.

I guess my question is this then, as I try to _ponder what iS really
the right thing_to do for children, and that is the bottom line of our
deliberations in this committee- I think the question is, shell we
invite more schoolit to the table, the education table, when we
really are reducing the amount of food on that table?

Secretary BEivxgrr. Well, the schools are already at the table,
Congressman.

Mr. KILDEE. IS that right?
Secretary BEisargrr. Yes; they already are. There are 225,000
Mr. MUM. Many schoolt are at the table, but I really fear two

things, and I'm asking, I'm pondering and tormented in this whole
thing myself. I thought we had a great system before the Supreme
Court threw sand in the gears on this. I really thought it was a
great system which the Gongress had devised, and it worked very
Well.

Secretary BENNETT. Yes, sir.
Mr. KILDEE. I supported it vigorously; and while that system was

in effect yet, many of those who are the nonpublic school repre-
aentatives oppoSed the vouCher system, because they did see that
that system was working quite well, and I can see where they have
to- look at the Sumeme Court decision also, I'm worried about other
schools opening, storefront schools.

I've already received inquiries how they can quahly from people
who would be miming the nontraditional schools. I really think
there is a serious danger of more schools coming up to that table
where the amount of food has been lessened through the last 5
years. I do worry about that

Also, I worry about this in conjunction with that Mr. Bauer hagstated in a public meeting that this voucher bill is a first step
toward a more extensive plan, and he added, "we had to start
somewhere." That actually has to fall on ears of members of this
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committee and give us some concern as to how far this might go
when the Federal support for education has been shrinking in the
last kyears.

Secretary BENxgrr. To return to your analogy of more schools at
the table. The program provides services to children, and what's
relevant is the number of children we're talking about. We can
debate whether chapter 1 should be expanded to include more
people or not,_but the services go to children. The schools are al-
ready there. Because under chapter 1, even after Feltonwhich,
and here I agree with youeven since Felton threw sand in the
gears, children attending private schools who are eligible for chap-
ter 1, still have to receive these service& No doubt, it's been awk-
ward and more difficult, but they're eligible.

As far as the slippery slope, we're on our way to something else.
_Mr. BAUER. Congressman, the paraphrase that you have there is,

I believe, a reference to a meeting I attended here in Washington
at a storefront school with several hundred black parents. I expect-
ed to _go- to that storefront school and find some skepticism about
the administration's profesal. In fact, what I found was those par-
enta liked the idea, and those that had criticisms said wait a
minute, why can't my child participate_in a voucher? He's not edu-
cationally disadvantaged. He's doing OK, but rd like to have some
choice for him too. In response to that, I said I believe that if the
Congress _passes this administration's proposal that, in fact, they
will see it work so well that it will be the _first step to the State
governments around the country taking further actions that would
increase choic& If our choice proposal falls flat on its face which
some of you obviously think that it will, I thin), the choice issue
will be dead once that happens. But, we happen to believe that if
it's passed, that after people see what happen& there will be more
calls for increased choice.

I would add that lea not this administration that's particularly
pushing that. It was those low income and minority_parenta who
spent a couple of hours telling me that that was something they. .
felt very strongly about.

Mr. DYMALLY. Wifi the _gentleman yield for a question, please?
Mr. KILDEE. I yield to the gentleman.
Mr. DYmALLY. Is this bill designed for black children? I keep

hearing references. Both the Secretary and the Congressman, is
this bill designed for black children?

Secretary BEITNErr. It's for all eligible children in chapter 1.
Mr. DYMALLY. Well, the frequent reference_to minority and black

lea& me to believe we have a bill here from South Africa.
Secretary BxxxxTr. No, it just turns out we have a lot of minori-

ty children in chapter 1.
Mr. BAUER. Fifty-five percent of the children served, Congress-

man, are minority children, and it is among the minority commu-
nity that we find our strongest support for the proposal. lhus, we
are likely to cite them as supporters when we're talking about the
bill.

Mr. DYmALLY. I think I represent minority kids. I have had no
response at all. I have a personal relationphip with six or more su-
perintendents in my district. I have been teaching science policy
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during_ the recess, and I don't know one who has come to me and
suggested we adopt your bill.

I would like to think I have probably the most integrated district
in California._

cretary BENNETT. It's not popular with superintendents, Con-
gressman, and we know that That has _to do with the reasons Con-
gressman Goodling was talking about. There are other things that
aren't popular with superintendents but that still deserve a look
But it is _popular with the black community. We'd be happy to
show you the polls.

Mr. DYMALLY. What black community, in Georgia?
Secretary BENNErr. Black Americans, Gallup Poll.
Mr. DYMALLY. hl California?
Secretary BENNErr. I'm sure Gallup called some folks in Califor-

nia.
Mr. Dacia-my. In the 29th District_ 28thDistrict?
Secretary BENNErr. I don't know how Gallup broke it down, but

we'll show you the polls. You might want to go with Mr. Bauer to
one of these communiV meeting&

Mr. Dnyikimt. I thank you, Mr._ Kildee.
Mr. Ku.DEE. Let me reclaim my time. My_point is I think we are

all trying to do what is right for kids, but I have not been con-
vinced really that that has been the position of the adminibtration.
These have been the saddest 5 years of my 22 years in politics.
These have been really years where we've been stingy with chil-
dren.

The Reagan administration has baen stingy in education. They
have been. Now your credibility, and Fin a little angu, and that's
guod. Just anger is a virtue rin convinced of that. I was taught
that in paroclial school.

Secretary BENNETT. Right.
KILDEE. I think your credibility before this conunittee would

be greatly enhanced were you coming here saying let's expand and
enhance and enlarge the amount of food on the education table,
but that's not been your record in the last 5 years, and that causes
a great deal of consternation here on the committee.

Secretary BENNETT. Let me try to turneth away wrath here, Con-
gressman. As a matter of fact these have been good years for edu-
cation, the last2 or_3 particularly.

Mr. KILDEE. The Federal role has shrunk
Secretary BENNETT. Yes, and the edumitional improvement has

been dramatic.
Mr. KILDEE That's happened despite the fact the Federal role

has shrunk, not bacause of it.
Secretary BENNErr. I'll tell you something. There are some

people who take as the bottom line in education how much the
ederal Government is spending As I see it, the bottom line is how

much children are learning and the evidence is that children are
learning more.
__We put out the wall chart last week, and lo and behold, there are
35 Statee showing higher academic achievement, 39 States showing
lower dropout rate& There is just one other chart that needs to ba
added, or really put on top of that chart there, and that is educa-
tion funding in the United States: $261 billion. Why there is some-
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thin' g made about the Faderal dollar as compared to the State or
local dollar,someone has to explain to _me. I want to tell you, Con-
gressman, if you have the intereste of the education of the children
of this_ country at heart, you should be heartened by the last 3
years. We're getting batter. We're getting ahold of thia.

Mr. lininEE. Let me tell you for sure that I have it at heart and I
don't think anyone has ever questioned that with me.

Secrete/3r BENNETr. You questioned mine, so it's only fair to
raise it.

Mr. KILDEE. I questioned the administration.
Secretary BENNErr. That's me.
Mr. IraLDEE. You're part of the administration?
Secretary BENNETT. That's right, the part that deals with aduca-

tion.
Mr. KILDEE I think your point is good. I think maybe I have of=

fended 3rou, and if I have, I don't think one should needlessly
offend, but sometimes one has to offend.

Sec. BENNErr, That's all right. I'm a big boy.
Mr. Kim= I think if I offended you, I'm sorry, but I do think

my statement is correct, Mr. Bennett, I really do.
Secretary BENNETT. Federal funding is down, there is no doubt

about it,
Mr. KIIDEE I don't want to be offensive, because I think you

come here sincerely: You come here with a pure heart. I disagree
with you, sa I don't m anyway guestion your motives. If I've offend-
ad you needlessly, that I apologize for. Let me ask you this.

I couldn't tell Cap Weinberger that we'll cut your dollars and
your defense system will improve. That won't sell there. Everyone
of his dollars for defense,-he filched -from programs in education or
from borrowed dollars. Now it wouldn't sell too well if I were to
tell Cap Weinberger, we're going to cut your dollars, but your de-
fense ustem is going to improve.

1 don't think that sells too well in education either, and, again, if
I offended_you,I do apologize.

SecretaTy BENNETT. Thank you for that But let me say again,
the responsibiliV for the defense of the Nation is the responsibility
of the whole Nation. It is the Federal Government's responsibility
to pay for it and topay for all of it.

Education is primarily a State and local matter. I really think,
Congressman, you do not want a budget for aducation that is 99
percent controlled by the Federal Government, because then, de-
pending on who the Secretary of Rducation is, you're_going to have
a czar of education. The Federal Government pays entirely for the
defense of the Nation. It's the tradition in this country that educa-
tion will be funded by State and local government. That's where
the ontrol is, and I think that's a gad thing.

Mr. KILDEE It's a local function, it's a State responsibility, but
it's_ a very, very important Federal concern.

cretary BENNETT. Yes, sir, I agree.
Mr. KILDEE. I think there's been a diminution, not just of dollars,

but there's been a diminution of the Federal concern for education
in the last 5 yeare.

&foram,' BENNErr. Let me juat comment. I think that we have
certainly addressed educational issues in a forthright way. I don't
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think we've taken our concern for education_ out of the picture. I
know, personally speaking, that I haven't. But Egain, what's the
bottom line: how much the Federal Government pays, or how much
our children are learning? I'm encouraged 14, the latter. That'S
really my baseline on all of this. Thank you, sir.

Chairman HAWKINS. Mr. Ewell? May I inform the members, I
am trying to go first by the membership on the subcommittee, and
then we'll take the others after they have had their opportunity,
the members of the subcommittee.

Mr. FAWELL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. There are several ques-
tions here. I hope I can be concise. The one concern which a lot of
us have with _regard to this bill is that we have in compensatory
education, a fairly successful program whieh apparently doesn't
have sufficient funding now, so that roughly 60 percent, I am told,
of the parents of children who would be eligible aren't able to par-
take in it.

Rexardless of how one looks at tair credits or vouchers, there is a
central issue here, and it seems to me that w.!re constructing that
concept on compensatory education funds, I'm not sure that's
wheretax credits and/or vouchers are to commence.

AS I recall in reading the propoSed bill, you have these funds
which can be used_ for tuition_ and for full-time students only in
public or_private schools. The first qustion I would have is why do
you specify and require that the funds, insofar as the funds parents
have to use here, can be titled for a full-thne tuition?

Why not limit it to part-time _and only for the purpose of _com-
pensatory education services? Why should general educational
costs be covered, and thus there's a siphoning off of very little
money that is now used and earmarked for compensatory educa-
tional services? This does not seem sound to me.

Secretary BENNErr. It's a _OA and interesting question. ru a$k
Mr. Bauer to comment on some of the history of but the rea-
soning behind it is this: The educational services provided in chap-
ter 1 are to help that student get up to speed academically. If that
student is a year behind in reading or a year behind in arithmetic,
the program helps that student get up to speed.

It's been our experience, and I think research confirms it, that
there are some schools, both public and private, that can get the
student up to par, hy enrolling him in the general academic pro-
gram, rather than through the provision of special services. I do
not think that a school with a track record like that should be re-
quired to do something additional or something different from
what works now.

Of course, the main thing here is that the parent can make that
decision as to whether enrolling in that "general academic pro-
gram," or buying the educational s.orvices on a discrete basis, is
better, but we don't wmit to rule out the former, because we think
sometimes that works. Gary?

Mr. BAUER. Ithink that's exactly right. I would like to comment
on 3rour opening poirt shout the fact that the program only serves,

believe the figure 1 was 60 percent which has been mentioned
here before this morning, of those who are

First of all, we disagree with those figures; Second, the number
of children served is a judgment ma e by the local education
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agency, not by us at the Department of Education. What we_ do is
attempt to identify _the lowest cost, most effective chapter 1_pro-
grams that we can fmd so that those school districts, who want to
serve a larger number of thr: eligible children, may do so by using
those low cost effective pngrams. Some of the school districts in
spite of that choose to serve a smaller amount of children at a
higher cost for whatever reasons. They make that judgment at the
local level.

If that's something that the committee is uncomfortable with, I
suppose that would be an issue that could come up ill reauthoriza-
tion, but under the law now, those school districts make the judg-
ment on how many children are served, not us, and it's not tied to
our budget.

Mr. FA1VELL. I understand that the school district has to make
that choice, and it's a veu difficult one, because you're never able
to serve all of the educationally disadvantaged. In many of the
public schools in my area, thff _just, for instance, in remedial read-
ing, ignore trying to use compensatory education funds. There just
aren't enough of said funds. I'm sure it's much worse in areas
where poverty is more rampant than in my particular congression-
al district.

But, it just doesn't seem sound to me-that with what little funds
we have that we should siphon them off from compensatory educa-
tional services. That has been deleted insofar as these voucher
funds are concerned. They apparently can flow into private schoola
without any account of whether they are being used to provide
compensatory education services. It's not a level playing field in
terms of comparing private and parochial schools. I've often
thought you're -comparing apples and oranges anyway.

But, it would seem to me you would have a sounder bill if you
would say that we're going to give choice in the area in which we
are basically concernecl, and that is providing compensatory educa-
tional services, and we shall not allow those funds to be used for
othergeneral fund purposes in the private schools any more than
now we would countenance their use for anything but compensato=
ry educational services in the public schools. Indeed, that is what
the law now sets forth, and most of the managers and administra-
tons with whom I have talked have said they spend days and days
of time acenttnting for the specific compensatory educational serv-
ices which thelL are rendering.

It seems to me that you could strengthen the bill a great deal if
you would keep the amendment to the compensatory education
program dealing with aid in the form of compensatory educational
services. So that's just one person's opinion.

I think this is a major defect in the bill that one does have to be
concerned with. There is another _point,and thiS may be more for
counsel. I noticed in looking at the portion of the bill which per-
tains to the possibility of racial discrimination, I've noticed that
the words, and I don't have the bill right before me, but there is a
deletion of the words, "Federal financial assistance," that these
fun& that would flow to the private school and concern via the
voucher route would not be_ deemed to be, once in the hands of the
private school, to be Federal fmancial assistance.

What is the reason for this?
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Secretary BENNEIV. ask counsel to respond to the second, if I
could just briefly respond to the first. Again, I appreciate your in-
terest in this, Congressman.

In the spirit of your question,we think that a voucher RroToSal
that wowld be limited to compensatory services only, would be an
improvementno doubt ab-out it. I guess_philosophically, we can't
see a good reason for saying that even if a general program
worksif it teaches the child what it should=be zuled out because
it isn't specifically compensatory.

If your hesitation here is that limitation, we would think a
voucher, limitha to compensatory services would be progress.

Mr, WILL= As for the provision in the bill that voucher funds
would not constitute Federal financial assistance, that provision
was also taken from the mark up in the Senate Finance Committee
of the tuition tax credit proposal in 1983, and reflected a bipartisan
agreement in that committee, including Senators Dole and Pack-
wood and Bradley and Moynihan.

lt w o u l d not, however, change the applicability of civil r i g h t s re-
quirementh t o Rrivate schools that are otherwise receiving any
form of Federalfmancial assistance

Mr. FAWELL. The information that was handed roe here is it cor-
red to say that when one does _not look_upon_ Federal tax funds
flowing to a private school as Federal fmancial assistance that
this, in effect, means that the jurisdiction of the Civil Rights Act
and title IX of the Educational Amendmenth Act of 1972 in refer-
ence to sex diszrimination, and section 504- of the Rehabilitation.
Act in reference to handicapped Children, that the jurisdiction of
those acts thence do not apply to the private school, at least insofar
as the specific Ferleral funds to which we have reference here?

Mr. Wm.= If the voucher funds are the only funds that the
sehool is receiving indirectly, even indirectly from the Federal Gov-
ermnent, that is true.

Mr. FAWELL. Why would you not want to have the Civil Rights
Act and title DC and section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act pertain
to private schools which may use the money for general fundings
purRoses, for instance,general tuition funding purposes?

Mr. Wfli.xtz These issues were addressed by the Senate Finance
Gommittee, and I gather it was the feeling of that committee that
they had to weigh various considerations.

Mr. FAWELL. I'm asking your view, or I should say that of the
Department of Education.

M. WILLKIE. As for those schooth that don't otherwise receive
Federal fmancial assistanceas distinguished from colleges and
universitiesyou're talking about small, often struggling, often
inner city schools, and although_ the civil rights statutes are of
paramount importance to the Federal Govermnent's responsibility
in the area of civil rights, the laws do impose significant adminis-
trative and recordkeeping burdens.

The feeling was that where you're talking about institutions that
do not otherwise receive Federal financial assistance, the simple
fact that students are there as a consequence uf the tuition tax
credit or the voucher should not in and of itself be the source for
invoking those considerable administrative burdens.
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Mr. BAUER. Congressman, there are also some religious ques-
tions, about sex discrimination. Some Jewish schools, for example,
are all male. There was a feeling in the &nate committee, I think
by both Senator Moynihan and Senator Bradley, that it would be
an inappropriate Federal role to attempt to change particular reli-
gious practices just because the parent of one of these children
might be receiving a tuition tax credit.

Mr. FAWELL. I see the point. I guess that's the nonlevel playing
field, I guess, we referred to. Certainly one can be legitimately con-
cerned with some kind of Federal aid in regard to private schools,
but you continuously rim into the fact that in the _public school
Sector, you have our public schools always on the front lines of de-
mocracy where every noble constitutional obligation is cad upon
the_public schoolS and rightfully so, including the inability to dis-
charge teachers or not to teach oertain students without due _proc-
ess of laws and all of the many requirements which State legisla-
tures have been putting upon public schools.

What we are sa.ying continuously here is none of these responsi-
bilities and obligations that so abound insofar as public schools are
concerned are not going to affect the private schools, at least under
the flow of Federal funds that would commence under this voucher
program. Is that roughly correct?

Mr. BAUER. Yes, that's roughly correct, but I think it's worth
pointing out that one of the approaches we've taken in some of
these issues, at least, is to remove some of the burdens from the
public schools, particularly in an area like school discipline, rather
than hamstring private schools with some of the really ill-advised
court decisions of the last 20 years in the school discipline area.

We think it would be much more appropriate to continue our ef-
forts to roll back some of those unnecessary redtape requirements
that have been, put on local public school officials, so that, in fact,
we can_have a level competition field.

Mr. FAWELL. Well, I agree with you, that there are an awful lot
of constitutional inhibitions placed upon the public schoola which
one would guestion. On the other hand, the idea that you_ should
not discriminate on the basis of race or relieon or sex or bcatilie
of_physical or mental handicap, there are some very salient consti-
tution inhibitions that are placed rightly so upon public school:6
and I can see how that is difficult when you try to then place that
fabric upon the private school system, one of the great strengthe of
which they are not proscribed and inhibited by apy kind of consti-
tutional obligation, indeed, because they are private. We always
come to the point, I_guess, of determining whether we make pri-
vate schools public in ord...ar to have public school funds flow. We
want to keep the strength ofprivate schools, and yet it's a constant
conflict that one sees, at least from the legislative side.

Thank you-very much, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman HAwialqs. Mr. Owens.
Mr. -OWENS. Mr. &cretary, I think that some of the questions

that I have have already been asked, but I didn't get a clear under-
standing of what your answers were. So I may seem redundant, but
I would like to have further clarity on some of these questions.

Mr. Fawell's basic question, I still would like you to further am-
plify and enhance it, and that is that the thrust of the chapter I
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program and the concern of Congress and tlie administration which
was in _power when chapter 1 was created was certainly not ta re-
place the effort of the local schools. Compensatory education, sup-
plementar education, all that was very important. There were
very lengthy debates about not allowing schools to shirk their re-
sponsibilitieS and take Federal funds and reduce their own effort

The maintenance of effort was a major concern, and I think it
still is, but I couldn't hear clearl3r from your answer what you were
saying. Has the thrust of the Federal effort changed which sort of
contradicts what you were saying before, about education is pri-
marily a local and State effort, and billions of dollars are being put
in by the local and State gc vex nment, but you're proposing an in-
novation here which is_going to go directly into basic cost of educa-
tion. A3 Mr. Fawell said, if you're going ta allow the private
schoolS to use the Federal funds to meet their basic needi; and not
provide compensatory or supplementary education, then how can
you not also allow the public schools to do that, which is a major
change

I'd like to hear you clarify your answer a bit on that if you don't
mind.

Secretary BENNETT. Sure. First of all, Congressman, there is
nothing new in chapter 1 services being provided to students en-
rolled in private_ schools. This is not creating a new right of entry;
we are not _going to have students in _private schools receiving aid
whereas before they couldn't. We've been doing this for 19 years.
There are thousanois of students in private schools receiving these
funds.

Mr. OwENS. These are chapter 1 programs, fun& fcr tuition?
Secretary BENNETT. I'm sorry?
Mr. OwEbra. Using chapter 1 funds for tuition?
Secretary BENNETT. Ursing chapter 1 funds for compensatory

services.
Mr. OwENs, For compensatory services, yes.
Secretary BENNETr. It's really an educational question. As I said

to Mr. Fawell, we would think that the voucher idea limited to
compensatory services would be an improvement over what we
have now. But, educationally, I can't see_goad reasons to say to the
parent, look, your child may do better at this little school you've
decided to pick one that offers a general educational program, but
we can't let you use the money for that.

It will serve the same end. The child will overcome the reading
an& math deficiency.

Mr. OwENs. Can _you afford in your position to give me an educa-
tional common sense answer? What would be the official philosoph-
ical position of the Government? What is your adminiatration
saying, that we want to move now into the provision of basic educa-
tion costs covering basic education costs at the local level?

Secretary BENNETT. No, we're committed to chapter 1. We will
continue our commitment to chapter 1. It's a goad program.

Mr. OwENs. The _minute you move the tuition, you're providing
basic cod. That school can use that money to pay the janitor's
salary as well as the headmaster's salary or for any other purpose.
That's what tuition is for.
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cretary BENNETT. If the parent decides that that school is pro-
viding the services the child needs and by the wt...y, it's not limited
to private schoolS, public schools outside of district could also oper-
ate on the same basisif it works, if it achieves the ends of chapter
1, why not? What's the strong argument against it?

Mr. OwENs. So there is a basic philosophical change in what this
administration says. The Government should make a new kind of
effort and be involved in_providing basic cost.

Secretary BENNE-Tr. I don't think so. I think we're doing that in
other areas, Congressman. I mean, we block granted our chapter 2
programs, and that money goes for all sorts of educational pur-
poses--it supplements teachers' Salaries, buys hooka, does all sort
of things. It's added on. It's obviously. not replacing the local share,
the 92 or 94 percent State and local authorities provide. But the
idea of a block grant was to give State and local authorities their
head in terms of how to best use it.

Mr. -OWENS. You've- used several examples of schools in New
York City, District 4, District 5, and are you under the impression
that dollars are involved in these choice programs, that _parents
who are Choosing to go from one public school to another, that they
are making that choice, and they have to pay some extra money
somewhere?

Becretary BENNETr. No, this is within the public school system.
Mr. Owms. Money isnot involved _at ail?
&cretary BENNETT. Well, obviously money is involved at some

point, but as far as I know, I don't know all the details.
Mr. OWENS. You mean the payment of money by parents is not

involved?
Secretau BENNErr. As far as I know.
Mr. OwENs. So those choice programs have some relevance, but

that kind of thing is not what we're talking about in terms of par-
exte choosing. Parents who choose on the basis of a tuition _rant of
$600 will have to make a choice as to how much money are they
going to add to that. They are_going to have to add something to
that in order for their youngsters to go to school.

Secretary BENNETr. Sometimes and sometimes not.
Mr. OwENs. Let's go to my next question. That is your figuxes ftr

median tuition, I'm concerned about whether or not that's for the
whole country, nationwide, or is it for the azeas where inner-city
children, children eligible for chapter 1, those who the majority of
them are in inner-city aseas. Do you have a figure for the median
tuition for schoolt in the inner-city areas where the chapter 1 chil-
dren would likely have access to those schools?

cretary BENNETT. The figure I gave, the $773, is the national
figure, the median average for chapter 1 schools.

Mr. BAUER, Congressman, it goes lower. We've surveyed the 20
largest cities in the country, and we find that the voucher amount
that would be available under Chapter 1 will pay for a significant
number of the private_ schools serving chapter 1 children in 15 of
those 20 cities. With the Chairman's permission, we would like to
submit the record of those tuitions in those major cities for the
record.

Chairman HAWKINS. Those figures will be entered in the record.
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[Tables appear in the Department of Education materials at the
end of the hearing record.]

Chairman HAWKINS. Will they include the cost of additional
services that are provided by public schools? The average that you
mentioned does not include other special services that are given to
pupils in the public schools. We would like to have comparable fig-
ures.

Mr. BAUER. I'm sure we can provide those, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman HAWKINS. Thank you.
Mr. Owtzwl. Which takes us back to the question that Mr. Good-

ling raised which is what is a school, how do you derme a school._ In
these figures that you will be submitting, you've taken anything
that calls itself a school or_only _schools accredited by the_State,
schoolS which would meet State licensing requirements? What hi
this_ group comprised of?

Mr. BAyER. These schools are overwhelmingly inner city Catholic
schools which me serving 90 percent of the private school students
under the chapter l_program.

Mr. OWENS. Overwhelmingly, but you have included some ofthe
Mr. BAUER. I am_ not aware that there have been any unaccredit-

ed schools included. W6 wouldn't even know how to reach them if
there wasn't some record of their accreditation.

Mr. OWENS. You mentioned going to a storefront school before.
Mr. BAUER. It was an accredited school by the District of Colum-

bia here in Washington.
Mr. OWENS. So you have not included any of those schools?
Mr. BAUER. No; Congressman Owens, I think there is a great

deal of confusion about this. The Catholic schools in our urban
areas around the country have had an outitanding record at serv-
ing low income, minority, bilingual, handicapped children at very
low cost The church has distinguished iteelf with the subsidy it
has given to the families that want to send their children to those
schools.

We have no reason to believe that they won't continue to do the
outstanding job they've done for a number of years. It is, in fact,
that reason that the Congress was able to pass the chapter 1 pro-
gram 20 years ago.

It was only after the Congress was assured that Children in those
schools would get equitable services that a coalition could have
been put together in the Congress 20 years ago to pass the chapter

program.
Mr. OWENS. Are you saying thiS legislation relies very heavily on

the assumption that the church, Catholic and otherwise, will con-
tinue to make a heavy investment in education? That is your as-
sumption?

Mr. BAUER: They've indicated that Thff're doing it now. Most of
1,:hese inner city Catholic schools are SO and 85 percent black.

Chairman HAwaiNs. Will the gentleman yield on that question?
It seems to me you keen ducking the definition of a school, and you
keep referring to Catholic schools

Mr. BAUER, They're schools.
Chairman HAWKINS. And we think they're durned good schools

too. My parents would roll over in their graves if they didn't be-
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lieve that I was commending Catholic schools. But, is that the defi-
nition included in the bill? IS the bill restricted to parochial schools
or Catholic schools?

Secretary BENNETr. No, of course not.
Chairman FawriNs. I_ think the question relates to a situation

where a fly-by-night huckster is operating a school in a storefront.
It doesn't even have to be in a church. It doesn't have to be a Bap-
tist school which is being omrated in the basement, but let's say a
school which is operating without any accreditation, no teacher
certification, et cetera.

Let's say an academy that's attracting all white students, et
cetera. Could these examples fit within the defmition of the bill,
and are they excluded or included?
_Mr. William As to the first point, Mr. Gliairinan, our proposal,

of course, leaves in place existhy State regulatory and certification
reqiurements-We don't disturb that

Qhalan HAWKINS. You don't disturb them. Could you include
them?_

Mr. WILLICIE. Absolutely.
Chairman HAWKINS. In your definition of a school, it means that

the school would have to be accredited, the teachers would have to
be certified, and all of the State Standar& would have to be met, is
that whet you!_re telling me now2

Mr. WitiaZIE As you know,Mr. Cliairinan,_ the States regulate
thia matter very differently from one State to the next, and we
don't disturb existing arrangementa

Chairnian HAWKINS. We're talking about whether the bill re
quires any rules and regulations in terms of the schoolii that would
be eligible to recave the vouchers.

Secretary BENNETT. Sure, it has to have a prwram of instruction.
It has to have a faculty. It has to have a regWar student body. It
has to have a place.

Chairman HAWKINS. Who's going to insist on these standards?
Who's going to see that such standards that you've mentioned
which I liave not found in the bill incidentally

Mr. BAUER. Those very definitely are in the bill, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman HAWKINS. La's grant that they are in the bill Who is

going to enforce those standards?
Mr. BAUER. The parent has to deal with the local education

agency in order to get the voucher, so presumably an LEA is not
going to honor a voucher at thOol which was a fiy-by-night oper-
ation. So I think there will be safeguards at the local level just as
there are in all of our othorproigrams.

Chairman HAWKINS. I don't see the defmition of a school in this.
Mr. WILLI= What you do have is a reference to section 170 of

the Internal Revenue Code which defmes eligible educational insti-
tution, incorporating the aspects of a school that the Secretary re-
ferred to.

Chairman HAWKINS. Eligible for tax purposes, as to whether or
not it receives income, but the IRS is not going to see whether the
school has certified teachers and whether the school is operating
under State standards, and if that is so, then it seems to me you
have misled a lot of schools including some of those in my district,
which now believe that they're going to get this $600 and some odd,
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and they are delighted; they are delighted to know that they're
going to get thiS money, when obviously they aren't going to get it

Mr-. WILIKIE. We are not disturbing the status quo in individual
stateS with regard to

Chairman HAWIUNS. The status quo is that these schools are op-
erating under status quo now. They're not living up to the same
standards.

Mr. WILLKIE. If the State permits the schools to operate; then
they would certainly be eligible to accept the voucher fun&

Mr. BAUER; Mr; Chairman; are you aware of a large number of
fly-by-night schools in your dittrict that are now happy they're
going to get our voucher? If so; I suggest that you move against
then:L.

Chairman_ HAWKINS; Yes, I would be_ glad to give you aalist of
them, and if they are going to get thi6 $600 and some odd, I'd like
to let them know that somehow I might be involved in a scheme to
allow them to survive. I just can't be that diblionest to be most
frank with you.

Secretary BENNETT. I think most parents are going to resist very
strongly sending their children to a fiy-by-night operation. The
reason we keep bringing up the inner-city Catholic school is be-
cause we estimate that something like 90 percent of the chapter 1
children who are in private schools are in Catholic schools.

Chairman HAWKINS. Catholic schools are endowed otherwise, but
you have a lot of schools that don't have that_ other income that
obviously are going to be attracted by the possibility they Will get
$600.

eCretary BENNETT. If they can do a &rid educational job, such as
these 400 or 500 independent community school&

Chairman HAWKINS. You know that no child is going to be edu-
cated for $600. You know thatas well as I do; Mr. Bennett

Secretary BENNETT. Right Some of the schoolS you talk about, of
being so well endowed_by the way; have their per pupil expendi-
tures,_$1,100 or $1,200. But if this brings into the field an education-
al entrepreneur who can open a school and take 100 students at
$600 and give them a good education and can establish a track
record, that's fine. But arguhig against this proposal on this basis
is like arguing against democracy on the grounds that we're going
to elect a fiy-by-night Congressman. I mean, that will happen from
time to time.

Mr. OWENS. In addition to making the assumption that Catholics
and other religious groups will continue to generously supplement
the funding of their schools, you're alto saying that thiS bill would
welcome opening up the whole field of education; elementary
school education to entrepreneurs, and that the only regulations
will be to status quo regulations that exist already; and local edu-
cation agencies Will really be the determining factor, the decision-
makers as to which groups get funds; is that correct? Did I hear
you say that a minute ago?

Mr; BAUER; The LEA will work with parents; and; ci course; we
will watch to make sure that the LEA is using the definition of a
school that is in our bill which uses the section of the IRS Code
which we referred tia previously.
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Mr. Ownis. All right so the local education agency will be in
charge of its competition, monitoring competition and challenging
funds_ iz its competition, except you will watch them to see that
they fairly regular their competition.

_Mr. WiLucLE Mr. Owens, thff do that tdday in the dispensation
of chapter 2 funds. The chapter 1 program currently provides com-
pensatory_ services to a quarter of 1 million children in parochial
ScheelS. These programs are administered by local educatIon agen-
cies. _

Mr. Owiou-3. At this point, you're talking about the leak in the
dike. This voucher program will open the way,as you've already
gaid,oryou're hoping it will open the way for a much larger vouch-
er prograhi, so you're talking about something very different from
what is existing.

Mr. BARTLETT- Would the gentleman yield?
Mr. BAUER. Congressman Owens, what I said is that I believe if

the voucher proposal is passed by the Congress that the ref-mile in a
few years will lse so successful that you will be coming to us asking
for ways that we can give more choice to parents. If that'S a fo-ot in
the door, then I L.tess it's a foot in the door.

Mr. OWENS., I assure you I have groups in my district Who are
ready to start ..sltrfffreneurial schools. Consumer guide requires
some kind of guidance, because the example you give in your Stata-
ment that parents help their children to choose, to get Fell Grants
and Federal loans, they choose wisely. They don't choote wisely in
my district There are fill kin& of problems, particularly when you
leave the established State supported junior colleges or 4-year col-
leges, and you move into the area of the commercial schools, and
an area where we are providing aid, but there's no tight regulation.
There's all kinds of scandalt that have been going on from time to
time, and all kinds of rip offs taking place with respect to thofte
students, and the parent§ don't participate in their selection proc-
die at all. Students are on their own generally.

If thee: .parents are going th participate, what kind of guidance
areyou gwrg to give them. If guidance is the definition of a school,
as you'Ne just stated, that's not veu much guidance.

Mr. BARTLETT. Would the gentleman yield?
Mr. OwENs. No, I will not yield at thia point.

.tary BENNETT. I have long been a strong advocate of assess-
ment, as I think you know in the area of higher education pfirticu-
larly. But I think we also should engage in assessment of elementa-
ry and secondary education.

Relieve me, there's no monopoly on doing a bad job in education,
whether one talks about the private or the public realm. We can
succeed in doing a_pretty lousy job in both when we really try, and
we can succeed in doing a very good job in both when we really try.
I quite agree we need instruments of assessment and evaluation of
schools at all levels.

That's one of the encouraging things about the whole educational
reform movement, and that I think ties into choice. The more as-
sessment we have, I think, the more_pressure there will be for
choice. Because as parents see what schools do, whether they are
fly by night or not, whether theT improve studenth test scores or
not, there's going to be more and more of an
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Mr. OWENS. You're making a speech about assessment which I
agree with totally, Mr. Sacretary. What provision is there in your
bill for such assessment to take place?

Secretary BENNETT. In thia bill, there isn't anything about assess-
ment. That's not what this bill is about

M. OWENS. You'll make the money more loosely available, but
nonew assessment

cretary BENNETT. My point is that any school that wants to at-
tract students is going to have to show why it's worth putting your
money in and sending your children to.

If I might comment, so many of the questions have operated
from the premise that if we introduce a voucher hill there's going
to be dramatic movement to the private schoolS. Again, I just don't
believe it. My belief is that if you give the poor the same choice as
the wealthy have they're going to act _pretty muchi as the wealthy
act. Eighty percent of our most affluent citizens send their children
to public schools, and I think that's going to be the way it is among
the poor.

Mr. OwENs. I don't make the assumption there is going to be
dramatic movement The problem is that a lot of people out there
hi my dibtrict do make the assumption. I think the whole bill is a
diversionary program which pulls us away from the real issues re-
lated to Federal involvement in education which is quite unfortu-
nate, considering the fact that this administration refuses to make
the kind of commitment it should be Making.

Your statement earlier about the primary purpose of a Faderal
Government is defense. I will agree that 'national security and de-
fense is a primary purpose of the Federal Government, but I think
we have an obsolete notion of what we have to do_in order to guar-
antee national securitr,short-term or long-term. I think education
is at the center of it all in terms of the brain power that this
Nation produces on an elitist basis, not just top scientists and top
technicians, but every segment of society needs to be educated to
the maximum.

The Federal Government's role in this should be the catalyst, but
when the figures drop the way they have dropped here, we have a
minimal effort which doesn't even allow the Federal Government
to have its catalytic role in education whiCh means that the Feder-
al Government has deserted the heart of what should be our na-
tional security effort whether we're competing with the Soviet
Unior,. in some kind of long-term peaceful coexistence fight, some
kind of hot war or competing with our own allies and friends M a
commercial battle that we're losing everyday in terms of our abili-
ty to out maneuver and survive in the commercial world. _

In either place, we need the best brain power we can get, and
hoth are involved very much with national security, so education is
at the heart of it. For the Government to reduce ite effort while
aducation is becoming more complex, and the needs are greater to
reduce its effort is for the Government to ba venr irresponsible.
The Government doesn't reduce dollars in defense when it's serious
about increasing and improving defense but it's _going to reduce
dollars in education, and at the same tule say that it's interested
in education. I think that's a real swindle.
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You have a frivolous public relations response to a very serious
problem, and that's what concerns me most. This voucher bill is
part of that frivolous public relations response, a media circus, and
I think that we're doing a great disservice to our country, a great
disservice to_our national security effort. I have no more questions.

cretary BENNErr. May I comment?
Chairman HAwxmrs. I thought his_views were stated, Mr. Secre-

tár He was not asking a question. He was stating hilt views.
Secretary BENNEIT. Calling us engaged in a swindle. ALI I wantto say is
Chairman HAWKINS. If you want to address remarks to that, I'll

certainly accept that.
Secretary BENNETr. All I will say is that I'm heartened by the

fact that so many of those who are so bitterly opposed to this pro-
posal are arguing against it by not talking about it. They're talldng
about something else. Let's talk about this progosal on its merits.

Mr. BAUER. If I could add, Congressman Owens, the Department
of Education's budget in the last 4 years has_gone from $15 billion
to over $18 billion. The reason that line trend is down is because
many of the things this administration has done including the
report of the National Commission on Excellence, hits generated an
incredible increase in spending on the State and local level. That
spending is increasing so rapidly, and for the first time in the last
8 or 9 years, it's out pacing the rate of inflation. That is the reason
that line has trended down, not because the Department of Educa-
tion's budget has been cut over the last 4 or 5 years. The most
recent period to make an examination or comparison with is the
period from 197_6 to 1980 in which the party you-are a member of
controlled the House, the Senate, and the White House.

I can show you a chart that shows what happened to education
spending during those 4 years. You could not increase appropria
tions fast enough to keep up with the runaway _inflation rate that
thiS countiy had not seen since the Civil War. So in my view, the
period of shame was 1976 to 1980, and the period of improvement is
from 1980 to now.

Chairman HAWKINS. Well, gentlemen, we're off the subject com-
pletely. The statement was not made at all as to what happened
during any previous administration. If you want to challenge thatchart

Mr. BAUER. Indeed, I do.
Chairman HAWKINS. Well, let me defend the chart ff that's what

you have reference to. I invite the Secretary to bring his own chart
in using the same dollars, constant dollars adjusted for inflation
and show us what has happened in the field of education, the fund-
ing of education at the Federal level in the last 5 years, and we
will be very glad to put that in the record also. Let's not deal with
past administrations. I was only trying to give the Secretary an op-
portunity_to answer the charge that the proposal is a swindle.

Mr. Army was_ recognized and unfortunately we got off on_a po-
litical question of which administration has done the most I was
embarrassed by the Carter administration, because I thought that
a lot of this mess of cutting Federal _programs including education
started under his administration, but he's not in office. So we can
only talk about the present and hopefully the future.
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Mr. YOWL). Mr_Chairman.
Chairman HAWKINS. Mr. Annoy has been recognized.
Mr. FORD. I have a request with regard to the chart.
Chairman HAWKINS. All right You're recognized.
Mr. FORD. Without attempting here to correct the gentleman, the

halcyon years of education spending were under a Republican
President I think if you check the years of the Nixon administra-
tion, you'll find that's where we had the greatest increages in Fed-
eral expenditure for elementary and secondary education, every
single year. If you're going to put a chart together, you ought to
look at the whole 20 year hi/Story of thib legislation and give credit
where it's due. Don't just give credit to President Johnson who
started it, but give some rox1 credit to President Nixon who really
provided the gasoline to make it go.

I guess it's still acceptable for Republicans as well as Democrats
to acimit that he did preside over some good things that happened
here, and one of them was that your chart will show the 6 years of
Nixon, not the 8 years of the acbministration, but his 6 years were
the 6 best years we had at any time in the 20 years, and he should
get credit for that.

Chairman HAWKINS. Mr. &cretary, would _you include on the
chart then, aid we will modify this one to show a 20-year growth
or decline?

Secretary BENNETr. Sura I'd like to bring the chsats we have al-
ready made up as soon as possible, and then We'll prepare other
chartS reflecting these questions.

Chairman HAWKINS. Goad. I assume you will b back before the
committee possibly on some other subject in the near future, and
we'll be very_glad to give you an opportunity.

&cretarir BENNETT.Could I excuse myself for I minute?
Chairman HAWKINS. Yes, go ahea,d Mr. Secretary May I in the

interim invite Congressman Swindall, the author of the proposal,
to sit at the witness table please? Mr. Swindall, I don't know what
arrangements we have agreed to, but may I say that it's a pleasure
to have you before the committee, and when the time is conven-
ient, we will interrupt in order to have_you present a statement,
but in the meantime, if you care at any point to get into this little
discussion, you're certainly invited to do so.

It's been suggested that you might go ahead with your statement
at this point in the absence of the Secretary. We're not inviting
you_ to take over the office of the Secretary, but you may proceeci.

Mr. SWINDALL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman,I creciate that, and
I want to commend the chairman for calling this meeting, and I
would just like to say at the outset having Sdt through juSt
moment of the questioning that I want to apologkze for having had
a prior commitment in Atlanta this morning that precluded my
being here at the outset.

But, I would also ask that-the committee try to differentiate
tWeen swindle, SWINDL E, and SWIND A L L.

Mr. OWENS. I wm_ about to state it was nothing personal.
Mr. SWINDALL. Mr. Chairman, as this committee is well aware,

the President's Commissi /1 on Education recently submitted a
report which started by stating, "Our nation is at risk." It further
states that while we can take justifiable pride in what our schools
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and colleges have historic-Ally accomplished and contributed to the:,
United States and the wellbeing of its people, the educationll foul .

dations of our society are presently being eroded by a rising tide GT
mediocrity that threatens our very future as a Nation and a

Vniat was unimaginable a generation ago has begun to occur.
Others are matChhig and surpassing our educational attainments.
The problem; I believe; your Honor; that the Commission conclu4-ed-

- Chairman 1-1A-wirms; Mr; Swindon, you're a member, and you ob
viously Will have the owortunity_ tO come before the committee. I
promised the Secretary that we would not keep him longer than 1
and _probably earlier, if possible. So wotild you makesour remarks
brief; and then we will invite you and other members who have in-
dicated an interest in the bill to come back before the committe?

Mr. SWINDAM. Yes, sir: Very briefly; I will not ;go into all the
conclusions of that report I helieve thit committee is well aware of
them. I will say, however; that I am alarmed as a product of public
education, having been educated in elementati, high school and
college and law school in public institutions about what is appar-
ently the erosion of the quality of public education.

It is because of my concern that I have agreed to be the primary
sponsor of the TEACH bill. I would say that without getting
into the specifics of all the Charts here that one conclusion must be
drawn; and that is in 1963 we spent less than a billion dollars on
education at the Federal level, and today we spend over $18 billion.
Typical_of that growth has_been the chapter 1 program which start-
ed 1966 with fiihding of less than $1 billion; and today is about
$3;7 billion; I don't for a moment believe that the Federal dollars
that have been committed to education can account for the decline
that the President's Commission on Education has noted.

I do think, however, that the control, the Federal control that
has accompanied that money has contributed to_that -decline I
brought with me today the regUlations from the Cleft, all the edu-
cation regulation& and the book is ohviously vast; and that pretty
much typifies what has accompanied those Federal dollars.

You can take the chapter 1 portion; and you will see the regula-
tions that have accompanied the chapter 1 dollars.

My point is very simple. We have created in our Federal intent
to improve education a situation where we have usurped control of
education from State and local levels; but also from the most fun-
damental level, and that's from parents, so we ought not to be sur-
prised that as the decisions regarding children':3 education are
made further and further away from parents that parents have
necessarily become less involved, and less responsive to the prob-
lem&

I think that the solution lies in a comment that Thomas Jeffer-
son made that I would like to just very briefly quote:

I know no safe depository of the ultimate powers of the society but the people
themselvesand if we think them not enlightened enough to exercise their control
with a wholesome discretion; the remedy hi not to tae it from them, but to inform
them of their discretion.

I would say that what has really happened in public education
over the last several decades has been we, as a people; bureaucrats
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I Should say, have basically stated that people are incapable of
making basic decisions, and fmd that an alarming_ contradiction
inasmuch as we believe people are capable of electing their elected
officials, but they are incapable of making fundamental choices
with respect to how their educational dollars ought to be spent.

Those of us who are concerned about what haS happened exam-
ined the last several decades of education and found that there are
two programs that offer a Federal commitment to education with-
out stripping parents of any type of discretion. Those were the Pell
Grant and also the GI Bill. Both use vouchers. Neither has been
criticized for undermining public educrtion, in fact, to the con-
trary, I think that they have improve() public education, and I
would argue in the sake of time, that _you cannot make any argu-
ment that is an attack on the 'PEACH Bill that would not be equal-
ly applicable to Pell Grant or the GI Bill. I've had a number of in-
dividuals say there is one difference. The recipients are different.
In one case, we're dealing_ with children, and in the other cage,
We're dealing with adults. I would say that is a superficial exanii-
nation of the various bills, because in all cases,parenta are making
the decision, or adults are making the decision. So, if anything, if
that's typical of the type of arguments, we are not really looking at
it. One last point I would like to make, Mr. Chairman.

Chairman HAWKINS. I'm sorr5 tO interrupt, but we gave you, I
think, generous opportunity to present some views, but we do have
an agenda this morning. It's unfortunate we must comply with
tirne restraint. _

Mr. SWINDALL. At thiS _point, I'll yield back the balance of my
time and hope to reclaim at some point in the future.

Chairman HAWKINS. I certainly pledge to you that we'll give you
the opportunity to come back before the committee. Other coauth-
ors of the bill have asked for time also. We have tried to include
them, and we will accommodate all of you. What we are trying to
do is accommodate a very busy Secretary of Education and some
others who do have a_time constraint, and I would appreciate your
cooperating_with us. The Chair recognizes Mr. Armey.
_ Mr. ARMEY. I thank the Chair for recognizing me. Mr. Secretanr,
I've listened very intently over a considerably length of time, and
I'm a _little puzzled by what I hear. It seems inconsistent on one
hand for so many folks that have spoken this morning to praise the
current public school chapter 1 performance, and then expreSS
fear that the parents, if given a voucher and a choice, will desert
those programs for others.

I wondered if it's possible that I missed something in 3821. Is
there a provision in 3821 that says the parent can only have the
voucher if the parent agrees to take the child out of the program
the child is currently enrolled in?

Secretary BENNETT. No, sir, no such provision. I agree with you.
And, again, I tend to think that most choice will be made within
the public school system, that an awful lot of exercise of different
choice will, in fact, not be made. Where the program is effective
and good, people will stay. Where it's not, they may decide to
choose another school. The point is not to hold any child captive to
a bad educational project.
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Mr. ARMY. I was sitting here watching you_ buck up, as it were,
and I was a little bit amused, because the last time I saw you
before this committee, we were dealing with the Pell gramts and
other l'aderal funding a rograms, and I recall at that time,you re-
ceived a bit of a scol .1.1.g because you didn't seem to appreciate
greatly enough the right for Every child to have 'die right to attend
the school of his choice. Now you come back here with a program
designed to give every parent the right to put their child in the
school of their choice, and you seem to be still getting a scolding.

I find that somewhat ironic. Really if you get right down to the
heart of the matter, the question is really who shall cboose the
child's education, isn't it, the child's parents or the educational es-
tablishment? Isn't that really what this is all about?

Secretary BENNETT. That's a lot of what it's about, yes sir.
Mr. ARMEY. In that regard, let me ask you, obviously yourself

and your agency and Mr. Swindall and other Members of the Con-
gress have expressed interest in pursuing this sort of freedom of
choice for parents with respect tz) youngsters' education, can you
tell me what signs of interest you see in educational choice else-
where?

Sacretary BENNETr. Sure. As I mentionad in my statement, this
is an issue whose time has come. It's almost a boom issue. We see
choice being considered all over the country by Mmocrats and Re
publicans alike. There was a great degree of interest in _choice_at
the National Governors ASSociation meeting thiS last weekend. We
had a couple of people from our department testify. I talked about
it with the Governors,and thO're right there. They have schoolS,
they understaxid that parents want choice, and so they are consid-
ering a numbar of plans.

But there are already choice plans in effect in Seattle, Minne-
apolis, Cambridge, Massachusetts, Harlem. It's possible to *nose
this issue and to say, let's talk about the defense budget or let's
talk about something else, but the American_peo0e are talking,
the Governors are talking about it School supermtendents like this
gentleman in Harlem are talking about it, and I think it would be
good if the Congress of the United States talked about it seriously
tao, so as not to fall behind the American people.

Mr. Altai:EY. Well, you know, we look at the history a civil rights
legislation in the United-States and some of the experiments we've
had, such as bussing and so forth, and we've always enckd up all
too often with interagency quarrels in _terms of which government
agency, the courta or whomever, will determine where the young-
ster goes to school.

It seems to me that the goal was always to provide for every
youngster the light, to attend the school of their choice, and it
seems to me that this bill would ba an extension of that goal
be ond whatever we've been able to accomplish to this point.

Secretary BENNETT. It's remarkable what happens when you give
parents greater choice. l've been visiting schools this fallnearly
all of them public schools, by the wayand I've actually been in
the classrooms teaching children. It's been a very invigorating ex-
perience.

In the course of these visits, I've been in more than one school
district that has choice as part of it, and it's very interesting to see
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what happens. I've long said there's nothing wrong with a bus, and
parents don't really object to buses, but it makes a big difference to
parents whether they decide to put their child on a bus or whether
somebody tells them they have to put their child on the bus.

Now one of the things we've seen with choice is that it encour-
ages more movement around the city, more movement around a
distriet. In other words, you are seeing more integration as a result
of choice plans, not lessand that this is a good thing. This, more-
over, is choice and enhanced integration that's being exercised vol-
untarily: people are saying_ we want to do this.

This is, I think, very encouraging. Last Friday I was at a dinner
With the ASSociate Superintendent of the Houston Schools, Mrs.
Bryant. They have 80 magnet schools in Houston, and she said that
there haa been an increase in morale among the school personnel
not just the parents, but among the school personnelbecause stu-
dent§ come there willingly, because parents choose that school. It
has made their educational opportunities much more significant.

Chairman HAWKINS. Would the gentleman yield?
Mr. ARMEE. Yes.
Chairman HAWKINS. Jutit to clarifj one point. When you men-

tioned choice and all the examples th.at you give, would you distin-
guish the choice where a vouclaer is invoived and one which is in-
ternal adjustment within a school district, because it seems_ to me
you are interpreting decisions made by a school district to have a
magnet school or to have open enrollment and things of this
nature as being analogous to the voucher proposal that is before
us.

These examples do not, from what I understand of the examples
you've given, include the use of a voucher. Now_it's the voucher
proal involved in these movement§ that some of us seem to have
trouble with, and not just a choice to send a child_ to a magnet
school, let's say, or to try tozet a child in one school in a particu-
lar school district, because they think that's a good school. That le
not the type of choice that we object to, and I thhil- a diStinction
should be made.

Secretary BENNETT. Well, there are distinctions and there are
diStinctions. In some ways, vouchers and magnet schools are differ-
ent, and in other ways they're not. A voucher, like a magnet
school, is a means of Choice, they are to borrow from the biologists,
different species; but they're the same genus. And we do see exam-
ples of choice, based explicity on vouchers at the State level, too.
Governor Lamb's proposed Second Chance Program gives students
who have had a bad time in the public schools with disciplinary
problems and the like an opportunity to advance their education at
a privath school through the use of a voucher. This and other simi-
lar State programs are very close to the kind of thing we're talking
about.

Chairman HawErNs. If the State legislature or Governor or a
school district wants togo ahead and use a voucher system, there's
nothing keeping them from doing it now.

Secretary BENNETT. Right.
Chairman HAWKINS. The fact is since 1960, they have had the op-

portunity and have not done it, and that is the essence of what
we're talking about. Having been given the opportunity to have a
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voucher system, they have not done it, and those that have done it,
have repealed the voucher proposal.
_If we want to get into the hietory of it, they're not operating any-

place at the present time;_becausethey've been repealed; It's an old
idea whose time came and went 200 years-Ago.

Mi. AENEy_Mr; Chairman; mayI reclaim my time?
Chairman HAwxrrqs. rm- sorry. Th Res mit out of your time.

_ Mr; ARMET: Ldo understank Mr; Chairman; how _much _you care
about-this; and I respect that So I'm very happy to be patient with
you, given_the _dedication that you show;

One of the things that-I think we ahmild really zero in oni and I
think this becomes a very important question. I've had my-own tra-
dition; my own personal hiatory with the educational establishment
and have not come away from it totally euamored with the com-
mitment to the youngsters' education as opposed to their own job
security that I find by members of the education establishment;
and isn't that really something that_ wamight be able to respond_ to
here; that is by giving the voucher to the parent, _eying the choice
to the parent as opposed_ta giving the voucher or the funds ffirectly
to the educational establishment in a oontinuation of their ability
to_dictate the_terms of _the youngster's education?

Secretary-BENNETT. Yes, sir, it's ftindamental.
_ Mr; ARBEEIL_ _And that's important to me; _I've discovered from

other -studies that I've seen,_ including materiala coining from out-
side your office; that most of the_participants in title 1 are individ-
uals, youngsters who- have the physiCal, racial, sexual characteris-
tics that have been arbitrarily defmed as minority bi the legipla-
tive -processi so there is no way statistically we can discuss this
option:and ignore that fact which was a point that come up earlier,
and I- think wt. ought to be realistic about_ that. But_I've also been
particularly i'l...2reased- with the observations that have- kfelon ad-
vanced, for emple; by Thomas Sowelli_ and in regard to that;
could you tell me, recognizing that this is a clientele that we're
dealing with; that have been placed into these_ categories; who are
the stronger- supporters- of this proposal, -and do you KAN% support
from those memberaof the constituency that have been arbitrarily
placed into that des*nation?

Secretary BENNETT; Yes_Mr; Bauer_has been talking with a lot
communiV groups and others, and I'll let hint answer that one it.
its_all right;

Mr BAUER. Congressman Armen I think the most accurate _de-
scription_ we can_give of who supports this concept is bawd_ on tbk.
1985- Gallup poll that showed among parents with childkva in
school; the voucher concept was favored_51 to 40 percent Among
blacks; the support was 59 percent to 26 percent. Among central
city residents;_ 53 to 32 percent Among people living in- communi-
ties of a popUlation of-one million or more; 54 percent in favor, 30
percent against Younger_ citizens, the ages 18- to-29, support is 55
percent -to 31. So we think there _is quite a base among the people
who would be most impacted by the proposal, in support of it, and

s one of the reasons that we have moved forward in spite of the
opposition we've gotten from some of the educational estabh8h-
ment.
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_ _ Mr._ ARMEY; So this would really be_ a case where I could construe
that the agency is responding to the American people?

Secretary BENNETT; Yes;
Mr. ARMEY. I do have one or two pointS, Mr. Chairman, and_ I

appreciate that we do all want to move on, so I'll move on quickly
too.

Cedld you give me some thinking in terms of the broadc-..., -under-
lying principles regrding this? -Obviously everything we do will
have a tendency to_ sort_of set the stage in terms of responding_to- a
national concept of legitimate role of_government or whatever? Do
you have any thoughts along those broader. lines?

Secretary BENNETT. Well, -I think -that saying in this proposal
that we want to aid students by respecting the most importunt_of
local_ authoritiesby- parentSwe're making a point, both
sophiCal- and political, about where responsibility ultimately rests
in_a society of free citizens.

The other point we're making is_ a rather specific educational
one; We __know from the researchit's quite plainthat the more
degree of involvement there is on the_ part of the parent;_the better
the child's_ chances to get a good education. The child's achieve-
ment-and the-parent's interest are relatc.,-,-

Our proposal is:_an invitation t-o parents- to get-involved in an im-
portant decision. We thhik the more they're involved _and the more
they investin_ that decision by making important- choices; the more
likely,they'll be to invest in_ _follow-up action. I mean _if I'm _a dad
that makes a decision about the school my-daughter attends. I have
an -interest in seeing that I've .made the right_choice, and I have an
interest in trying to encourage my child to do as well -as she can-.

Mr, AluvrEY.- I have one Other point. _I'm_ sure I can guess, but do
you mind telling me from your understanding who are the primary
opponents of thiS

Secretary_BENNETr. Generally, the education establishinent. The
National gducation Azisociation, for one, is opposed. Gary, do you
know of any others?

Mr. BAUER. Yesacross the board most of the groups in town that
represent the public school establishment are, not surprisingly,
against, because thiS wotild add an additional element of competi-
tion, I thinki_for some children;

Secretary BENNETT. Lat me come back. There is opposition, but
let me say this. I think there is more _serious conversation- among
some of the education establishinent than .there has been in some
time. People have said to me; _lookwe're not opposed_ to the _idea
of choice. Some people are -going_so far as te say,_ look, we think
there shotild be the maximum amount of choice within the public
sphere; just don't let private schoOls -get involved; it -causes addi-
tional, unnecessary problems: And I say private sr.hools_ alreae.:.i_ are
involvedi; you-can't_ leave them out. But regardkns of this ...?!.:57er-
ence, I think there is more openness and receptir..* to this prosos,
al not only in the American public, but mozzg elements of
the education establishment.

_I've even had some-tell me-privately- th.. they -.1,7:0.Ak it's a great
idea,- but -that it- would be difficult for them :-.() say; Er, So
I think that, again; it's an_idea timo hink h f7ome. We're
going to see more of it. I think Congress shotLid act it so it isn't,
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as they say, blocking the halls on important educational reform.
You have to_remember that the education establishment tends to
react in a reflective wayinitially resisted teacher tests. It resisted
merit pay. Some elements of the establishment resisted the whole
educational excellence movement, saying that it would destroy
equality. So their initial opposition is not unusual. We look forward
to working with them.

Mr. Aximm. So then we can say the primary opposition cornea
from the largest teachers union in America?

Secretary BENNETT. I would think it not unfair to say it's strong
opposition from there.

Mr. ARMEY. And it is an organization of teachers, not parenta
and not students.

Secretary BENNETr. But, again, I think if you polled the teachers
themselvesnot the leadership _of the teacher organizations; but
the teachers themselves you'd find more support for this project
than if you polled the leaders of the education_establishment.

Antizt. I'm not surroriaed. Thank you. Thank you, Mr. Chair-
man;

SecretarY BENNErr. Teachers, by the way, exercise a lot of choice
themselves in where they send their children to school.

Aitidtx. I appreciate that, and thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman HAWKINS. Mr. Ford?
Secretary BENNETr. We've got the charts, Mr; Chairman, if you

want them.
Chairman HAWKINS. May I verify; Mr; Secretary; whether or not

time permits staying until 1 o'clock or not?
Secretary BENNEPT; Sure; that's fine.
Chairman HAwiaNs. We *ill have an interruption, but we Will

reconvene after the interruption;
Secretaiy BENNETT. Ake you going to get us a sandwich?
Chairman_HAWKINS;-Well, you've deprived me of a sandwich.
SecretarY BENNETT. Yes, sir, my fault.
Chairman HAWKINS. Mr-Ford?
Mr. FORD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Secretary; I'm sorry I

couldn't be here for the earlier pAirt of your testimony. I was up-
stairS presiding over my own committee while we heard some of
the education establishment and bankers and other kinds of special
interests discussing the budget that CoMB had you send over to us
for higher education.

Secretary BENNETr. Ri
Mr. Foam. I'd like to ask one question. We have to break very

quickly, and maybe if you can't_ answer it; you can ponder it while
we're on the break, can you define for me what a title 1 parent is?
I klICKV what the language in here says; but in practical applica-
tion, how do_you look at somehody or a list of jome kind and deter-
mine prior to the time that school starts in September who a title 1
parent is?

Mr; BAUER; Well; Congressman Ford, right now the local school
district engages in a _process of testing of children, and those chil-
dren who score below a certain level are identified as being_ educa-
tionally disadvantaged, and thus the parenta of those children
would be chapter 1 parents.
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Mr. Fon). That's kind of interesting, because that's not true.
What happens is that if a child is reading behind its peer group, it
may end up in a remedial reading program funded by_chapter 1. It
might be doing fme in everything else except reading, That same
child on the other hand might be having trouble with math, and he
could end up in a remedial program for that It is not until the
child enters a classroom within a chapter 2 school that's been des-
ignated by_actually census statistics on the basis of where people
were in 1980,_ not where they are today, that that child becomes a
title 1 student of the hour or day that they're in that remedial
reading _program.

Now does that mean that if one of my children, assuming my
income is something btter than a school janitor, is enrolled in
school and is having reading problems and that school determines
they will _put my child in the remklidl reading program, that I
would then become eligible fcw. a $600 voucher to send the child to
some other school?

Mr. BAUER. Whatever the school district is spending on average
on the children thWve identified as chapter 1 children, you would
be eligible as a parent to receive the funds being spent directly.

Mr. Foal). But you do understand that the public now has the
idea that somebody can look at figures here in Washingtort_and tell
us who title 1 parents are, and no one even knows in a school dia-
trict until after school starts, children are assigned classes, and
they end up for somesart of their day in a chapter 1. There is no
separate classroom for ...hapter 1 children who have a tag attached
to them saying you're poor,you're minority, you're anything_ elae.
There is no relationship between the formula that distributed
money from Washington down to the county level and the identifi-
cation of the people who are going to participate.

Now, at this point, the public, and I'm sure a lot of the Congress
Wieves that somebody can determine who a chapter 1 parent is
while thpy're exercising this choice in the summertime, and th0
can say instead of enrolling my child in this el...Inter 1 school, I'm
going to take him over here to private school o another public
achobl.

Indeed, you'll have to amend chapter 1 if you contemplate that
happeningbause we now require that rather that the school dis-
trict simply saying all of our schools are chapter 1 schools, they
will designate specific schools within 1the district that have a rela-
tively high percentage of statistically probable people who will
need extra educational help, not specifically people, but statistical-
ly probably will have it on the basis of the people who lived in that
school attendance area at the thne of the previous census.

Now, how does that parent have a chance to exercise any choice
if they don't discover th.-.ff're a title 1 parent until after the child is
in school and in the class?

Chairman HAWKINS. The chair would have to interrupt now. You
ponder the question, and the committee will take a 5-minute
recess. We will come back, and the Secretary _probably will not go
until one, and we'll give you the opportunity to explain that rather
fascinating chart that you brought over.

&=.Cretary BENNETT. Fine.
Chairman HAWKINS. A 5-minute recess.
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[Recess.]
Chairman HAWKINS. Come to order. When the committhe re-

cessed, Mr. Ford had propounded a question, [believe, to the Secre-
tary, and at this time, if you can recall it, Mr. Secretary or Mr.
Bauer, would you kindly respond?

Mr. BAUER. Congressman Ford, I Will submit a detailed explana-
tion for_the record, because it is rather long, but I'm informed by
the staff that works on chapter 1 that, in fact, contranr to what
was said, most of the chapter I children are identified in the early
spring through a variety of testhig techniques, and there would be
no reason that a school district could not continue to do that, and,
hi the early spring, notitr the _parents of those children that their
children are going to qualify for special services in reading or math
or whatever. Yes?

Mr. Form. In other words, sometime this spring, they will deter-
mine that if the child returns to that school next fall say in the
third grade that they will go into a remedial reading program?

MT. BAUER. Yes.
Mr. Font). That sounds like a reasonable _possibility. How does

that school know that it's going to have a remedial reading pro-
gram next fall?

Mr. BAUER. Well, I think in the weeks that follow, the school dis-
trict Will take a look at the choices that parenta are opting for. I
think that what we'll see is a thousand_ flowera blooming, if you
will, that a school, for example, a public school that now has a
large number of chapter 1 children, realizes that the parents are
now gohig to have some--

Mr. Form. No, no, potentially every child in a chapter 1 schooL is
a potential chapter 1 child, but not ever school in a school district
is a chapter 1 school.

Mr. BAUER. Right, but the school district
Mr. FORD. How do we dethrmine what a chapter 1 school is?
Mr. BAUER. The school district will continue to identif3r chapter 1

children.
Mr. FORD. No.
Mr. BAUER. Yes, they will.
Mr. FORD. No.
Mr. BAUER. Why not?
Mr. FORD. That's not how we determine a chapter 1 school.
Mr. BAUER. In some cases we do, and some cases, we don't.

Under our voucher proposal, the school district is directed to iden-
tify those children who are scoring below their peers hi various
subject areas, and_ to notify the parents of those children if those
children are eligible for remedial services.

Mr. Form- Those children scoring below he average who are in a
chapter 1 school?

Mr. BAUER. Any of the children that the LEA has identified as
being potential chapter 1 children and then test out as being below
their peers will be identified as_ chapter 1 children.

Mr. YORD. Maybe I'm not making myself clear.
Mr. BAuEu_Perhaps I'm not.
Mr. FORD. In my hometown, there are probably 25 elementary

schools. Maybe 10 of them are chapter 1 schools. Now, how do we
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determine which 10 of the 25, or in- the tits, Of Detroit, Which 200
Mit of 500, how _does chapter 1 now _determine what a chapter 1 is?

r. BAUER. I'll ask Mary Jean LeTendit Of Mir Chapter 1 staff to
elahorate _please. _ _ _

M. LETENDRE, -Mr. Ford, under the trotichet litotitiael, the Chap,
ter I school would be identified as it is currently identified; School
districts use_census data regarding goverty_, Or they May use AFDC
date.,_free school lunch count data, in order to determine the areas
that _have the highest concentrations Of children froth IOW income
faiiiilie§._

The schools are then ranked, and there ate atthie optiohEi. Ahy
School that has_ more than 25 percent, 25 percent or more_ of their
students from low income; are eligible for prirticipation iii the Chap=
ter 1 program. The school district, probably prior to that_ time; has
done an overall assessment based on trends and record§ looking_ at
where_need§ are, and_for the most part, as yen know, they're in the
basic skills areas; Seventy-five percent -of our student§ receiVe help
in -reading and ahout 45_percent in math, and thr 's _because there's
some overlap in students; Some may be receiving both serVkee.

Mr. FoRD. Atid there are very few high schools in the country so
designated?
MS. LETENDRE. There are_ only abinit 6 Percent of the high

schools that would be participating in the program.
Mr. FORD. We we're not talking abont here a voucher that would

be available to very many peop:e to select an alternative high
schoolT

Mr. BAUER. It's 90 percent, I think, of our_chapter 1 students.
Ms; LETENDRE. Ninety-percent are in grades K through eight.
Mr. FORD. I think that number is a little low; because there are

very; very few high school programs, tinfortiiiiatelY, but it's be-
cause the_money keeps getting shorter;

Ms; LETENDRE. I thilik hetaute genie fichbol §Paii§ are differ-
ent in terms of middle school. It depends on how you define the
high school; Our statistics show K through eight, 90 prcëht.

Mr. ?ban, Have you talked to any of the people -who developed
the personnel requirements in attendatiee area-2J fat ldtge lacal
fithaol district§ like New York or Chicago rr Detroit or Philadel-
phia to determine how_they are -doirig this r.trAT in LOS Aagelea? In
LOS Atigeles,as_I recall_it, Mr. Chairman, the superintendent told
us that the way_ they determine which schools currently have the
lov income children is by but a hand count of the public assistance
cases.

They don't know which children are on Public assistance, be-
cause that's irrelevant;

Ms. LETENDRE. That's
Mr. i''ORD. But they that X number_ of_ public_ assistance

school ag? :thildren live w-'?.hin a Detticulat school attendance area,
and on that basis, they decide that that _!,,chool. attendance area
ought_ to ha.% _the money. Once the Child arrive§ at School, it
dee§n't ciatter if they're support, or the wealthiest -child
in Los Angeles if they re reading generally ah avetitge of two
yeats hehiud their peer k-4.oup. They will go in or be eligible to go
in _to a reading program;

Ms. Lis-r...t4r.n.T. That's correct.
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Mr. Foam. So then at that point, if the child, you suggest they
might test him this spring, if a child in that public school is tested
and is 2 years behind in reading, and it's determined that if he
comes back to that school next year, he will have remedial reading,
the parents will be informed that they have a right to a voucher to
select another school?

Ms. TATENDRE. To select another school or another program.
Mr. Ram. Do the parents have to use the voucher to take them

to_a school that has_a title 1 Remedial Reading Program?
Ms. LefizilmiE. They wouldn't ne6d to. It would merely be a

transfer within district. There would be really no transfer of funds
in that situation, so it would be whatever type of recordkeeping the
school would like to apply in that situation,_they could.

Mr. Yowl Why wouldn't there be a transfer of wow
MS. LETENDRE. If the school district generally maintains an ac-

count for F6deral fundik chapter 1 funds or in that accountand
whatever accounting procedures are in place in the district normal-
ly do not give actual disbursements to individual schools. It
mains in a central account

Mr. FORD. Then if they made a cLoice between schoolt in the
same city, for example, or the same county in those States like the
States adjoining us here now, who have a countywide system, there
wouldn't really be a voucher or any money changing hands be-
tween the parent and the school, would there?

Ms. LETENDRE. You indicated between chapter 1 schools. That's
where I indicated there would be no transfer of funds. There could
be, depending upon what the tuition charge was, or compensatory
service charge, if you, went outside of the school district. It no
doubt would be necessary that there would be some transfer of
funds In that situation.

Mr. FORD. SO you don't really have a voucher transaction take
place when there's a movement from one public school to another
in the same school district?

Ms. LETENaitz. Not really. Walt matter of semantics, I guess.
Mr. FORD. Now, does this bill purport in any way to give the

parent the right notwithstanding any desegregation order entered
by the court or the State and local law with respect to compultou
school attendance and school attendance areas to go to another
school in *te a those State and local laws? no we attempt in
anyway to uiterfere with the right of the school district to say ev-
eubOdy on the westside of Main Street will go to thiS grade school,
and everybody on the eastside will go to this grade school? That
will still happen, won't it?

Ms. LETENDRE. The state and local laws would prevail.
Mr. FORD. So the voucher does not purport to give a parent a

choice that does not now exist under State law?
Ms. IxTErimi.E. Under State and local law, you're right.
Mr. FORD. And that would also apply, in my own area, I can

think of two school districts where the difference in the per pupil
expenditure is _probably $1,800 a year, one all white upper mid
class_ and one predominantly black, and you don't mean for those
people in the low per pupil expenditure community to believe that
they can take their voucher and go to the other, in the eyes of the
people, the preferable school district because it spends more money
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and litia Meer buildings and does_all those other thinge That's upto them? If the school district Will take them they can take theirvoucher there!?
MS. LETENDRE. That is correct
Mr. BAuza. Gongressman_ Ford; don't_assume _a Static imMerse.Again, what we think would happen is if the parents had this kindof opportuni, you would see in those low income areab Sonie cre-ative attempts _to come up with remedial_ nrograms that are betterthan the remedial programs now; For example, a student receiVing

ohapter 1 services could stay in the public schools.
Mr. Four,. But you see, if the parent is just generally ditappoint-ed that their children are attending what they donsider to be, com-pared to other areas around them; an inferior school Witeni, itiSn't likely that the motivation for them te *ant their children toattend another school or school district centers around s remedial

reading program It's much broader than _that, Se ii-hat you're
saying is that the people would be making a choice,

ose folks out there who have been enamored of this plan, theydo:21 think that they can only make a choice to go find the remecli;
al program for thmr child. It's a way to get aome ,liciney to gi)
someplace else, isn't it? _

BA.trxs. Congressman Ford; this soundS litt.14 bit. liC; 0, if I
may; the Chairman's arTament earlier, that the pr.tqem with ourprOpoSitl is that it's not providing enough choice. n.. i#E3.iiv to becriticized from that direction,

Mr. Yoan. No, the problem with the propoSal_ is t :it- there is anelement of fraud involved in telling a constituenc, parents outthere who are concerned about non-public achool Children aud theirtuition costs; that now you're not going to push forward for theirtuition tat credits, but we're going to_ throw yott a bohei; and we'regoing to give you a plan that nobOdy Who has looked at it findknows anything about the operation of these proven*, Sizeh asthose the Secret.zy characterizes them as teachers unions, and thePTA. I gueSS that's a special interest group, school beardk State
legislators, school administrators, and parents Who are active in
the_affairs of their school.

They have a lot of _problems out there, biit When you try to walkthem through this thing, they say, well; that can't work in our
community. That can't work in our city.

Mr BAuen. Well, I've tried to walk them through it, instead of
Someone else, and when I've done that, they've been Very support-ive of the idea.

Mt. FORD. Well, you're not walking_ me thibugh it Walk methrough how it works in a multi-diStrict county in an-urban area.
Mr. BAUER. It will work in a lot of different *OA Gongressman

Ford; not all of which I think we can contemplate without the pro-gram being tried. You know; we came up here a couple of years agowith a tea,. proposal. All we wanted the Congress to do was to allowthe local edhcation agency, if it desired to; to voucherite itS Chap=
ter 1 Program; We_ assumed thet if the Congresa passed that; thatmaybe six bid Of 16,000 school district3 might actually give it aShot, and we would have actually had some real live results that
we-could talk about as to whether it works or notBut, you all didn't give us the thne of day on that proposal.
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Mr. Form. Le Vs take a look at the numbers _that are being
thrown _around. The news Media out there has repotted that- you
people from the-Department have _been saying that every; quote,
title 1 parent *ill be entitled tO a $600 voucher approximately for
each title 1 chilt

Mr. BAUER. No; it's the average.
Mr. Form. That's_the average?
Ms. LETkiinEE. That's the averrwe.
Mr Form. Well; I'm looking_at educational choice here; and in

Michigan, it comes out to $226 for a_possible State comp ed voucher
and-$729 estimated_ chapter 1 voucher;

Mr. BAUER. All kight.
Mr; FORD. I look _at the natnal per pupil _ expenditures_ which

thiS year were- $3429 per ADA. Under chapter 1, we distribute
money to the states on the basis of one-half the state per pupil ex-
penditure -or oneThalf the average per -pupil expenditure in the
Nation; whichever is higher; and that's because there are a number
of States iparticularly in the Southeast that are way below the na-
tional average in the amount spent on each child, so we give them
an extra buffer in the formula.

Now; _with_ a cost averagingi_ across the country of $3,429, you feel
that thiS Will generate $600 toward that cost? This is just public
school; _not private school; public school;

MrBAua. -Con_Kressman Ford, why wouldn't it -be possible_ to
imagine that a school _district or a particular school or Particular
creative principal will say, _I-- can teach remedial readhig after
school to your child for $650? You can leave your _child in the_ cur7
rent public school, but after school, bring your child to me; and for
$650;_ I'll bring his reading up to speed.

I think that under this kind of proposal, we'll see a lot of cre-
ative. approaches by local school officials Who are very creative
people.

Mr. FORD. But now you're _not talking_about taking the -voucher
to-a private school. You're talking about taking itto a tutor? _ _

Mr. BAUER. That was the premise of your question, sir. You said
you're not talking about private schools; you're talking about
Miblic schools.

Mr.__Form.__No; I_ gave you_ numbers for_ public _schools; and inci-
dentally _you'll notice that I have-talked ahout private or nonpublic
schools; just as _everyone here_ who_ has talked about this program
since -itS concefion and birth in this committee room 21 years ago.
Never before today did I hear_anybody come in_ here and blatantly
make the contrast betWeen Catholic and public schools that has
been made more than once .from that table. -

etretary BENNETT. What was the contrast?
Mr. FORD._ You talk as if you're only talking about ne kind of

nonpublic school.
Secretary BENNETT. No, I said!no, no; I said it was important
Mr. FORD. How do my so-called Christian academies in my dis-

trict _react to_that?
Secretary BENNETT. I was asked why I _kept using_that example;

and_I said for the very good reason that 90_percent of our Chapter 1
students_ who are_ in private schools are in Catholic parochial
schools. It's a sensible point of comparison.
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Mr. Form. What percentage of private school students, if you in-
clude all the private schools; not just the parochial schools, Catho=
lic, Lutheran, Hebrew day schools, if you take them all in, how
many chapter 1 children are there?
-Secretary BENNErr. How many ch pter 1 Ci. hildren? Maybe

220,000.
MS. LETENDRE. AbOtit 220000.
Mr. FoRn; You know; the competition to the private parochial

school in my district is no longer coming from the public_schools;
Every fundamentalist church in my district now has a Chritatian
academy, kindergarten to sixth grade; kindergarten to eight grade.
Bring your_children here, and they will have a proper Christian
education. Since the non-Catholics outnumber the Catholics consid-
erably; this has -been an opportunity for them to escape the public
schoola int-6 a Christian religion that is not oriented toward a reli
gion that's not thers

NOW, how do y:in tow who's in those schools?
Ms. LETENDM.. I u't know. Any child who lives within
Mr. Foal). Yfi.1 ji,wt gave me a number of 200,000, and rta asking

all nonpubli,_ -1e, and you said 200,000.
Ms. LETsismaE; We estimate;_because we do not ask for informa-

don on the basis of religion. We estimate that about 94 percent of
the students who are in chapter 1 are attending_ parochial Schobla.
There ake _a few who attend schools other than Catholic schools.
There are some other types of schOois that children attend but very
few are nonreligious schook.

Every child who has an opport-i:Ity 2rticipak must Hire in
one_ o: the attendance areal, and btates data in nonpublic
school participation. We do not nor ar, required to; ask them
the denomination of the thildi so we can' il you exactly.

Mr; FoRD. Well, it would ba very interesting for us to find if
there is any kind of a statistical basis_you can _work from because
there isn't any agency either at the State or National level that
keeps track of that that rm aware of; If you know of one, we'd like
to_know about it

Now, counsel is nere. Mr; Winkle; I've looked at this language
starting on the bottom of page 7, and thila is a new one for us.

A voucher is not Federal e.Joistan..1,. Payments to a private elizibloeducational
institution or te a ruhlic elementary Jr secondary school located autsidethe school
distritt in which the eligible child resides made by pai.ents withfunds provided by a
local educatienal agency in exchange for an educational voucher recleemed, by a
pilkeht under this section shall not constitute Federal fmancial aseistance_bathepri-
vete educational institution or public elementary or secondary school receiving auch
payment, and the use of such funds by such institutions or schools shall not coned-
ttite a program or activity receiving Federal financial assistance.

What does_that mean?
Mr; WILLKIE. We took this provision word for word from th,e con-

Sensus that was developed in the Senate Finance Committee in
1983 in marking up the tuition ttlk credit_proposal. ThiS provision
and the ciVil rights provision in the bill were_negotiated between,
as i undIrstand it, Senators Dole, Packwood, Bradley; and Moyni-
han.

Mr. FORM- Is it your view that thiS committee or any other com-
initted can bY legislative fiat with language like this say to the
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courts of thiS country that thiS kind of Federal aid is not Federal
aid?_

Mr. WrcucrE. Yes, sir. The courte obviously are free to arrive at a
different conclusion,- but, --for _example; in the Grove City case;
where the Supreme Court found

Mr; FORD; The Grove City case was interpreting a statutory pro-
vision with respect to sex.

Mr; WiLimix- Precisely siv_precisely so, and in this_ case, we think
it is within theiprovince of Congress to determine whether voucher
funds; _tuition tax credits,_ whatever-, would be denominated Federal
fihancial-assistahce-or not.

Mr; Form._ Aren't_most of_ _the_ school cases _determined on the
basis of the-United Stetes or the State constitutions?

Mr; WILLKIE. fin sorry?
Mr. Form. Aren't most- of the -landitark school cases decidsd by

the courts_ on _the basis _of constitutional provisions, either in the
U.S. Constitution or the State Constitutions?

Mr._ WILLEM. _Yes,..that as well as title VI of the Civil Rights Act
and other statutory _provisions.

_ Mr Foen._ Then you wc.uld intend that_this means that title VI of
the -CiVil Rights Act-would not apply tO these funds?

Mr. WILLKIE. That is correct._ _

Mr. FORD. And title IX would not apply to these funds?
Mr. Wrolcm-That is correct; _ _

Mr. FORD. Education for the handicapped would not apply to it?
Mr; WILLRIE. That is correct;
Mr. BAUER. Which is the stetus quo, Mr. Ford.
Mr. FORD. Bilingual education would not _apply to it?
Mr. Wn.tacts. That is correct, but the bill would not in any way

limit the reach of those statutes_ otherwise.
-Mr. For.D. The cmly enforcement mechanism that has ever exist-

ed is what_ was once called the Powell amendment on thiS commit=
tke-and lattr -.1:10:29.121e- title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964; the
Wdthholding of funds for the practice of dikrirnbiation.

Can you say 3ou're not attempting to interfere with the oper-
ation of the law?

Mr. Wna,roz- _Yes; Those statutory provisions would continue_ to
apply as -they- do -teday to private sch.;cle thAt otherwise receive
Federal_ financial assistance;

Mn Form. But what if the_private school receives no other Feder-
al assistance than this? You're saying _that _ none of these_ laws
wotild then apply -to it, beceuse of receiving this money, isn't that
-.hat you're saying?_ _

WILLKIE, That is correct. We have a separate civil rights pro-
N'`'7 '7 :I in this_bill. _

ivir. FORD. Why_don't we simply repeal those provisions with re-
spect to_private schools? _

Mr. WILLKIE. We are not proposing that. We wouldn't recom-
mend that.

Mr. FORD. Why don't we do this with_ a of the title I; chapter 1
funds, not just the vouchers? What's the- wisdom of a policy that
says that this is_a way_ to deliver _money so that it no longer_is Fed-
erdl money bY legislative fiat, it's something other than Federal
money?

7 4
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Mr. WTI-JR= Because if the sole source of the Federal funds is
the voucher, you're typically talking about small fledgling inatitu=
tions. The question is whether it's appropriate to impose all those
administrative and recordkeeping burdens on thoSewhich would otherwise

Mr. Foam The burden is imposed if they participate in title II,isn't it?
Mr. WimiaE. That is true.
Mr. FORD. And it's imposed if they participate in the school

lunch program?
Mr. WrirmE. That is true.
Mr. FORD. And it's imposed if they participate in any of the otherprouams?
Mx. WILLICIE. That is true. They have to decide whether they

want to play by those rules.
Mr. FORD. And then it would_beyour view that all of the applica-

tion of Grove City would come into effect, and if that_ child wale
being discriminated againvt or in favor of that child, it couldn't be
reached, because the only money it was actually receiving are direct
aid_ was this?

Grove City has a veu interesting proposition as you recall, that
if you only apply the Civil Rights Act to specific activities funded
directly by the Federal funds.

Mr. WILIUCTP Sure, and we have proposed legislation to overturn
that decision._

Mr. Foan._I guess you have as a_ matter of fact You clearly be=
lieve that we have the right to legislate in :.his fashion an exemp-
tion fromall of the other imposed statutes?

WiumE I don't see why you would not. In the first part of
the Grove City decision, as I understand it, the Supreme_ Court
found_ that_Congress intended that Pell Grant funds should be con-
strued as Federal fmancial assistance, and that waz the conStruc-
tion of_legislative intent on the judiciary's part.

Mr. FORD. They iound that we determined that Pell Granta were
Federalassistance?

Mr. Wnimix. Correct
Mr. FORD. I missed that.
Mr. Wux xnt. It's the first part of the Supreme Court'S decision in

the Grove City case, because Grove City had argued that _the re-
demption of Pell Grants did not in and of Ali-361f conatitute Federal
financial assistance, and the Supreme Court held that the inten-
tion of Congress was el ierwise.

Chairman HAWKINS. Mr. Fcid, could I interrupt and have Mr.Henry? _

Mr. FORD. Just one f i tier question Mr. Chairman. Your next
paragraph is, "Vt. acher funds are not taxable. Payments received
by parenta under subsection C-2 shall not be subject to Federal,
State, or local income taxes." Can we usurp the power of the State
and the lead units of government to tax income?

Mr. WILLICIE. Yes, sir, you may, by virtue of the supremacyclause.
Mr. FORD. Have we ever done it?
Mr. WILLKIE. I'Ill sure that you have.
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FORL. Do you know of any precedent where we say you can't
tax_income; because we're taxing it?

Wtitactt. I think fOod stam_ps would be one example.
Mr; FORD. So you would put this in the category of public asSibt=

ance that is _even to someone, and we scify that for the purpose
cf determining income; you won't take this into account?

Mr. WILLKIE. I'm sorry, sir,I'm not sure I follow
Mr; FORD. Well; what you're talking about with food stem _does

not exempt fo-Od stamps per se from the effect of the tax laws in
the State; It simply says that food stamps will not be taken filth
account in determining family income for the purpose of determin,
ing eligibility for low-incoine housing, for public assistance and
other thing.

Mr. WILIZIE Right, but I think there are other forms of Federal
asSiStance where Con,-;-ress has specified that the assistance should
not be denominated as taitable at the State or local level. I believe
that's true with Pell Grants.

Mr. Fos.n. No, it isn't true with pea Grants._
Chairman HAWKINS. Could I get back, to you? I promised Mr.

Henry who represents a strong point of view the opportuni-
ty tO 'question the Secrei _at this hearing; and we are running
out of time. If we have stale flexible time remaining, we'll get back
to you and to the other raembers who have not had an opportunity.
The chair would recognize Mr. Henry.

Mr, HENRY. Thank you; _Mr; Chairman. Mr; Secretary, I remem-
ber about 11 years ago when I was just starting 4 years Oh the
Michigan State_Board of Education_ at that thne; the superintend-
ent of public education was &dui Porter who was widely admired
in educational circles; particularly for his commitments to educa-
tional quality.

During_ that time he also served as chief of the superintendents
for the 50 States and territories. I remember he initiated our own
compensatory education_ program in Michigan several years before
the FC.cleral program began,what we now call, I think, chapter 3 in
the Michigan law; I remember him saying over and over again,
What do we do about the problem of the poor in terms of education-
al _choice;

I have that choice, you have that choice. Everyone on this com-
mittee has that choice. I've made that Choice in some intereSting
Way& Some of my kids go to a public school; some go to a private
school. Different opportunities, different ippropriate _educational
methodologies, strengths, and weaknesses. That's_really what we're
talking about I ran make that CliOiCe_i_ beuseI have the where-
withal to do it. Many middlincome fatuities can do it, but there
are some people who can't They can't choose a_private school, or
they can't afford to move into another school district.

EqualitY of opportunity is obviously critical here. At the same
time, as you know; I have expressed publicly some concerns about
your propoial, and am trying tia develop either with you or if need
be; without you; an alternative that trte,s to address this issue but
dirdida, I think, some of the problems that have been touched on;
Mr; Ford was certainly correct in identifying one of there.

How can we wrap this proposal in the name of equality of oppor-
tunity while at the same time circumventing the Civil Rights- Acts
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which attempt to achieve equality of opportunity. When Mr. Bauer
tells us he's in front of a local market, and people are excited about
the equality of opportunity that's being offered, I suspect they
would be a little less excited if they knew the Civil Rights Acts
that guarantee the access that the voucher promises might not be
offered. For symbolic reasons, as well as substantive reasons, quite
frankly, I think you hurt yourself tremendously by not addressing
this. I understand you feel that_ you have addressed it because of
the tuition tax cr&dit approach would simply say, however that a
tax credit is very different from a Governarent voucher and grant.
There is simply no guaranteed appe:d for remedy, even in racial
issues. It's abi..dutely tco discretionary.

A couple of other administrative questions, and I know the chair-
man would be willing to look at this issue philosophically, I know
that from conversations with him, but there's too many practical,
operational questions that you haven't touched. I'll call them who,
how, what, where, and the how means how much. Who gets it?

Mr. Ford presented one of the dilemmas of the current compen-
satory education system. I can be a child who desperately nePds
that kind e service but because I'm in a public school district that
doesn't fair in the right census tract, I don't get it.

The counter can also happen. I can be a kid who doesn't need it,
who lands up getting it, because the school district throws everyone
in the census tract into a compensatory education program, which
may be the worst possible thing for a kid who doesn't need it. One
of the attractive features of the voucher approach is that it'S tar=
geted at the child, and in that sense remedies this problem. I
thought quite frankly you missed something here in terms of an
opportunity to sell the program relative to my colleague from
Michigan's question.

The next question is how much. When yeu talk about the differ-
ent levels, I've got too many people in ny district, particularly the
private school community who are all excited thinking they're
going to get $900 worth for each kid- First of all, my State, and
under many States' constitutions, the State moneys couldn't follow
it anyway. It would simply be precluded.

The allocations to the States are relatively constant, but the clis-
ti mutions within the States are very different, because what and
who they define-as being eligible for compensatory education varies
widely. Thus, when you say a $600 average, in one Stath, WS $900,
and in another. State it's $230, and there's a tremendous lack then
of conceptual clarity, and it can be tremendously misleacling.

What is it to be used for? It may not go to compensatory educa-
tion. New that is a concern. In seeking to remedy the problem of
unequal wportuniV,_you risk on the other hand destroying_ the
concept of compensatory edudation. I guess the question to me is
how do you get equality of education for compensatory services,
and I'm trying to see if it can be focused that way. The question of
where has to be qualified. The issues I'm trying to deal with have
really come out pretty strongly in a lot of the questioning you've
gotten. I hope you're going to get back to us on these things to give
this thing a chance.
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Where are they going to be used? What schools? Are they going
to be respecting basically a State educational law in terms of what
= appropriate educational delivery system is?

What I have suggested as a possible alternative is trying to look
at the concept of targeting children by need and using a voucher, if
you will, although I think the term perhaps is creating a lot of po-
litical polarization in and of itself, which would offer choice for
supplemental educational services which, after all, is what compen-
satory education is supposed to be.

In fact, it's very clear that compensatory education funds are not
supposed to supplant, but in fact, we know they are supplanting. In
Michigan, v;e've struggled over and over again, because school die,.
tricts became so dependent, in fact habituated to the money, and

alao had a tremendous irony in terms of what happened.
The more a school district succeeds in &etting kida out of comp

ed eliebility, the more it's penalized financially. The worse a
school system does, the more money it gets. Now I'm obViously not
suggesting that any school district which I know or you know delib-
erately underperforms for that, but there is no financial induce-
ment or reward for success. We've got to look at that problem as
well.

My overall concern, I guess, is to see that compensatory educa-
tion is put on an equal footing for all kids based on need. I think
that's an American principle, it's also good education. You get free-
dom of choice and competition in the educational system. I think
that's good, but what I'm afraid of, because of these who, what,
how much, where questions, is that what you're giving us ia a
voucher that's ill defined in terms of purpose and operation and a
comensatory education program that withers in the process, be-
catz.e you haven't held true to the focus. I think we should look at
the Possibility of a system where a voucher by any eligible student,
where someone in a public school could get supplemental education
services, extra add-on hours at a private school for example, or
someone enrolled in a private school could take a voucher to a
publk school and pick what kind of supplemental compensatory
programming is appropriate to the child in comnetition there.

I throw these ideas and questions out. I've given a speech and
sermon because of the time limitii. I don't expect an answer now
from you, but I would like detailed answers to those kinds of ques-
tions, and I think they're very germane to the questions you were
hearhig from other people on the committee.

Secretary BENNETr. Gould I respond briefly, Mr. Chairman?
Chairman II/twangs. Yes;_ we have one other, and it's only in def-

erence to your own thne,_ Mr. Secretary, that we have one other
member that has not been recognized, so if we're not intruding on
you too I:3 uch, you may just go ahead and answer.

Mr. Dt- :Army. I aPpreciate very much, Mr. Henry, your concerns.
You say that if we focus on the who, what, when, and why, I think
we could answer these questions._ I very much appreciate your good
faith in taking a close look at this. I think, just a couple of com-
ments, that many of the concerns that you expressed, and 1 think a
number of the concerns that have been expressed by members of
the committee are concerns about chapter 1 ite-,elf, not really so
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much about the voucher, but we're ming this occasion if you will
as_an opportunity to look at some of the problems with chapter 1.

I think that's fme, because we knew we're going to reauthoriza-
tion next year el chapter 1, _and these are questions, a number of
the ones that you have raised and others have raised that we think
we ought to take a look at. Who's eligible, how do we determine it,
the differences State by State and so on and we're glad to be here,
ii ou will, sort of early _on this discussion about chapter 1.

ond, just a general _point again back to the interest in work-
ing with us on this, wesalute and recognize those school_clistricts
that have done an excellent jo1 AIameda1 California and Birming7
ham and Des Moines, public school districts that have done a
superb job in pkoviding chapter 1 services to their children.

Our problem is, and what motivates HI of this, and_ I just don't
want this to get lost in ail our diScussior. ''ke child, the disadvan-
taged child who is captive to a poor educ.e.ran project, and there-
fore, we do want to give that child an opportunity that you and I
had, that our children have.

It seems to me there ought to be a way to do this, and there
ought to be a way to do this that is conscious and respectful, that
has proper civil rights protection and is cognizant of the differences
between schools and things that we want to do to preserve the dif-
ferences among some schools.

But, I think we could answer some of ihese who, what when and
why's, if we could focus on them. I will give you detailed answers
to tall your questions, and thank you very much.

Chairman HAWKINS. Thank you. Mr. Hayes1
Mr. HAYEs. Mr. Chairman, I'm going to be very brief. I appreci-

ate the amount of time the Secretary has taken here with this com-
mittee. My own schedule had me running in and out because of my
responsibilities to other committees so I couldn't get here_in time
to raise some of the things I might have raised, but I just feel that
based on what I've heard, since I come from a district where the
dropout ratio among high school studenta has already reached the
astroncmical proportion of better than 50 percent high school drop-
outii. You said, Mr. Secretary, that one of _your prime objectives is
to make best occupational opportunities available to all kids.

ThiS _gives rise to a question which has bothered me which I'll
place in two parts. Does this administration really want to make
educational opportunities available to the economically disadvan-
taged? Have they already categorized these students of these
people as expendables, not necessary to our society?

I can't countenance the kind of proposal that's been made and
the kind of sacrifice thaf, the whole public education system is
being asked to make under these proposals, as we proceed to try to
reduce this huge deficit. I think we are hurting people who need
the most, and they're goiag to get the least, and this is what both-
ers me a little bit.

it may be concluding that they are the expendables, we don't
need them any more.

Secretary BENNETI. I'll tM not to respond to that question, Con-
gressman, by what it impugns. If you look at my budgetand I
know Mr. Ford Will when we talk about it in detail later on you
will see that we've held the chapter 1 program very close to level,
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the chapter 2 program- levo% anti- the bilingual education program
level; th.at is; we've sought to maintain the programs_that serve the
poorest, -most disadvantaged people- in our society While under the
Gramm4tudman reductions requirements; If you look at our
bulget to see who's going -t-43 be affected -most in terms of budget
reductions, you_ will seeas I know_l_will betold_ later this spring
that there will be some members of the middle class.-

-Yeg, it *ill also be argued that the poor are affected and so on.
But I don't think anybody can _accuse us in our 1987 budget of not
being mindful in a time of _difficult budget circumstances; of the
educational needs of those who are most disadvantaged in-this soci-
et .- If -I can say on a personal level; I have been spending time in

,00ls and with_ many of-the children whom_you have described.
It's -been- on my time; and I'm glad to have spent it; I_don't like the
suggestion thatwe think those children are expendable.

Mr. HAYES. Thailk.youi Mr._ Chairman. I just have_ to say this in
conclusion though; People,- either teachers or parents, are consid-
ered when surveys are taken as to whether or not _ the _voucher
system should_be supported which you're-pushing, which they'll be
hurt the-- worst under that system. I don't think they in any good
conscience _could support that kind-of a voucher program.

Secretail BENNETT, rm- sorry; I didn't hear it.
_ Chairman HAWKINS._ Mr; Bartlett, keeping in mind with the litti=

ited time we -have available; we'll do the best we can with you;
Mr; BtatisErr;_Thank you, Mr; Chairman,_r11 be very brief if I'm

recognized at this time. Mr. Secretary and Mr. Chairman, I think
it's been a good hearing. My_own judgment is that the specific new
legislation that you proposed is a good starting point It is legisla-
tion that has been well thought-out and is set out to answer the
questions that have to he resolved.-

This morning; _you've heard a lot of the questions raised about
the specifics as to how- -it woiild work. Of course, those queStions
have 16 be raised; because it's_ a new_ proposal; It seems to me that
what your legislation allows the program or the vouchers to work;
allowing maximum decisions by parents, it allows the _parents to
make many of the decisions, decisions -about accreditation; shout
what school to go to, about whether_a student_ should receive what
type of compensatory services. I think frankly -that's the right
theme- to develop, and it should be in_ the_ legislation; Is _the legisla-
tion perfect? No; it's not; As support develops for this legislation on
the -Hill and -in- this committee, as_ it has in the country; I would
hope that this committee and this Congress seriously consider some
voucher legidation.

_ In that context; Mn_Chairma141 would Eray to some-of-the people
that have expressed their questions thiS morning, I think those
issues are _fully resolvable through the legislative process by draft-
ing legislation in consultation with -the department, as a legislative
matter that would achieve a voucher system _that accomplishesthe
purpose; The _purpose is how to direct education -money directly -to
studentS for the -purpose of education; I_think the voucher propbsal
does that a lot better. My_ specific question is this. In_your legisla-
tionL you propose that administrative costs of administering the
program or_ the vouchers would be borne by the local 8O11601 dig=
tricts even for studenta that they no longer have.
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Are there other options to that? It seems to me that Pell grants
and other kinds of higher education grants use other_kinds of ad-
ministrative techniques, including the Department of Education di-
rectly administering Pell grants. I wonder what are the options
that you have considered or would consider other than having an
LEA administer a voucher for somebody else's student

Ms. LETENDRE. Well, I think it really isn't somebody else's stu-
dent. It's a student who lives in that area who needs the assistance.
We now have provisions in the legislation to allow such things as
supervision, and there are types of costs like that which I think
would still be borne by the LEA who has that kind of responsibil-
ity.

You're saying to remove the responsibility from the LEA we'd
have to look at that, because it would have other implications as
well. We would not see a great number of children being somebody
else's student.

Mr. BARTLE= If the student goes to another school, then it's the
other school's student, but that's the kind of specific legislative
issue I had mentimed.

Secretary BE.1.DTErr. Yes.
Mr. BARTLETr. I would suggest that when this committee decides

to begin drafting_legislation, those are the kinds of things that we
should consider. I think that there is f -a r more support in this Con-
gress for vouchers than one would think, more I think than, on this
committbe, although I think all members of the committee have an
open mind on it. I think it's the kind of debate that will continue.
It's the kind of issue of which I think the country as a whole is far
more supportive than the Congress, and I look forward to working
bbth with you and alSe with the chairman of the committee and all
members of the committee to draft a specific piece of legislation
that would help to resolve the question on the side of agsisting stu-
dents in a direct manner.

ecretary BENNErr. Thank you.
Mr. HAWKINS. The Fodere, aid has been constant or let's say,

some reduction, but the total spending which means State and
local spendirr "--c4 increased, is that the significance of the chart?

Secretary I think the chart shows two significant
things, Mr. .,an. First, is how far that red line is above the
green line. ID is, it shows us what the Federal_ share in education
spending really is. I wouldn't argue with your chart at all. But the
point is, whether the Federal share is 6, or 8, or 9, or 10, or 11, it's
still, a very small portion of the whole.

The other thing I thought it would be interesting to point out is
in the area of the words, "Reagan request," thee what we asked
for, the final aa opposed to departmente appropiiation. That little
area is what all the fighting_ betWee.a thiS administration and the
Congress has been about. That's not to say these aren't arguments
worth having Thr are. But we Should remember that we are an
educational system primarily financed in the State and local area.
And the min point of this chart of course, is to show that overall
educatione spending in this country is up, and up fairly signifi-
cantly:

Chairman HAWIUNS. Would you interpret that to mean that the
commitment to education overall has been that the States and
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local governments have had a stronger commitment than that of
the Federal Government whose commitment seems to be represent-
ed in this chart as having declined rather drastically over the last
5 or 6 years whereas the State and local commitm-nt has gone up,
which is more or legs an offset for the decline which thib chart rep-
resents?

Secretary BENNE= I would diStinguish _between role and com-
mitment. I think our commitment is significant and serious.

Chairman HAWKINS. Let's say dollars. Let's forget about commit-
ment. Let's say dollars- _

Secretary BENNE7r. The role of government in education is clear-
ly primarily a State and local one, and I think everybody wants it
to remain such.

Chairman HAWKINS. Well, everybody doesn't want it to remain.
EverylSOdy_wants the Federal commitment to increase.

Secretary BENNE7r. Nor not everybody,
/NChairman HAws& I think you'll find this committee is fighting

for that commitment to continue. We may differ on the amount
that goes into it.

Secretary BENNETT. I agree with that.
Chairman HAWKINS. Regardless of what we want, is the signifi-

cance of that chart that the amount of money which the Federal
Government has dedicated to education has declined in the lest 5
years, is that true?

Secretary BENNETT. No; I know you want to make the best out of
my drart; I know you want it for your purposes but let me try to
get it back tomy purpose&

Chairman HAWKINS. I thought you went along with this chart a
few minutes_ago.

Secrettiry BENNE7r. I do. This is a bigger universe.
Chairman RAwsiNs._Let's stick to this one then.
&cretary BENNETT. Your chart is on my chart, if you show that

little decline.__
Chairman HAWKINS. They both are correct.
Secretary BENNErr. We're talking_ ahout the whole thing. The

goint of this chart is that the American people are exceedingly gen-
erous to education and are willing_ to continue to be so.

Chairman HAWKINS. That isn't true either.
SecretaryBENNErr. Sure, they are.
Chairman HAWKINS. Look at the chart over to the right, look at

that chart.
Secretary BENNE7r. There they are in all_ their capacities.
Chairman HAwItiNs. In the _green area, that's the commitment of

the Nation to national defense, which, as you will see up above the
green slice of the_pie, has_been increasing This is 1981 over 1987.

Look down below, and you'll see the purple slice of the pie Which
includes education, that ilke is shrinking. So what has happened
obviously is that that has been shrinking because the money ha§
been used up above in the green section which is defense and in
the brown section which is the interest on the national debt.

So if you were to have a slice of the pie on that chart, it will be a
line so thin that it would not even be visible, and that r4resents
what you're trying to portray over here.
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ry lz;;IN--fErr. That's the Federal budget, sir. That's the
Fe.; : krot. If you want a flat line, I'll show you a line for
State 2-, expenditures for defenseunless the Texans are
going lo put that Air Force back up.

Mr. BARTLETT. Now you've stopped preathing and gone to med-
dling.

Chairman HAwKiNs. Let's not you or I defend the Department of
Defense or criticize it; because _that's not our role; Cap Weinberger
is going to take care of the Department of Defense. We're just
asking you to be just BB diligent _as Cap Weinberger when you sit in
on the cabinet to speak up for educaLon.

Secretary BENNE-Tr; Ldo.
Chairman HAWKINS. It's been my contention around the country,
haven't seen anyone that diaagrees with it yet, that we are not

defending education as well as we are_defending the defense with a
cabinet member who is obviously speaking up for defense.

Now you seem to be contending today that the Federal Govern-
ment hi some way, some mysterious way is putting more money
into education today than it did in 1980; Do I read that from what
you've said?

Secretary BENNETL Mr. Bauer; is that right?
Mr. BAUER. Yes; our budget has gone from $15 billion to $18 bil=

lion;
Chairman HAwKiNs. And making the necessary adjustmenta for

inflation; as they do for defense; are you saying you're putting as
many dollars baSed on the value of the dollar into education teday
as_we were in 1980T

Mr. BAUER. The Reagan administration; when you take all Of ita
policies; is putting more money in education, because what we have
done is protected the 90 percent of State and loeal spending on edu-
cation from the ravages of inflation, and that is much more than
we could have done by putting another billion dollars in our
budget.

Chairman HAwKiNs. Are you saying, let's keep constant dollars
in mhid, making adjustments for inflation, are you saying you are
putting more money into education today at the Federal level than
what was being put into education in 1980?

MT; BAUER; I'm saying the Reagan's administration policies in
their entirety have resUlted in more money being spent on Ameri-
can education;

Chairman HAWKINS. I don't know whatyou mean by entirety.
Secretary BENNE= Mr: Hawkins; a Federal dollar doesn't edu-

cate anybOdy any better thui a State dollar or a local dollar does.
They're all dollars; and it's how we use those dollars; _that's what
frilly matters. Federal dollars don't come with little footnotes or
something that make them _better education dollars; The American
people have been remarkably generous. Arid because of the low
rate of inflation; _those dollars are buying more; and that; Mr;
Chairman, is significant.

Chairman HAWKINS; We're really not talking about the same
thing. The chart over to the left; let's get over tO that, indicates
that chapter 1 has decreased 25 percent; Now I assume you chal-
lenge that chart as well.
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&cretarY Bkiirixrr. I think we'd like to respond to that chart;yes; sir.
Chairinan HAWKINS._ Would you respOnd to that chart showing

the specific athotixita that have gone to those same program3 that
we have used_ on that chart?

Secretary Baxxrrr. Sure.
Chairman HAWKINS. GiVing as specific dollars; so that we mayhave that EiS a matter af record: I think we_ just differ on 3ome-thing; and this ar&thetit back and forth as to what it meariS may

1:* a matter of philosophical difference Make than anything else.
Secretary StriNETT. All right.
Chairman HAWKINS. Mr. Secretaty, ktay I again express appre-ciation for the committee? We lept_you longer than_I anticipated.

You've been generaaa of yew. time. I think the discussion has been
very constructive We will; as had been indicated, be marking up achapter 1 reauthorizatiOn at some time in the future. I think thiShelps in that mark up-. We will inVite you back during that mark
up in order to help us.

We do not consider chapter 1 _perfect. We consider vouchers a lot
more _imperfect thaii chapter 1 so obviously we're trying to Protectthe program but I think that your ideas would be helpful to thecommittee on this mid other matters before the committee. Onbehalf of the tommitteTe, we eicpress our appreciation.

Secretary BENrirrr. Thank you. We like Chapter 1 and vouchers
too, so thank you very much._

Chairman HAWKINS. Thehlt_ you.
[Whereupon; at 1:23 p.m.; the subcommittee was adjourned.]
[Additional material Siibmitted for for the record follows.]
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF _c,LY.ATION

OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR LEGISLA T ION AND PUP L II.: A FFA IRS`V
P'Ansoei" April 29, 1986

Honorable Augustus F. Hawkins
Chairman
Subcommittee on_EIementary, Secondary,
and Vocational Education

Committee_on_Education and Labor
Honse_of-Rtpresentatives
Washingtoni D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:

On February 26, 1986, Secretary Bennett and several Department
of Education officials testified at a hearing before your
Subcommittee on Elementary, Secordary, and Vocational Education
on H.R. 3821, the Equity and Choice Act of 1985. During the
proceedings, the Secretary agreed to submit for the official
hearing-record -answers to questions posed by Members arl other
documents providing information requested by the Subcommittee.
EncIosdd is the information requested by the Subcommittee.

Enclosures

Si erely,

"4"^)

Frances M. Norris
Assistant Secretary

MARYLAND AVE .S W WASHINGTON. D.0 20202
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The Secretary_was asLed to ptovide information on wheie
choice projects ate in operation.

Existing Programs of Choicn

California/Washington State -- Toese states have a program
which pays for tuition for drop-outs to nt..eNd public and
private education clinics.

Colorado -- Has established a "second chance" program which
pays for drop-outs to attend public school programs of their
choice.

Iowa -- The state_has a Iaw which aIlows_parents to_appeaI
to the State Board of EducaLion if they feel their schools are
not offering adequate educational_programs _The Board ,7an
require that the district send those children to other schools.

Florida -- Allows high school students to take public or
private postsecondary courses in a "dual enrollment" program in
which the state pays the tuition.

Minn^sota -- Allows high school juniors and seniors to
attend public or private postsecondary schools with the state
paying the tuition. Minnesota also has an educational tax
deduction which allows parents to deduct education expenses from
state income taxes for children attending public or private
schools. ( This law was upheld by the Supreme Court in the
Mueller v. Allen case).

Maine/Vermont - Approximately 160 Maine towns and 80
Vermont tOwns permit parents to use tax funds to pay for tuition
at public or private non-sectariau schools;

Massachusetts -- Cambridge., MA makes no school assignments;
students choose among all public schools.

New York City -- District 4 (S-anish Harlem) makes no
middle school assignments; offers onenro11rnent to elementary
fichool students. District 5 (Central Harlem) is also converting
to a similar choice policy.

Louisiana -- Has an education tax credit in effect, allowing
parents to claim a-$25 credit against state income-taxes rot
certain educational expenses. The edit can be claimed by
parents of students at either public or private schools.

8 6
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Minnesota -- The state Senate has passed a demonstration
voucher bill to establist state-wide schools of choice.

New York -- Has a planning grant program Cor regional
schools for gifted children. Also, New York City plans that all
high schools will be schools of choice by the year 2000.

Chicago -- the city Council has_passecl a resolution
calling on the state to provide vouchers for up to $1,250 for
its children.

New Orleans -- the public school board_is pIannitig:a fuhd
to give needy students scholarships to attend schools of choice.

Cal:fornia -- There is a legislative proposal that would
allow P. student in the lowest quartile to transfer to a better
public_schcol, or, if there is not a good public school
available, to a private school.

'L.-. 8 7



2. Secretary Bennett was astLA to subm.t data on All
Saints Catholic School.

Address: 3420 Portola Avenue
Los Angeles, California 90032

P ,9cipal: Sister Mary Houlihan

Telephone: (213) 225-7261

Enrollment of 368 students.- The-school repor'cs_that
nearly three quarters are eligible for Chapter I
__services.
95 percent_of stUdents_are Hispanic.
Tuition rate of_$55_per month for one chiIdi $65 for

two (combined)j S75 for tnree (combined)._
Most_of_the children are Cathclic, but there are also
non-Catholics in attendance.

The selool rarely expels students.
The school serves handicapped studas to the
extent that it can. It is currently serving s-.1dencs
who have learning disabilities, dyslexia, hearing
disabilit:Ies, and severe emotional disturbances.

8 8
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3; Would the voucher pl:eyram make it difficult
tO plan tor the upcoming schcol year?

Each schocI district will have to set its own schedule
for_impIemonting the_voucher program. Local conditions
willvary so tnat such schedules must meet the needs of
local_communities and schools. The voucher program
will reguire_seme_adjuStments in the traditional
Chapter l_planning schedule to permit ah diderly
implementation_of a_vouchar program; _It May well be
that a local plan would require_parentS tO take a
decision about vouchers in early spring;

89
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4. if only a small number of children remain in school,
how does t.le system take rare of them given the loss of
money?

The resources available to servc selected to
participate in a Chapter_ I_program are directIy_re
Iatd to the number of children to_be served_by the_
programSince the_district_receives_money_onper__
child basisi it will have the same Chapter 1 resources
available for each child regardless of the number of
cnildren who remain in the regular Chapter I program.
If some children use vouchers to leave the regular
Chapter I program, then the district will need
proportionately_less money to serve the children
remaining in that program.
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5. What responsibilities do privwn 3i L,zhools ha7e
in relation to a Chapter 1 F:t J(

Private schools, including palc. rece've
voucher funds from a child's io
proVide that child with a regular c.t.,1:tic. .5rp;ln.satory
services, or both, as Agreed ';.o by the_schodI. These schools would not be -:7i.:ired t.) tablish
discrete Chapter-1 projects as is the cisr r, the sCh:OI
district of residence that offers the -,tanda T._rhapter Iprogram; It_bears mention, though, that p...aic achools
twhetheriwithin or outside the school disttli of residence)
that_receive voucher funds irom parents ..ce, also be
reguired_to_use those funds-towards regu_ar educationi
compensatory education, or both,as agreed co by the parents.

The basic concept is_to give parents-some choice in
providing for the special needs of-their educlationally
disadvantaged children_._ Some_children's-needa may be more
effectively addressed by enrolling them in a different full
time school than by having them rece:ve_compensatory
services in only one or two subjects; The voucher bill
would provide the economic means for parents to make this
choice.
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6. Paraphrasing Congressman Goodlings Remarks:

Isn't the Adm,li ,.ration just teasing the poor with
TEACH?

The projectA oyez:age voucher amount nationwide --
$608 -- jbjj1 m,.ke many private schools affordable to
the poor. (See chart 6-1) The projected average
voucher:

o Covers :_rent costs of 65 percent of stuaents
attendin5 private_elementary schooIs_serving
Chapter 1-students_(and 39 percent of all private
elementary school students),

o Goes a long way towards covering the $773
nationwide average private school tuition for
grades 1-8 ($699 in all elementary schools),

o Covers all tuition for some of the private schools
in 15 of the Nation's 20 largest city school
distrir:ts. (See Chart 6-2)

o In_the 5 cities where the-lowest tuitions exceed
the voucher, the lowest cost schools charge only
$75 more in two cities, $136 more In two cities,
and $280 more in one city.

For Example:

o In New York City, where the value uf the Federal
Chapter 1 voucher is expected to be $819, tuition
is less than $400 at most private elementary
schools.

o in Washington, D.C., the voucher per child is
expected to be $934. This is enough to pay for
tuition at the District's Catholic diocesan
schools, and-covers or nearly covers tuition at a
number of independent schools as well.

o In_AtIanta,_the voucher is expected to be lorth
$875; some_of_AtIanta's private schoaIs charge as
little as $750.

o In Dallas-, the voucher is expected to be $737;
elementary school tuition is as _ow as $600 at some
private schools.

o In Los Angeles, a voucher plus $75 will cov,r
tuition at some of the cii:y's private schools.
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CHART 6-2

WHAT WOULD TEACH FUNDS BUY IN THE NATION'S TWENTY LARGEST CITY DISTRICTS?

Chapter 1 Estimated Percent_of Tuition It
Utsttet

.
voucher Would Cover in Some Private Schools

Albuquerque $947 $900 100
Atlanta 921 875
Baltimore 592 562
Charlotte 526 500 19
Chicago 587 558 100 ° in 15 of the 20 titiesthe

projected voucher amount
Cleveland 934 887 10e covers all the tuition in
Columbus 974 925 100 at least some private
Dallas 776 737 100 elementary schools.
Detroit 640 * 608 * 100
Houston 1,104 1.049 100

° In the 5 cities where
Jacksonville 609 579 89 tuition exceeds the voucher,
Los Angeles 294 279 80 0. does so-bY only $75 in 2
Memphis 656 623 69 cities;4130 in_2 cities,
Milwaukee 436 413 100 and $280 in 1 city.
Nashville 821 780 100

New Orleans 1,099 1;044 100
New York 86 P 819 100
Philadelphia 6 1 523 100
San_Diefid 342 325 72
Washington 983 934 100

Chapter 1 per-pupil expenditures are unavailable for Detroit; This table shows, instead, tne national average.
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7. What is the definition of a school, what definition_do_we
use in the voucher bill, and how does it relate to state
definitions?

In addition to any public elementary or secondary school, as
already defined in Chapter 1, TEACH would allow parents to
use voucher funds at any private 3chool that (1) provides a
full-time program of elementary-or secundary education, (2)
is an "educational organization" under sèctjón1 170 of th,t
Internal Revenue Code li.e., an organization that (a)
normally maintains a egular faculty and_curriculum, (bY
normally has a regularly enrolled body of students, and (c)
has a regular placeiof operations that the students attend),
and (3) does not discriminate on the basis of race;

This definition_does not_depend_on_State law,_nor require__
that private schools be certified by the State. While each
State is, of course, free to define what an elementary or
secondary school is for its own purposes, we do not believe
that it is necessary or appropriate to require parents to
use vouchers only at schools that are certified by the
State. We note, however, that nothing in our bill would
affect the applicability or effect of State laws, such as
those dealing with health and safety standards, that
establish legal conditions for the operation of edur::,tional
facilities.
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8. Are schools req red to transport_vouchered-students and is
it t6aiistic tc no_that they_wiII, given the loss-of
money? Doesn't t14c ract_that children might not receive
transportation diminish their choices?

The bill would_permit_but_not_requirechooI districts_to
use Chapter 1 administrative funds to pay for_transportation
of student's whose parents obtain vouchers.- Districts_now
spend very little Chapter 1 funds on transportation of
students and we expect that, given the limited amounts
available, they will choose to use Chapter 1 money for
direct services or voucher payments, rather than for
transportation.

We do not believe that a district's decision not to pay for
transportation will significantly diminish the choices that
TEACH-would make available for most students. Many schools
at_which_children could enroll under our proposal are within
walking distance_of_the children's_hemes, provide
transportation to students whO need it, or can be reached
through relatively inexpensive forms of transportation.

9 6
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9. Where is the money coming from in the Harlem District
5 project?

The program, begun in 1930, was originally funded by
the local educational authority. Due to the high
degree of interest-and widespread participation of
parents, school and community officials applied for
funding from the Secretary's Discretionary Fund in
1982,

In 1983; the Department of Education awarded District
5 a 8170;000_grant from the Secretary's Discretionary
Fund, In 1985Harlem_school_officials;_seeking to
continUe_the programi_assed for_and_received an
additional 8ø.Oøø from the same fund.

97
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10. The_Under Secretary is asked to submit for the record
information on the affordability of schools with
TEACH vouchers in the Nation's latgest city school
districts.

The attached chart_110,1) Shows hem affotdable TEACH
funds would make tuition in the Nation's_ 20 largest
city school districts. The chart ShOW that;

o In 15 of the 20 cities, the prejected ,_,oucher
amount covers all the tuition in some private
elementary schools.

o In the 5 cities in which the lowest tuition eK-
ceeds the voucher, it does so by only $75 in 2
cities, dna $280 in 1 city.



CHART 10-1

WHAT WOULU TEACH FUNDS BUY IN THE NATION'f TWENTY LARGEST CITY DISTRICTS?

Chapter 1 Estimated Percent of_Tuition It

District per-pupilexuend-.- voucher Would CoVer in_Some Private Schools

Albuquerque $947 $900 100

Atlanta 921 875 100

Baltimore 592 562 100

Charlotte 526 500 _79

Chicago 587 558 100 ° In 15 of the 20 cities_. the
Projected voucher amount

Cleveland 934 887 100 covers all the tuition in

Columbus 974 925 100 at least some prive.te

Dallas 776 737 - 100 elemerAry schools.

Detedit 640 * 608 * too

HOUSten 1;104 1;049 100
° In the 5 cities where

JackSonVille 609 579 89 tuition exceeds the ioucher,

Los Angelet 294 279 80 it does so by only $75 in 2

Memphis 656 623 69 cities, $130 in 2 cities,

Milwaukee 435 413 100 and $280 in 1 city.

Nashville 821 780 100

New Orleans 1,099 1,044 100

New York 862 819 100

philadelphia 551 523 100

San Diego 342 325 72

Washington 983 934 100

* -Chapter 1 per-pupil expenditures are unavailable for Detroit. This table shows, instead, the natitnal average.
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11. Request by Chairman Hawkins tO adbMit Oharts
reflecting 25 years of federal spending fot
education.

Chart 11-1: "Total Spendihg_for_Education and U.S.
Department of Education Appropriations."

Chart 11-2: -"Total Spendfng for Elementary/Secondary
Edutatim and Department of Education
AppropriaXions,"

Chart 11,3: "TotaI_Spending for Higher Education and
U.S. Department of Education Appropriations."

100



CHART 11-1.

TOTAL SPENDING FOR EDUCATION AND

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION kPPROPRIATIONS

hi Billions of Adjustei (1 :.-4) Dollari

_mllurnriiimemssulmerilisiewimmirrmumImmilmmaimprotraktimi

Total Spending

for Education

Departmental

Appropdation

Reap
Request

Sou as. Demme of Eduction

tg_
0 IMO IIIII ft

Schod Year

Total spending in inflation-adjusted.dollars_has risen by some $22 billion

over the last four years, more than regainini the groundlost_in_the_pre7._

ceding four years.. During the period, U.S. Department of Education spending

has remained fairly constant, accounting
for ogy 6 to 8 percent of total

spending on education in the U.S.
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TOTAL SPENDINGTOR

ELEMENTARYISECONDARI EDUCATION AND
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

APPROPRIATIONS
In BillionsOWN Dollars

$180

160

Total _4eldinifor
140 Elimentary/Secondary

120

1Q0

co

CHART 11-2

Departmental

Appropriation

uslit..., 1 N as_

School Wet
Boit la ciptrivit of Edtterion

TOt41 ending on elementary/secondary education reached an eatimated$149 billion in 1984-85, almost $14_bi1lion more than in 1981-82 whenadjted fbr inflation, Over the period,
Departmental spending accountedfor only abut 6 percent of the total spent on Cie:edgy/secondary

eduatiOn,
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CHART 11 3

TOTAL SPENDING FOR HIGHER EDUCKIION AND

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION APPROPRIATIONS

In BilOons of Adjusted (19805) Dollars

01.1.10.10ftommma=mmille~alwmallambloOlnumilMwmgonslitswriNwswwitsealdes

100 Total Spending for

Higher Education

Dopadmental

ApproOilition

U.8. Doportmont of Iducollon

Total_spending_on_higher educatIon_i-acreased hy s1mosti9 billion between

1981-82 kid11984-85; the toot sobstittial increase since the late 1960s,

Departmental.spendihg represented only about 10 percent of the total

spent on higher education In recent years,
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12. How are children seleCted into Chapter 1 progrsms?

Programs and projects_supported
under Chapter_l mustbe conducted in_artendance areas having the highest

concentrations_of low,incOMe Children or in all_atten-dance areas where there_is a Uniformly high_concentra-tion of low-income children_in the leCal educationalagency. The law provides_for_sOme exceptions to the
foregoing requirements for the_deSignatibh of eligibleattendance areas for schools, but onee these-areas orschools are identified,

students_are_SeIedted for
participation in_Chapter 1 programs_based Onlan ahnualassessment of educational needs. This annuel_as-ess-
ment_mnst_identifyleducationally deprived_IchiIdren inall eligible attendance_areas and must_require theinclusion of those children who have the_greatest needfor special assistance; The needs of participating
-nildren must_be_determined with sufficient_
-.cificity to ensure concentration on those needs.
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_
13. Are vouchers taxable_income?: What precedent is there forthis? Are Pell Grants taxable inCOMe?

The bill provides that_vouchers are net taxable income. The
provision in TEACH stating that_voacher payments received byparents are not subject to_Federali_State, Or local-income
taxes is modeled on similar_language_under Other Federal
assistance programs, such as Food_Stampsi_school ItniChes,
Child huttition, and low-income home energy assistance;

PeII:GrantS Are not taxable by the Federal government;
Section:117 Of the Internal Revenue Code excludes_
schoIarships_and fellowships from gross income. A
"schoIarship!=iS defined as an amount paid or allowed to, or
for_the_benefit_ot, a Student, whether an undergraduate_or a
graduatei_to_aid_the student in pursuing his studies. Pell
Grants are scholarships within thia defir.Ation.

4
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14. How_can this proposal be_wrapped in equality_and-opportunity
while at the same time circumventing the Civil Rights Act?

WhiIeLTEACH would provide:that the_civiI rights statutes do
not_apply_to a_private_schooi soIeIyIbecause children use
voucher_funds_to_enroll_at the_schooIi_the_biIi_wouIdinet
circumvent the protections of those statutes. Any school
currently_covered_by the_civil rights laws would continue to
be covered.__The_bill_simply_provides_that_a private
elementary or secondary school that receives no other
Federal financial assistance besides voucher funds is not
subjected to numerous Federal regulations that impose a
variety of recordkeeping and other administrative burdens.
Many such schools are small institutions, often fledgling or
struggling ones, that could not easily comply with a raft of
Federal procedural requirements.

The_bill does, however, specifically provide that voucher
funds may not be used-for-tuition or compensatory services
at a private school that_discriminates on the basis of race
or national origin, and it establishes a mechanism for the
Attorney General to enforce this prohibition.

With _respect to:sexIandlhandicap,basedidiscrimination, the
bill_would_not_significantIy_modify Federal_Iaw. Currently,
Title IX_Ibarring_sex_discrimination)_does not apply to the
admissions practices of_private_elementary_and_secondary
schools. Similarly, with respect to handicapping
conditions. the Department's Section 504 regulations_do_not
now require a private school to admit a handicapped student
with special educational needs if the school does not offer
programs that, with minor adjustments, can me.... those needs.
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IS; litA4 do you determine the worth of vouchers when the
amtitiht of Chapter 1 allocation differs within
noighbbritig districts and when tne states add a
portion Of their money to the allocations?

Cnrrently_i_ in Some aistricts, with several difterent
types_of_Chapter I programs, per pupil expenditures do
vary widely, _Under the proposed TEACH bill, howeve,-,
each voucher_wOuld_be worth_the_average Chapter 1 per
pupil expenditure in_the LEA. The_vouCher amount
available for each child_wouId_be nquaIltd the total
amount of Chapter 1 funds an EXA_pians En expend di-
vided by the total number of children SereCted fOt
participation in the program._ Any_state and IOCaI
funds added to the Chapter 1 allocation would beiex-
nlnden from the computation of the voucher_amount.
PtopeSed section 560(c) (2) describes how the amount of
the voUcher would be computed.

1 1
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STATEMENT OF THE HONORABLE AWILDA APONTE ROQUE

SECRETARY; PUERTO RICO DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

Mr. Chairman and Committee Members:

I am Awilda Aponte Roque; Secretary of the DepartMent tif Education in

Puerto Rico. I welcome this opportunity to appear in the record With bur

views of the effects the proposed Equity and Choice Act of 1985 Could hAVO oh

the publit SthObl System in Puerto Rico.

In 1966 thei.e Wei.e 705,525 children in the regular elementary and secon-

dary programs of the Puerto Rite DepartMent of Education. They were taught by

35;000 teachers and teachers aideS; 2;226 tpetial education teachers and

aides; and 3;000 fine arts and other speciAl pi-ogi-Am teachers.

During the current year there are 292;689 Children reteiving services

under the Chapter I compensatory edecation programs; Or 43% Of the regular

Sthetil population. A federal grant of $108;413;618 was eeceiVed td Oebvide

these compensatory services, which are offered in all of the 100 SChOtil dis-

tricts ArOUnd the Island as well as in 85 private schools.

There are no local school districts in Puerto Rico. Instead; the

central administration Of the Commonwealth Department of Education administers

all elementary and secondary pUblit Odutation programs throughout the Island.

For purposes of federal programs such, at Chapter I prOgram, the entire public

school system is treated as a school district.

Nearly 20% of the Commonwealth budget from general fUndt Aeo allocated

to the Department of Education. Additional funds are allocated from special

funds; and pUblit Works funds. In 1985 federal grants to the Department Con-

stituted one third Of the DepartMent's consolidated $810.2 million budget.

I n 9
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The Chapter I ftilidS Made U0 -abbUt 40% bf all of the federal awards in support

Of Outilit 016m6htaey ahd secondary education programs on the Island. By law,

ahd heed; some of these funds (about 2.61%) were distributed tu private

schools serving eligible students.

From the data given, calculations can be made which show that in order

to provide a free public education for all children exercizing this constitu-

tional right in Puerto Rico, the Department of EducatiOn has a budget of $777

per pupil in general revenues and $392 from other sources. This is far below

the national average of $3,173 per pupil spending, or even $2,053 in Utah; the

lowest ranked state, in 1983-84; the MOtt reCent yeae for which data is avail-

able from th0 National Cehtee of Education _Statistics.

In this Context the compensatory education programs have enabled the

Depaetmeht to strenghten its efforts_ and initiate new approaches for meeting

the needs of the children with the greatest educational, social and economic

disadvantages affecting their academic achievements. Grants funds have

enabled the Department to add resource teachers i..nd teachers aides to the

staff for a team teaching approach in eligible tlatsrooms. Cultural ac-

tivities have been added tb the compensatbry program to enrich the background

Of eligible StUdehtS. New curriculum materials have been purchased or

beloduced in-houSe; Teachers have received special training for providing com-

pensatory services to these children.

The Chapter I program is believed to have had an important effect in im-

proving student achievements in Puerto Rico. This is shown by an increase in

the high school graduation rate from 48.4% in 1972-73 to 89.3% in 1984-85. We

have read legislation under consideration by the House (H.R. 3821) and Senate

(S.1876) to change the way compensatory educational services are provided to

eligible students. We belieVe it Would treate SOribUt ditrUptiOnS in the

Puerto Rico public sthbol system and ln improved services for disadvantaged

-2-
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children. Also; through the bill'S provisions funds will be earmarked for

non-educational purposes (such as transportation) which are sorely needed to

provide direct services to eligible children.

Currently, the Puerto Rico Department of Education bases determination

of student need for one service or another on teacher observation. This has

proven a valid, efficient and low-cost method. Under the voucher program, the

Department still wculd be responsible for diagnosing student needs. However,

the current method would not be feasible for cnildren of parents who chose to

use their voucher to enroll them in private schools. If teachers are used for

diagnosis; they will have tO be paid extra for this out-of-classroom work.

New methods will have to be developed. There will be a high risk of misdiag-

nosis as one-shot interventions replace a long-term teacher-stUdent relation-

ship as the basis for determining a disadvantaged child's educational

remediation needs.

The bnrden of administration will remain with the already taut central-

ized Department of Education. The special oversight requirements of S. 1876

and H.R. 3821 place additional burdens on the Commonwealth Department of

Education to make certain that parents do not use vouchers at schools which

discriminate; or to make certain that the voucher amount received by parents

does not exceed the actual cost of enrollment or tuition at a private

institution.

Currently 11% of the school-aged population in Puerto Rico attends

private schools. Generallly, there are three applications for each space

available in the more prestigious schools. It is thought unlikely that these

school will be able te accomodate large numbers of disadvantaged children un-

der the voucher program. Instead, responding to knowledge that parents have

vouchers for school expenses, new private sChOolt may be expected to burgeon.

-3-
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It is likely that some parents will enroll their children in these

private schools for awhile then return with them to public schools. This will

result in fluctuations in enrollments which will hinder planning and

preparation within the public school system from one semester to the next.

In summary, we believe that a voucher program Of the type that would be

establish0d under S. 1876 and H.R. 3821 would be More costly to administer

than the current Chapter I program, would result in serious planning dif-

ficulties for the public school system, and is not likely to result in im-

proved remediation of eligible children's educational needs.

We are aware of the extensive and deep consideration being given to this

proposed legislation. We hope this brief expression of the unfavorable impact

a change from the Chapter I program to a voucher program is likely to have on

education for eligible disadvantaged children in Puerto Rico will balance your

decision for continuation of the Chapter I program.

Thank you for this opportunity to present our views for the record

112
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The American Jewish Ctmgress welcomes this opportunity to

state its oppositicm to H.R. 3821, the so-called Equity and Choice Act

of 1985: Briefly stated, the Act would require Local Education

Apncies tooffer rarents of chill:ran eligible for remedial services

Under Chapter / of the Bdtdatienal CCOSCI14at1 on and IRE:comment Act of

1981, 20 U.S.C. 53801, et ma., vtuchers for the value of these

services. Parents cculd use these vouchers either to purchase remedial

services at the schools at Which their children are enrolled, at save

other pUblic Seim-Ma at which they are not currently enraned, even if

it is in another district, cc at a private school, Mel-Wing wochiEd

schools. No school is revive to participate in the prcgram.

The Act further provides (5560(f)) that vcuchers shall not be

considered federal financial assistance; Nevertheleas, the Act

provides (5560A) that voudhecs may riot be used at racially discrimin-

atory sobools. Only the Attorney General is authorized to enforce

these prCmisions (5560A(a)(3)).

We do not propose. on this occasioni to consider the

constitUtiocality of H.R. 3821 under the Eatablishment Clause for this

bill is, in our view, unsound as a matter of national ethcatiotua

policy. That, of course, is sufficient reason for this ctimmittee to

defeat this bill.

choice is an alluring concept. The supporters of the bill ask

what is wrong with giving parents a choice? The answeri perhapai would

be nothing, if there were in fact a real choice to be had;

=
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The Chapter / program is, by its terms, targeted at the

edilcationally disadvantageduto ere also economically disadvantaged, 20

U.S.C. 53805(b). Mat realistic alternatives do parents of such

Chibiren have? %hat suburban district is going to attopt VilrollerS a8

sufficient payment of tuition for inner city sChdel children and those

who are Wucationally dieedvantaged at that? And what inner city

patent will send his child on a hes to the suhurbs for a few hours a

week of after school remediation?

/nner-city parochial schools are performing yed6aa Se:kV-Idea in

teaching their students; But thegt schbora; aireadY heavily

subsidized; Mtb tYpically In no position to accept additional students.

(Knd if thty could, they would probably drawaway from the public

detibtas the most motivated students; leaving the public scAlools worse

off then before). Providing vouchers dbes nothing to ihttiaaa aettal

opportunities to exercise choice for those who might dehd thgt

children to such schools;

it #8 StOply implaUsible that the relatively low sump to be

alIOCated Under this proposal, Which will bb further reduced by

GrAMM-Fulnan-flollings, will be sufficicat to induce the creation of

additional schools. This bill is not about choice4 it is &Ca

subsidizing private schoolla. At a titiia Whah federal aid to public

education is being'sharply reduced, it makeS no sense to divert

siditional /that frau these schools to pri-ote schools.

This is the fundamental reasonwhy the choice argument is
-

Mitleading. The Equity and Choice Act is a manifestation tt a brceder

- 2 -
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philosophical atback on the concept of public educatico; Its sponsors

vied the public schools es merely transmitters of knowledge, and ask,

Amite reamonehly from their perepeCtive, why the Odblic schccls should

enjoy a monopoly on government support in carrying out this teak.

But the viewof the sponsors is not that which Americans have

typically held. _The pdbIic schooIs - in the past; frequently end more

accurately caned canton tothOols - serve a more *portent societal

function than mere traneadssion of knowledge -- that of offering a

cam= experience to all children, rich and poor, native born and

immigrant, white and black, boys and girls.* It is all too true that

the public sthools have not, because of de facto and de 'sure

segregationi always measured up to this high charge. But by addh

mechanics as magnet SehbOla, cross bUSing and other techniqUes they are

trying, and coming eloser all the tittle. Only the pdblic schools do and

can offer this additional justification for their existence. It is

this unifying role which fully justifies the special claim of the
_

common schools to a special claim on the public fisc, and it is this

claimwhich the; 9821 challenges; If this attack is successful, as

limited as it is, there is no dOubt that fdither assaulte on the

*of course, as with meet principles, this one is not without limits.
It does not justify abolishingprivate schools, for the state may not
Obtain a mcqopoly over education. fierce-v. Societ of_Sisters,_268
U.S. 510 (1925). That principle, in turn Is also not_ thout_Iimits,
private schools have no claim as of right to govemmental funds;

- 3 -
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special role of the public schools, and its special claim to public

support, will follow.

Other problems exist with regard to this bill; ms currently

worded, H.R. 3821 would enocurac .. parents of childrem found actually

to be in need of renediaI servic^-T, 20 U.S.C. 53805 (b)(2), EoenrCil

them in other achoole, even if no reMedial servicee are provided.

Grantel that schools should not be eipagered to roltinelycompel

students to attend remedial classes without parental consent, and

granted that sometimes a change of achoca will be as effective as

remediationi doea it follow that the government should mitsidize

parents' exercise of those rightc, even though in many, prdbably most

cases, the parents are taking an unwise choice in depriving their

children of remediation?

The civil rights provision 4e also troub1esame7 particularly

insofar as the authority to initiate suits to determine that a school

is :acially discriminatory and hence ineligible tb participate in the

voudher program is litnited tO the Attorney General. As the bill ste.lds

now, a schda which is successfully sued for intentional racial

discrimination under, for example, 42 U.S.C. 51981, or a state public

acccurcdaticalaw, would remain eligible to participate in the voucher

program unaess and until the Attorney General, in his unfettered

diseretioh; brdight Salt tinder the Zedity and Choice Act. Indeed, it

is even possible tO read 5560A(a)(3) as prohibiting private parties

from bringing suits against schools for racial discrimination under

- 4 -
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other civil rights statutes, or the Internal Revenue service from

enforcing its policy* of denying tax exceptions to racially discrimin-

atory schools.

ainelueibn

For all these reasons, H.R. 3821 should be not given a

favor&Ie reccimmwmUtion by this Cammittee.

*we_havisi_eleedhere elabDrated on our-vifts-of the proper scope of this
policy vis-a-vis reigious_schools: Tax Exempt Statues of Private
Schoolsi Hearings Belme_the SucommitteeoniOversight of the Committee
on Wayi and-Maane, U.S.18Cuse of Ereoresentatives4 96thiCong.4i1st_Sess.
1253-60 (1979)(StatEMent f N.Z._Derthowitz)._ The factors which we
suggested cught to govern in that conteXt prtbahly cught to applyteTe
as well.

marc D. Stern
Of Counsel

Lois C. Waldman
AJCongress
15 East 84th Street
New York, Newyork 10028
(212) 879-4500
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